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Abstract
Patients with calcific aortic valve stenosis present with calcium deposits on
the aortic valve, which can result in non-circular and distorted expansion of selfexpanding Transcatheter Aortic Valve Replacements. The effect of stent distortion
on the fluid and shear environments downstream of the valve and the deformation of
the leaflets of the prosthesis are not yet fully understood. Therefore the objectives of
this thesis are to investigate the impact of non-circular stent deployment on: (1) the
fluid mechanics and hemolytic potential of the device; (2) leaflet mechanics and
deformation and (3) the development of a computational finite element framework of
the deployment of a self-expanding Transcatheter Aortic Valve Replacement in a
patient-specific aortic root anatomy. The results of this thesis demonstrate that: (1)
eccentric stent distortion alters the fluid and shear environments downstream of the
valve; (2) eccentric stent distortion causes deleterious bending of the leaflet causing
an increase in peak strains in the vicinity of the leaflet commissures; (3) stent
deployment asymmetry is dependent upon location and distribution of calcium
deposits on the aortic valve leaflets and (4) preoperative planning of stent
orientation within the aortic valve has the potential to minimise the impact of the
distorted stent on the deformation of leaflets of the prosthesis. The results of this
thesis elucidate the effect of non-circular stent deployment on the coupled fluid and
leaflet mechanics of Transcatheter Aortic Valve Replacements deployed in calcified
aortic valves in vivo and provide a novel understanding of the biomechanical tissuestent interaction during self-expanding stent deployment in patient-specific
anatomies.
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Objectives
1.1 Aortic Valve Disease
The aortic valve is a blood flow control device used to prevent retrograde flow
of blood into the left ventricle of the heart from the aorta during the diastolic phase
of the cardiac cycle [1]. Aortic Valve Stenosis (AS) is a degenerative pathological
condition of the aortic valve, that causes progressive narrowing of the valve orifice
leading to stenosis and regurgitation [2]. According to the American Heart
Association, aortic valve disease has the highest rate of morbidity of any valvular
heart disease and was responsible for 12,471 deaths of 19,989 valvular disease
related deaths in 2003 in the USA alone [3]. Degenerative aortic valve disease is
associated with thickening of the valve and the formation of calcium nodules
protruding from the aortic side of the leaflets into the sinuses of Valsalva [4]. These
calcium nodules impede the opening of the valve leaflets resulting in constriction of
blood flow into the ascending aorta during systole. Furthermore, calcium deposits
can lead to incorrect valve closure during diastole and thereby result in retrograde
flow of blood into the left ventricle. As a result, a larger ejection volume is required
to maintain the flow volume of a stenotic valve similar to that of an unrestricted
valve, which subsequently places the left ventricle of the heart under increased
loading conditions. At first AS is an asymptomatic condition. However as the valve
gets more stenosed (valve area < 0.8 cm2 or pressure gradient > 50 mmHg [5, 6])
patients become symptomatic and typically suffer from angina, syncope and
potential congestive heart failure [2, 6]. Treatment of the stenosis at this
symptomatic stage is critical due to the likelihood of fatality increasing by 20-25%
within the subsequent 2-5 years [2, 7].
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Conventional open-heart surgery to replace a stenotic aortic valve, using either
mechanical or bioprosthetic aortic valve replacements, is the current gold standard of
care for the treatment of severe AS with clinical studies reporting low operative
morbidity and low postoperative mortality rates in low risk patients [2]. Despite this,
Surgical Aortic Valve Replacements (SAVR) have long been associated with
complications [8]. Mechanical Heart Valves (MHV) offer long term durability but
can cause damage of blood cells, due to the non-physiological flow environment
that develops downstream of MHVs [8-11]. As a result, life-long anticoagulation
therapy is required to reduce the risk of thromboembolic complications that may
occur. Bioprosthetic Heart Valves (BHV) consist of animal derived tissues and have
a much lower incidence of thromboembolic complications. However, BHVs are
subject to accelerated valve deterioration due to fatigue and calcification of the valve
leaflets, which together limit the long-term durability of the valve [8]. A distinct
disadvantage of both SAVR types is the requirement for highly invasive open-heart
surgery. As result it is estimated that 30-50% of patients presenting with
symptomatic AS are refused aortic valve replacement. Patients in this high risk
cohort have higher postoperative mortality rates due to advanced age or pre-existing
illnesses and as such are ineligible for SAVR [2, 12]. Against this backdrop,
minimally invasive aortic valve replacements, known as Transcatheter Aortic Valve
Replacements (TAVR), have been developed in order to treat high-risk inoperable
patient cohorts and are described further in the following section.
1.2 Transcatheter Aortic Valve Replacements
Transcatheter Aortic Valve Intervention (TAVI) is a percutaneous alternative
to open-heart surgery allowing for the treatment of a cohort of high-risk patients for
which conventional surgery is deemed inappropriate [2, 7, 13]. Current Transcatheter
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Aortic Valve Replacement (TAVR) designs typically consist of bovine or porcine
pericardial tissue leaflets sutured onto an expandable metallic stent or onto a polymer
support structure. Prior to device insertion, the valve is crimped onto a delivery
catheter that is tracked to the diseased aortic valve either via retrograde access
through the femoral (Transfemoral) or subclavian arteries or via direct access
through the left ventricle wall (Transapical) [2]. Unlike SAVR, whereby the leaflets
of the calcified aortic valve are removed prior to device implantation, the
Transcatheter Aortic Valve Intervention (TAVI) procedure relies on the expansion of
the TAVR stent to radially displace the calcified aortic valve leaflets and provide a
landing zone for the prosthetic valve in the aortic annulus [2, 14].
Currently there are two TAVRs approved by the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA), namely the Sapien (Edwards Lifesciences) and the
CoreValve (Medtronic), which can be categorised according to their expansion
method. The Sapien is a tri-leaflet bovine pericardial leaflet valve with a short profile
stainless steel (Sapien) or cobalt chromium (Sapien XT) stent that uses balloon
expansion to radially displace the calcified aortic valve leaflets against the annulus
and sinus walls [2]. Balloon-expandable TAVRs rely on plastic deformation of the
stent struts and an elastic recoil force from the surrounding aortic annulus to secure
the prosthesis in situ during valve loading [15].

The CoreValve has scalloped

shaped porcine pericardial leaflets mounted onto a long profile stent and is expanded
into the calcified aortic root complex using the self-expanding properties of the
nickel-titanium alloy, Nitinol [2]. Nitinol is a superelastic material that can undergo
large recoverable strains of up to 11%, making it an ideal choice for stent
applications allowing stents to undergo crimping, deployment and cyclic
physiological loading without plastic deformation occurring [2]. Unlike balloon3
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expandable valves, self-expandable valves are secured in situ by the radial force
exerted by the stent on the surrounding aortic root tissues [15]. As a result the
interaction between the native anatomy and the different TAVRs designs differs
substantially according to the method of expansion utilised.
1.2.1 Complications related to Transcatheter Aortic Valve Replacements
A critical aspect of TAVR stents is the required radial force that the stent
applies to the aortic root, which must be sufficient to radially displace the calcified
leaflets into the sinus walls, but not so large as to cause aortic root rupture or atrioventricular blockage [15-17]. Insufficient radial expansion forces may lead to the
formation of an incorrect seal between the stent and the aortic valve leaflets resulting
in retrograde leakage of blood around the periphery of the stent, known as
paravalvular leakage [15, 16]. Furthermore, insufficient radial force can impair the
anchoring of the stent in situ and can lead to potential antegrade or retrograde
migration of the prosthesis [2, 15, 18-20]. Therefore, the successful deployment and
postoperative function of TAVRs is heavily reliant on the biomechanical tissue-stent
interaction, which is dictated by the stent material and the method of expansion used
[21].
Currently, there are a number of different TAVR stent materials including
stainless steel, cobalt chromium, Nitinol and polymers. In stainless steel/cobalt
chromium stents, balloon expansion folds the calcified leaflets outwards, leaving the
TAVR in the orifice left behind. However, calcium deposits on the aortic valve vary
in size and density and can often be asymmetric with one leaflet being more heavily
calcified than another [2, 22]. As a result, the orifice created following balloon
expansion may not be circular in shape, which when paired with a circular stent will
result in incomplete stent/annulus apposition providing gaps for paravalvular leakage
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to occur. Nitinol-based TAVR stents utilize the superelastic self-expanding
properties of Nitinol to recover its oversized undeformed shape following
deployment. The lower hoop strength allows for improved stent apposition to the
calcified aortic root and may potentially minimise the occurrence of paravalvular
leakage [23]. Despite this, increased volumes of paravalvular leak have been
observed compared to the Sapien [24]. Furthermore the conformance of the Nitinol
stent to the calcified leaflets/asymmetric annulus can lead to distortion of the valve
stent from the desired circular geometry, which may lead to altered fluid mechanics
and altered stress distribution resulting in premature failure of the valve leaflets [25,
26].
1.2.2 Fluid Mechanics of Transcatheter Aortic Valve Replacements
Hemodynamic analysis is used as an indicator of the progression of calcific
aortic valve disease as well as for a comparative analysis following aortic valve
replacement to assess the performance efficacy of the prosthesis [8]. Particular
attention is given to the mean Transvalvular Pressure Gradient (TVG), which is a
measurement of the pressure drop and recovery through the prosthetic valve, and the
Effective Orifice Area (EOA), which is a hemodynamic estimate of the smallest
cross-sectional area of the downstream systolic jet [8, 27]. Balloon-expandable and
self-expanding TAVRs exhibit favourable hemodynamic performance compared to
SAVRs producing lower pressure gradients and higher EOAs [14, 28, 29]. Despite
this similar performance, higher incidences of aortic regurgitation are observed due
to paravalvular leakage occurring in 65-89% of TAVR patients [30], with aortic
valve calcification and eccentric deployment proposed as the primary cause of
leakage [31, 32]. Nitinol stent designs have greater stent conformability than
balloon-expandable stents, to mitigate paravalvular leakage [2, 33], and thereby can
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offer improved stent-aortic annulus apposition. However this stent conformability
may exacerbate valve distortion and may lead to irregular leaflet kinematics [34]. It
is not yet known whether distorted TAVR implantation geometries can alter leaflet
kinematics sufficiently to cause altered flow patterns further downstream of the
valve. Altered flow patterns can lead to mechanically induced blood cell damage,
which can be caused by prolonged exposure of blood cells to elevated shear stresses
leading to hemolysis and thrombus formation, which may produce thromboembolic
complications [35-38]. Previous studies have shown the existence of a threshold
shear stress range of 150-400 N/m2, above which blood cell damage can occur if
subjected to for prolonged exposure times (minutes) [35, 36, 39]. However the shear
stresses arising downstream of an eccentric deployed TAVR have not yet been
characterised. Although most TAVR patients are currently prescribed antithrombotic therapy to prevent stroke or thromboembolic complications, a detailed
understanding of the hemolytic potential of these devices is critical to facilitate the
extension of this therapy to a wider patient population [40].
Flow assessment of TAVRs in vivo can be studied using Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (MRI) and Transthoracic Echocardiography (TEE). However these
modalities do not provide the required spatial and temporal resolution to assess the
potential shear stress induced damage from eccentric deployed TAVRs [41].
Additionally, multiple patient comorbidities may exist in high surgical risk patients
that could complicate understanding of the underlying mechanisms of shear stress
related complications [40]. Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) is an optical nonintrusive experimental technique which can be used to evaluate flow fields through a
prosthetic valve within a left heart simulator [42-47]. To date, PIV studies of
TAVRs have focused on characterising fluid flow through circular deployed valves
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[43, 44, 48, 49], but have not been applied to investigate the alterations in flow and
shear environments caused by non-circular TAVRs deployed in heavily stenosed
aortic valves in vivo. It is likely that fluid flow alterations are exacerbated in noncircular TAVRs, but this has never been quantified. Therefore, the first research
hypothesis to be investigated in this Ph.D thesis is “Eccentric stent distortion alters
the velocity and shear environments of Transcatheter Aortic Valve Replacements”.
1.2.3 Solid Mechanics of Transcatheter Aortic Valve Replacement Leaflets
TAVRs consist of three pericardial leaflets sutured to the valve stent. Closure
of the leaflets is regulated by the pressure gradient formed between the ascending
aorta and left ventricle at diastole. At diastole, pericardial leaflets close forming a
coaptive seal preventing the retrograde flow of blood into the left ventricle. Clinical
imaging studies of self-expanding TAVRs have demonstrated incomplete and
asymmetric stent expansion in vivo, resulting in distorted stent geometries with
Eccentricity Indexes (EI) ranging from 12-29% [34, 50, 51]. For optimal valve
functionality, circular deployment of the stent is required to ensure correct leaflet
apposition to form a sufficient seal to prevent aortic regurgitation [25]. However,
eccentric distortion of the stent can result in distorted leaflet configurations, which
may in turn impair leaflet apposition leading to increases in stress in one or more of
the leaflets that may result in accelerated deterioration and premature leaflet failure
[22, 26, 52]. Previous in vitro and in vivo studies have demonstrated that distorted
leaflet geometries can limit leaflet mobility and cause inadequate leaflet coaptation,
which can result in intermittent valve function and severe intravalvular regurgitation
[25, 50]. Furthermore, Finite Element (FE) studies have predicted that distorted
leaflet geometries, arising from eccentric stent deployment, can result in increased
leaflet stresses compared to circularly deployed valves [22, 23]. These previous
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computational models of leaflet closure were simulated under static loading
conditions by applying a uniform pressure directly to the leaflet surface. In vivo,
leaflet motion is driven by fluid flow caused by cyclic pressure gradients. As a result
previous approaches could not capture the dynamic loading conditions that occur
under pulsatile flow or the varying pressure distribution that occur on the leaflet
surface that may exacerbate peak stresses in distorted leaflet geometries in vivo [53,
54]. Therefore, the impact of eccentric TAVR stent deployment on the dynamic
deformation of distorted leaflet geometries under pulsatile flow conditions has yet to
be characterised. To address this need, the second research hypothesis to be
investigated in this Ph.D thesis is “Eccentric stent deployment alters the dynamic
leaflet deformation in Transcatheter Aortic Valve Replacements”.
1.2.4 Patient-Specific Modelling of Transcatheter Aortic Valve Replacements
The use of FE modelling, in conjunction with patient-specific geometric
models from medical imaging data, allows for virtual implantation of TAVRs into
complex anatomical environments, thereby allowing for engineering analysis of
complicating factors during TAVI and preclinical evaluation of the postoperative
performance of the device [53]. Computational approaches have been used
previously to analyse balloon-expandable TAVRs, investigating stent migration and
radial expansion forces [20, 55], risk of aortic root rupture [16, 17], valve-in-valve
interactions [56], stent positioning and leaflet closing mechanics of the device [57,
58]. Thus far, patient-specific FE studies have focused on cobalt chromium balloonexpandable TAVR stents. In self-expanding stents however, aberration from circular
deployment is to be expected due to conformance of the stent with the asymmetric
loading zone of the aortic annulus [2]. It has previously been shown that highly
eccentric leaflet configurations exhibit a 143% increase in peak leaflet stresses
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compared to circular geometries, as well as being more susceptible to intravalvular
leakage [22]. However in that previous study [22], leaflet closure was simulated only
in prescribed idealised eccentric leaflet geometries, which may not be representative
of distorted leaflet geometries in asymmetric deployed TAVRs in vivo. As such, the
deployment morphology of self-expanding TAVR stents in patient-specific
anatomies and the resultant effect on stent deployment asymmetry on leaflet
deformation during valve closure has yet to be elucidated. Therefore, the third
hypothesis of this thesis is “A patient-specific computational framework can predict
prosthetic valve leaflet deformation in non-circular deployed Transcatheter Aortic
Valve Replacements in vivo”.
1.2.5 Biomechanical Interaction of Transcatheter Aortic Valve Replacements and
the Calcified Aortic Valve
Patient-specific models can be used to develop a fundamental understanding
of the complex tissue-stent biomechanical interactions by enabling the simulation of
supra-physiological loading of the aortic root wall during stent expansion [59].
Patients with AS present with calcium deposits on the aortic valve, which can vary in
size, density and distribution around the valve leaflets [2, 22]. Previous studies have
shown that the calcified leaflets carry a substantial degree of the radial load and are
thus responsible for securing the valve stent in position [16, 17]. However, calcium
deposits can also impede the uniform radial expansion of self-expanding stents
causing non-cylindrical and distorted asymmetric deployment at each level of the
valve stent [34, 50, 51]. Previous patient-specific computational models have been
developed that model the presence of calcium deposits on the aortic valve leaflets
[16, 17, 58]. However such models focused on balloon-expandable TAVRs and/or
modelled calcium deposits as artificially stiffened regions of the leaflet rather than
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discretely modelling the calcium geometry itself. As a result, these models may have
incorrectly predicted the degree of radial displacement of the calcified aortic valve
leaflets and consequently incorrectly simulated the degree of stent distortion. Against
this backdrop, the complex biomechanical interaction between self-expanding stents
and calcified aortic valve leaflets has not yet been investigated and furthermore the
impact of calcifications on the closing mechanics of the leaflets of the prosthesis
remains to be elucidated. Therefore the final hypothesis of this thesis is “Calcified
aortic valve leaflets prevent circular expansion of Transcatheter Aortic Valve
Replacement stents altering the deformation of the leaflets of the prosthesis”.
1.3 Thesis Objectives and Hypotheses
The global objective of this thesis is to characterise the effects of non-circular
stent deployment on the biomechanical performance of TAVRs. A particular
question that must be addressed is what are the precise changes in blood fluid
mechanics and tissue leaflet mechanics caused by the distortion of the valve stent?
To date, clinical trials of TAVRs have evaluated acute postoperative TVG, EOA and
paravalvular leakage [50, 51]. While such parameters provide a hemodynamic
evaluation of device performance, investigation of flow and shear environments
downstream of the valve is critical in assessing the thrombogenic and hemolytic
complications that may occur due to the development of altered flow fields as a
result of TAVR stent distortion. Furthermore, distortion of the leaflets of the
prosthesis can result in accelerated deterioration and premature valve failure [25]. In
vitro bench testing and in silico computational models provide methods that allow
for the study of the underlying causes of adverse patient outcomes associated with
non-circular TAVR deployment. Therefore, the first objective of this research is to
determine the impact of non-circular expansion of a TAVR stent on the fluid
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mechanics of the prosthesis, specifically addressing the altered flow characteristics,
shear stresses and flow turbulence that may alter the hemolytic potential of the valve.
The second objective is to elucidate the impact of non-circular stent deployment on
leaflet deformation mechanics, in particular focusing on leaflet coaptation
characteristics and resulting leaflet strain distribution. The third objective is to
develop a patient-specific computational framework of the deployment of a selfexpanding stent to investigate the impact of stent deployment asymmetry on leaflet
deformation during valve closure in vivo. The fourth and final objective is to
determine the biomechanical interaction between a self-expanding stent and a
calcified aortic valve and elucidate the role of calcium deposits on deployed stent
asymmetry. Four hypotheses have been defined to address each of the objectives
outlined above, each of which will underpin the research of Chapters 4-7 of this
thesis.
Hypothesis 1: Eccentric stent distortion alters the velocity and shear environments
of Transcatheter Aortic Valve Replacements
Hypothesis 2: Eccentric stent distortion alters the dynamic leaflet deformation in
Transcatheter Aortic Valve Replacements
Hypothesis 3: A patient-specific computational framework can predict prosthetic
valve leaflet deformation in non-circular deployed Transcatheter
Aortic Valve Replacements in vivo
Hypothesis 4: Calcified aortic valve leaflets prevent uniform circular expansion of
Transcatheter

Aortic

Valve

Replacement

deformation of the leaflets of the prosthesis
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By testing each of these hypotheses, the objectives outlined above can be
investigated and the proposed research will facilitate a better understanding of the
effects of non-circular stent expansion on the fluid and leaflet mechanics of TAVRs.
1.4 Thesis Structure and Overview
This thesis comprises the work completed for the duration of the candidate’s
Ph.D studies. Firstly in Chapter 2, a thorough review of the literature is presented,
detailing the anatomy and mechanics of the aortic valve, aortic valve disease, aortic
valve replacements, fluid and leaflet mechanics of aortic valve replacements and
computational analysis of aortic valve leaflets and self-expanding stents. In Chapter
3, the theory of cross-correlation and strain computation is outlined for PIV and
dual-camera stereophotogrammetry experiments respectively. Furthermore, the
Finite Element Method (FEM) is described in addition to the constitutive laws for
hyperelastic tissues and superelastic Nitinol. In Chapter 4, the impact of eccentric
TAVR deployment on the flow and shear environments downstream of the valve is
assessed. Specifically velocity flow fields, turbulent flow formation and elevated
shear stresses are investigated using PIV under pathological and physiological flow
conditions to estimate the potential for mechanically induced blood trauma thereby
testing hypothesis 1 of this thesis. In Chapter 5, dual-camera stereophotogrammetry
is used to analyse the impact of eccentric TAVR deployment on dynamic leaflet
deformation and strain distribution thereby testing hypothesis 2 of this thesis. In
Chapter 6, a patient-specific computational framework of TAVR deployment in a
realistic aortic root model, derived from Multi Slice Computed Tomography
(MSCT) imaging, is used to investigate the impact of stent geometry on leaflet
deformation in vivo, and as such tests hypothesis 3. In Chapter 7, a FE model of a
self-expanding TAVR in a calcified aortic root complex is developed, investigating
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the biomechanical interaction between the self-expanding valve and the calcified
aortic root and subsequently investigating the effect of realistic asymmetric stent
deployment on leaflet deformation, thereby addressing hypothesis 4 of this thesis. A
summary of the main findings of the thesis is contained in Chapter 8, placing them in
the context of current research, along with recommendations for future research in
the TAVI field.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
2.1 The Heart
The function of the heart is to pump blood through the circulatory system.
The heart consists of four chambers, the left and right atria and the left and right
ventricles. The atria receive oxygenated and deoxygenated blood from the
pulmonary vein and vena cava respectively, as shown in Figure 2.1 [8, 60].. The right
and left ventricles serve as the pumping mechanisms of the heart, with the right side
governing the pulmonary circulation and the left side regulating the systemic
circulation [8, 60].. The time between successive ventricular contractions of the heart,
which serve to pump blood, is known as the cardiac cycle and lasts approximately
0.856 seconds [8, 60]].

Figure 2.1
1: Schematic of the four heart valves connecting the atrial and ventricular
chambers of the heart during (a) systolic and (b) diastolic phases of the cardiac cycle.
At systole, the pulmonic and aortic valves are open and at diastole the tricuspid and
mitral valves are open. Paths of oxygenated (red) and deoxygenated (blue) blood are
indicated. Image adapted from [1, 3].
The cardiac cycle is divided into two sections, systole and diastole, as shown
in Figure 2.1 (a) and (b). During systole, contraction of the ventricle expels blood
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from the heart, while ventricular relaxation during diastole allows for filling of the
ventricle from the atria [8, 60].
2.2 Heart Valves
Connecting the atria, the ventricles and the arteries from the heart are a series
of heart valves, which are responsible for regulating the unidirectional flow of blood
[8, 60]. Unidirectional flow of blood within the heart is ensured by two sets of
valves. The mitral and aortic valves control the flow of oxygenated blood within the
left side of the heart, see Figure 2.1 [8, 60]. The tricuspid and pulmonic valves on the
right side of the heart regulate the flow of deoxygenated blood returned to the heart
from the rest of the body, see Figure 2.1. Valve opening and closing is regulated by
pressure gradients created by the contraction and relaxation of myocardial tissue in
the heart wall [8, 60]. During systole, contraction of the ventricles cause closure of
the tricuspid and mitral valves and forces blood through the open pulmonic and
aortic valves, see Figure 2.1. During diastole, decreasing pressure in the ventricle
causes closure of the pulmonic and aortic valves and opening of the tricuspid and
mitral valves allowing for the flow of blood into the ventricle [8, 60]. Closing
pressures range approximately from 100 to 150 mmHg for aortic and mitral valves,
which far exceed those acting on the tricuspid and pulmonic valves (~ 30 mmHg) [8,
60]. The anatomy, structure and function of the aortic valve are described in detail
below.
2.2.1 Aortic Valve Anatomy
The aortic valve is located in the Left Ventricular Outflow Tract (LVOT) and
is part of the aortic root. The aortic root is a collective term used to refer to the initial
region of the ascending aorta containing the aortic valve, which starts at the LVOT
and ends at the ascending portion of the aorta [61]. The aortic root consists of the
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sinotubular junction (STJ), the sinuses of Valsalva, the aort
aortic
ic valve leaflets and the
aortic annulus [61, 62
62],, see Figure 2.2. (a) and (b). The aortic valve has three semisemi
lunar leaflets, each consisting of three distinct regions: the leaflet free edge
edge, the
central belly region and the basal attachment region. The
These
se leaflets attach to the
aortic root,
root resembling a crown
crown--shaped
shaped ring, as shown in Figure 2.2 (a) and (b). The
highest peripheral point of the basal attachment of each leaflet meets to form a
commissure. The circle circumscribing the commissures is known aass the STJ. The
STJ is also the region in which the sinusal region of the aortic root transitions into
the tubular region known as the ascending aorta. Leaflets are orientated
symmetrically with a 120° angle between the commissure of each leaflet thereby
making
king the circumferential distance between the leaflet commissure
commissures approximately
equal, as shown in Figure 2.2 (a) and (b) [1,, 63, 64].

Figure 2.2
2: (a) Isometric and (b) planar views of the aortic root complex. Images
adapted from [62, 65]].
The concave shape of the leaflet free edge means that during valve opening,
the central region of the leaflet does not exceed the height of the STJ and thereby
prevents occlusion of the coronary ostias. Each leaflet contains a coaptation region,
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which provides a seal between adjacent leaflets and prevents retrograde flow, which
is blood flow from the aorta leaking into the left ventricle during diastole.
The cavities posterior to the open valve are called the sinuses of Valsalva and
these are thought to generate flow vortices that aid in valve closure at the end of
systolic phase of the cardiac cycle [61, 62]. There are three sinuses in total, two of
which contain the right and left coronary ostias that lead into the right and left
coronary arteries respectively and are known as the left coronary (left posterior) and
right coronary (anterior) sinuses, see Figure 2.2 (a) and (b). The other sinus is known
as the non-coronary sinus due to the absence of an additional coronary artery [61,
62]. Beneath the sinus is a virtual ring called the aortic annulus, which is demarcated
by the plane joining the basal attachments of the aortic leaflets [66]. Although
referred to as an annulus, this ring circumscribing the basal attachment of the aortic
leaflets is typically elliptical or “D-shaped”.
The annulus is composed of two types of tissue, with an approximate 2:1
ratio of ventricular myocardium and fibrous tissue. The region of the annulus
extending from the midpoint of the basal attachment of the non-coronary sinus,
across the right coronary sinus and to the midpoint of the basal attachment to the left
coronary cusp, is composed of ventricular myocardium. The other third of the
annulus, connecting the non-coronary and left coronary basal attachments, is
composed of fibrous tissue, which is also found in regions called interleaflet
triangles located between the arches of the semi lunar attachment lines of the leaflets
to the aortic root wall, see Figure 2.2 (a) and (b) [2]. The apical regions of the
interleaflet fibrous triangles are thickened to form the left and right fibrous trigones,
which form underneath the interleaflet triangles either side of the non-coronary
sinus, see Figure 2.2 (b) [61, 62]. The fibrous trigones between the non-coronary and
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left coronary sinus form connective tissue between the aortic annulus and the
anterior mitral valve annulus. The other fibrous trigone, between the non-coronary
and right coronary sinus, in conjunction with the membranous septum, form the
central fibrous body, which is the location of the bundle of His, a region specialised
in conduction of electrical impulses from the AV node, see Figure 2.2 (b) [61, 62,
66].
2.2.2 Aortic Valve Tissue
Aortic valve tissue is a heterogeneous tissue composed of three distinct
layers: the fibrosa, the spongiosa and the ventricularis, as shown in Figure 2.3 (a) [1].
The thickest layer, the fibrosa, is located on the aortic side of the valve and
encompasses the whole aortic surface area of the valve. The fibrosa is the main load
bearing layer and is composed primarily of type 1 collagen fibres, whose alignment
is dependent on the loading of the leaflets [1]. In an unloaded stress state, collagen
fibres exist in a undulated crimped configuration, but these become extended and
aligned with the circumferential direction of the leaflet during valve loading (0-4
mmHg), see Figure 2.3 (b) [67]. The ventricularis is located on the ventricular side
of the leaflet. The collagen fibres in the ventricularis are supplemented with a dense
network of elastin content, which are aligned in the radial direction of the leaflet.
The outer layers of the leaflet are coupled together by the spongiosa layer. The
spongiosa layer is a gelatinous layer composed of hydrated glycosaminoglycans
(GAGs) and interstitial cells and functions as a lubricant between the layers of the
aortic valve, allowing them to shear and deform relative to one another during valve
loading [68, 69].
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Figure 2.3: (a) Cross-section
Cross section views of the aortic valve leaflet parallel to the

three layer arrangement
circumferential and radial directions of the leaflet showing a three-layer
consisting of circumferentially arranged collagen fibres in the fibrosa layer, radially
orientated fibres in the ventricularis layer and the spongiosa layer composed of
GAGs and interstitial cells [1, 68]. (b) Histologica
Histologicall section of the aortic valve
showing undulated and crimped fibres at 0 mmHg and straightened fibres following
the
he application of a 4 mmHg load [67].
2.2.3 Aortic Valve Mechanical Properties

Numerous studies have shown that, under in
in--plane
plane biaxial loading conditions,
strain curves of aortic valve and collagenous tissues produce a hyperelastic
stress-strain
mechanical response that can be characterised in three phases, as shown in Figure
strain curve, a minor increase
2.4 [68,, 70-73].. In phase 1, the toe region of the stress
stress-strain
in stress produces a large increase in strain per unit stress. This behaviour is due to
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the gradual straightening of the crimped undulat
undulating
ing collagen fibres producing an
approximately linear stress
stress-strain
strain relationship [68, 70-73].
70
. As the fibres begin to
straighten, a larger portion of the load is taken up by the fibres resulting in stiffening
of the tissue, see Figure 2.4. In phase 2, increase in the applied load results in
rotation of the collagen fibres toward the axis of stretch. As the oriented fibres
gradually elongate they bear an increasing portion of the load leading to stiffening of
the curve and the formation of a non-linear
non linear stress
stress-strain
strain relationship, see Figure 2.4
[68, 70-73
73].. In phase 3, the increased loading removes all undulations in the fibres
and elongation of the fibres is increased thereby resisting the increase in stretch
leading to a further increase in stiffness [68
68, 70-73].. In this
this phase the stress-strain
stress
relationship becomes linear once again, as shown in Figure 2.4 [68
68, 70-73].

presentative anisotropic stress
strain relationship of aortic valve tissue
Figure 2.4
4: Representative
stress-strain
in the circumferential (S11) and radial (S22) direction with the three phases of the
hyperelastic stress-strain
stress strain response indicated [72].
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The structural heterogeneity of aortic valve tissue lends the tissue its
anisotropic and viscoelastic mechanical properties, which allows aortic valves to
undergo large directional dependent deformations during loading [1]. The fibrosa
and ventricularis layers are the main load bearing layers of the aortic valve leaflets
[1]. Histological sectioning has shown that the aortic valve is in a preloaded state
wherein the fibrosa contributes to the high strain behaviour of the leaflets and the
ventricularis is responsible for low strain behaviour of the tissue [68, 74]. The
fibrosa layer consists of highly undulating crimped fibres, that once separated from
the spongiosa and ventricularis layers begin to elongate [68]. When separated from
the fibrosa and spongiosa layers, the ventricularis undergoes contraction, with higher
levels of contraction experienced in the radial direction compared to the
circumferential direction due to the radial alignment of long elastin fibres. When
intact, the ventricularis layer exerts compression forces on the fibrosa layer, causing
a corrugated surface geometry in unloaded leaflets. The ventricularis also assists in
elastic recoil of the leaflet during valve opening and aids in reducing radial strains
that occur when the valve is at peak systole and the flow is at its highest rate [1, 7476]. The increased elastin content acting in the radial direction in the ventricularis
allows for much more leaflet compliance in the radial direction than in the
circumferential direction and previous studies have shown that the ratio of stretch in
the radial direction to that in the circumferential direction can range from 3.0-3.6
[68, 71, 77].
2.2.4 Blood Rheology

Blood is a heterogeneous mixture of solid corpuscles of red blood cells, white
blood cells and platelets that are suspended in a plasma solution. Blood as a whole
behaves as a non-Newtonian fluid, whereby the shear stress is indirectly proportional
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to the rate of shear. Figure 2.5 shows the non-Newtonian behaviour of blood
illustrating that the apparent viscosity of blood at low rates of shear (representative
of small caliber vessels) is high due to aggregation of blood cells and thereby
increases the viscosity of the fluid. At higher rates of shear (representative of larger
caliber vessels) the apparent viscosity reduces to an asymptotic value of
approximately 3.5 cP, due to the reorientation and breaking up of cell aggregations
resulting in a shear thinning behaviour [8].

Apparent viscosity µapp (poise)

0.6

0.4

0.2

0
0.1

1

10

Rate of shear
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1000

(sec-1)

Figure 2.5: Apparent viscosity (ratio of shear stress to the rate of shear) as a function

of rate of shear showing the shear thinning behaviour of blood as it approaches an
asymptotic value of 3.5 cP as the shear rate exceeds 50-1. Image reproduced from [8].
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2.3 Aortic Valve Mechanics

The opening and closing of the aortic valve is dependent on a complex
interaction between the fluid mechanics, pressure gradients and blood flow, and the
structural leaflet deformation [52].. The fluid and structural mechanics of the aortic
valve are described in sections below.
2.3.1 Fluid Mechanics

2.3.1.1 Flow Profiles
The aortic valve opens at the beginning of the systolic phase of the cardiac
cycle due to contraction of the left ventricle and closes at diastole forming a closed
seal to prevent leakage of blood into the left ventricle as it relaxes and receives blood
from the left atrium. At early systole, blood accelerates through the valve or
orifice
ifice
forcing the leaflets to open due to the applied pressure gradient, as shown in Figure
2.6.. Flow emanating from the valve orifice can be characterised as a central jet,
surrounded by a 3D vortex ring that is located between the aortic side of the leaflets
and the sinus of Valsalva [78,, 79].. This vortex ring is a region of recirculation which
is formed due to the shearing of the outer layer of the high velocity jet with the
ood in the aorta, see Figure 2.6 [79].
quiescent
ent bl
blood

Figure 2.
2.6: Velocity flow profiles through an aortic valve during the acceleration

phase (early systole), peak systole and deceleration phase (late systole) [78
78].
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At peak systole, a high velocity tapering jet forms extending further into the
ascending aorta due to increased flow rate. The vortex ring migrates into the sinuses
and away from the leaflet free edge, thus increasing the opening angle of the leaflets,
see Figure 2.6 [80]. At late systole and start of diastole, ventricular relaxation causes
a decrease in pressure in the left ventricle leading to a deceleration in blood through
the valve. The formation of a pressure gradient between the aorta and left ventricle
causes the reversal of low momentum blood flow along the ascending aortic wall
(see Figure 2.6) and entrainment of blood into the sinus region resulting in the
formation of vortices [8, 60]. These vortices create a transverse pressure gradient
across the leaflets, which aid in the radial displacement of leaflets to the valve centre
and ensures faster leaflet closure than just axial pressure alone [8, 60]. As a result of
fast closure, the closing volume of the valve is reduced [8, 60]. At diastole, flow
fields downstream of the valve are quiescent with no coherent flow structures present
[79].
2.3.1.2 Hemodynamic Measurements
Clinicians use two metrics to assess the performance of the aortic valve in
vivo: (1) Transvalvular Pressure Gradient (TVG) and (2) Effective Orifice Area
(EOA). These performance metrics are used to classify the severity and progression
of aortic valve disease and additionally can be used to assess SAVR performance.
Dynamic aortic valve motion is caused by ventricular contraction and relaxation
which generate pressure gradients responsible for valve opening and closing [8].
TVG is defined as the difference in pressure between the aorta and the left ventricle
(aortic pressure − ventricular pressure) during the systolic phase of the cardiac cycle.

The aortic valve opens at systole during ventricular contraction and closes at diastole
during ventricle relaxation, thus allowing for filling of the left ventricle from the left
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atrium. Ventricular contraction causes an increase in ventricle pressure, and once it
exceeds that of the aortic pressure (~ 80 mmHg), aortic valve opening occurs. This is
illustrated in Figure 2.7 when the ventricular pressure curve crosses the aortic
pressure curve at 125 ms. Further ventricular contraction increases left ventricular
pressure to 120 mmHg and causes ejection of blood into the aorta. The systolic phase
of the cardiac cycle typically lasts for approximately 300 ms with valve opening
occurring in the first 30 ms of the systolic phase. Relaxation of the ventricle reduces
left ventricle pressure. Once ventricular pressure drops below that of aortic pressure,
the axial pressure gradient in addition to the flow reversal generated results in aortic
valve closure [8].
(d)
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(b)
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Figure 2.7: Typical hemodynamic waveforms including aortic pressure (green line),

ventricular pressure (red line) and flow rate (blue dashed line) under physiological
flow conditions. Adapted from [8].
In a healthy aortic valve, differences in aortic and ventricular pressure are
minimal during the systolic phase as indicated by the overlapping aortic and
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ventricular pressure curves during systole in Figure 2.7. The differences in pressure
across the valve during systole is directly related to the smallest cross-sectional area
of the generated systolic jet known as the EOA of the valve. The EOA of a valve is
calculated from the measured flow rate and the difference in pressure across the
valve using Equation 2.1:
   =



51.6∆

(2.1)

where  is the mean systolic flow rate and ∆ is the mean pressure difference and
is a measurement of the pressure loss across the valve. A derivation of Equation 2.1
is provided in Chapter 3 of this thesis. Cardiologists use TVG and EOA to determine
the progression and severity of aortic valve stenosis with healthy valves having no
TVG at systole and an EOA of 3.0-4.0 cm2. Aortic valve stenosis is diagnosed when
a TVG of > 20 mmHg is formed and when the EOA of the valve is reduced to below
2.0 cm2. The hemodynamics of a stenosed aortic valve are described further in
section 2.4 of this Chapter.
2.3.2 Solid Mechanics

Aortic valve leaflets cycle between fully loaded and fully unloaded
depending on the

pressure gradient across the valve [1]. At early systole, as

indicated by point a in Figure 2.7, an increase in ventricular pressure reduces the
TVG resulting in relaxation of the leaflets and axial displacement of the valve
towards the ascending aorta, see Figure 2.8 (a) [77]. At point b, see Figure 2.7,
approximately 30 ms from the start of systole, the fast reversal of the pressure
gradient causes the valve to open in a rapid smooth transition with the leaflet
opening from the basal region leading to the leaflet free edge, see Figure 2.8 (b) [81].
Leaflets remain in this fully open state with leaflet flutter occurring at peak systole.
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At point c, a rapid decrease in ventricular pressure at late systole causes a steep
change in the TVG.
TV Vortex formation in the sinus region (due to flow reversal
caused by changing pressure gradient) form a transverse pressure gradient across the
leaflets, which force the radial displacement of the leaflets away from the aortic wall
and towards coaptation, see Fi
Figure 2.8 (c) [8, 60].. At point d, leaflets are now fully
coaptated and begin to stretch due to the increasing pressure gradient acting on the
aortic surface of the leaflets as shown in Figure 2.7 (d) [77].. At point e, see Figure
2.8 (e), TVG is at its maximum and represents the peak loaded state of the valve at
valve closure (~ 12
20 mmHg) [[77]. The TVG plateaus until the end of diastole. Slight
changes in the gradient produce minor axial displacements of the closed leaflets.
Following late diastole, a gr
gradual
adual decrease in the pressure gradient results in
relaxation of the valve leaflets and valve opening occurs once more at point a [77].

Figure 2.
2.8: Porcine leaflet deformation under pulsatile loading in an in vitro pulse

duplicator system at specified points of interest (a
e) as indicated in Figure 2.7.
2. .
(a-e)
Adapted from [77]].
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The aortic valve is subjected to three main types of loadi
loading
ng conditions:
tension, shear and flexure, which are imposed cyclically on the valve leaflets due to
the changing pressure gradients, as shown in Figure 2.
2.9 (a) and (b
(b) [1, 52].. During
diastole, see Figure 2.
2.9 (a), leaflets are stretched in both circumferential and radial
directions, with stretch magnitudes larger in the radial direction compared to the
circumferential
rcumferential direction [77].. The direction
direction-dependent
dependent stretch magnitudes are due
du to
the anisotropic mechanical properties of the leaflet whereby the collagen fibre
bundles in the fibrosa layer of the leaflet are oriented in the circumferential direction
while much more compliant elastin fibres are oriented in the radial direction [60,
[ 77].
Due to collagen alignment, leaflets are much stiffer in the circumferential direction,
resulting in greater elongation and larger stretch ratios in the radial direction of the
leaflet when loaded (3.2 rradial
adial vs. circumferential) [77
77].. Increase in leaflet stretch
plays an important role in forming an adequate coaptive seal with other leaflets
preventing intravalvular leakage occurring [[60, 82].

Figure 2.9: Schematic of the three modes of valve loading of tension, shear and

flexure on aortic valve leaflets at (a) peak diastole
stole and (b) peak systole.. Adapted
from [1, 82].
82
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Stretch distribution across the leaflet varies throughout diastole. At early and
late diastole, stretch distributions across the leaflet are relatively homogenous. At
peak diastole, however, spatial variations in leaflet stretch are present, with
circumferential stretches decreasing from the base region of the leaflet to the
coaptation region [83]. While diastolic loading of leaflets is primarily a pressurebased boundary condition, loading of the leaflets at systole is a result of forward
blood flow caused by reversal of the pressure gradient, see Figure 2.9 (b) [77]. The
frictional force caused by shearing of the blood against the leaflet surface results in
elongation of the leaflet in the radial direction and compression of the leaflet in the
circumferential direction (Stretch ratio 1.3 radial vs. 0.9 circumferential) [60, 77]. In
addition to changes in leaflet strain, leaflets also undergo large changes in leaflet
curvature changing from convex flexure towards the left ventricular direction during
diastole to concave flexure to the left ventricular direction at systole [60]. As a result,
the aortic and ventricular sides of the leaflet undergo cyclical changes in tensile and
compressive bending stresses [60, 82, 84-86].
During the cardiac cycle, the aortic annulus experiences geometrical shape
and dimensional changes due to the action of contractile myocardial tissue and the
response of passive fibrous tissue [2]. During systolic ejection, contraction of the
myocardial tissue results in a reduction in the annulus perimeter forming a circular
geometry maximising blood outflow [2]. During diastole, enlargement of the annulus
perimeter occurs as the myocardial tissue relaxes radially from the annulus centroid
producing a “D-shaped” annulus geometry [2]. This dynamic motion of the aortic
annulus optimises leaflet coaptation during valve closure and increases the crosssectional area of the generated orifice at systole, thus maximising systolic flow [2].
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2.4 Pathologies of the Aortic Valve
2.4.1 Aortic Valve Stenosis

AS is the most common form of valvular heart disease in the western world
responsible for 12,417 of a total 19,989 deaths caused directly by valvular heart
disease [87]. AS is a degenerative disease of the aortic valve that is characterised by
progressive thickening and calcification of the aortic valve leaflets. Initial thickening
of the valve leaflets, known as aortic sclerosis, is caused by the differentiation of
fibroblasts cells into myofibroblasts leading to the accumulation of unorganised
fibrotic tissue in the leaflet. Myofibroblasts differentiate into osteoblasts, which
orchestrate the formation of calcium deposition on the valve leaflets causing calcific
aortic valve disease [88]. This process leads to increased stiffness of the leaflets,
limited leaflet mobility and progressive narrowing of the valve orifice during systole
[4, 88].
2.4.2 Stenosed Aortic Valve Hemodynamics

A secondary implication of aortic valve stenosis is left ventricular
hypertrophy, which is caused by a pressure afterload and increased ventricular wall
stress, which can stimulate hypertrophy of the myocardial tissue [88]. In a healthy
aortic valve, ventricular and aortic pressures are closely matched during systole, as
shown in Figure 2.10 (a). However the hemodynamics of a stenosed aortic valve (see
Figure 2.10 (a)) are characterised by a large increase in left ventricle pressure, which
is required to compensate for the drop in aortic pressure and the increase in pressure
afterload in order to drive blood through the circulatory system [8, 88]. This causes a
hypertrophic response of the myocardium due to enlargement of myocyte cells and
initially restores ventricular wall stress and preserves wall function [88]. An increase
in left ventricle wall thickness reduces wall compliance and as a result an increase in
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the end diastolic filling volume is required. Heart failure occurs when the
hypertrophic left ventricle wall can no longer sustain the increased pressure afterload
and thus fails to contract sufficiently to create enough left ventricle pressure to
maintain forward flow through the valve [88].

Figure 2.
2.10: (a) Comparison of representative ventricular pressure curves from

healthy and stenosed aortic valves
valves.. (b) Schematic of flow through a stenosed aortic
89]
valve wit
with
h decreasing static pressure, P
P.. Image adapted from [89
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In order to understand the implications of aortic valve stenosis on left
ventricle mechanics, it is necessary to understand flow through a stenosed aortic
valve. Figure 2.10 (b) shows a schematic of systolic flow through a stenotic aortic
valve. The abrupt constriction caused by the stenosed aortic valve, results in the
acceleration of the blood flow which converts static pressure into dynamic pressure
[27, 89]. The systolic jet expands downstream of the stenosis and results in a
decrease in the flow velocity and the conversion of dynamic pressure back into static
pressure. Pressure recovery occurs in this deceleration area and stabilises beyond the
STJ when complete reattachment of the flow occurs [27, 89]. The pressure recovery
is the difference in the minimum pressure downstream of the valve at the vena
contracta and the maximum pressure downstream at the STJ, as shown in Figure
2.10 [89]. The formation of a large velocity gradient between the high velocity flow
and the quiescent flow in the aorta results in the generation of flow turbulence. In
turbulent flow, kinetic energy is dissipated into heat and is thereby non-recoverable
downstream of the vena contracta [27]. As a result static pressure downstream of the
stenotic valve (aortic pressure) is lower than that of the pressure upstream of the
valve (LVOT pressure). The difference between the mean pressure recovered in the
aorta and the mean pressure at the LVOT is the mean TVG at systole [27].
The TVG is dependent on the relationship between the EOA and the diameter
of the ascending aorta, with a smaller orifice relative to the diameter of the aorta
resulting in an increase in turbulent flow mixing and minimisation of pressure
recovery [90]. Patients with AS can be classified according to the severity of the
stenosis ranging from mild, moderate, severe to very severe as shown in Table 1.1
[5]. For patients presenting with symptomatic severe and very severe aortic valve
stenosis, aortic valve replacement is necessary to restore valve function.
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Table 1.1: Severity classification of patients with aortic valve stenosis [5]
Maximum Systolic

Mean Pressure

Jet Velocity (m/s)

Gradient (mmHg)

Severity

EOA (cm2)

Mild

1.5-2.0

2.0-2.9

< 20

Moderate

1.0-1.5

3.0-3.9

20-39

Severe

0.6-1.0

4.0-4.9

40-59

Very Severe

< 0.6

> 5.0

> 60

While EOA and mean TVG can be used to evaluate valve performance
during forward flow, these parameters do not provide information on valvular
regurgitation [91, 92]. Energy losses account for the valve performance during
forward flow at systole and leakage flow at diastole and provide a measure of the net
workload experienced by the ventricle in the cardiac cycle [91, 92]. Energy loss is
calculated on the principle of conservation of energy and is a measurement of the
difference in the energy flux entering and leaving a specified control volume during
a cardiac cycle [91]. Energy loss during forward, closing and leakage flow can be
defined as follows:
=

%&

%'

!"#!$ ⋅ ∆) ⋅ *

(2.2)

where  is the energy loss during forward, closing or leakage flow, !"#!$ is the
instantaneous flow rate, ∆) is the instantaneous pressure gradient and + and 

represent the time at which the beginning and ending of forward flow, closing flow
and leakage flow occurs. Total energy loss is calculated as the sum of energy losses
through each flow period [91].
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2.5 Surgical Aortic Valve Replacement

SAVRs
SAVR are replacement aortic valves for patients characterised as having
severe/very severe aortic valve stenosis that are implanted using highly invasive
surgical procedures. The design of prosthetic aortic valves are dependent on a
number of key performance ccriteria,
riteria, which include minimal pressure drops and
regurgitation across the valve, minimal turbulence and blood damaging shear
stresses, long term durability minimising material wear and fatigue in mechanical
valves and leaflet mineralisation in bioprosthet
bioprosthetic
ic implant types [8,, 11, 93].. There are
two types of
of SAVRs: (1)
1) MHVs
MHV and (2)
2) BHVs.. A brief description of these
prosthesis types are outlined below.
2.5.1 Mechanical Heart Valves

MHVs can be categorised into three main types:
types (1)
1) caged ball valves; (2)
3) bileaflet valves [11, 94],, as shown in Figure 2.1
tilting disc and (3)
2.11.

MHVs.
Figure 2.11
11: Schematic of systolic and diastolic flow fields downstream of MHVs
Figure adapted from [[93, 95].
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Caged ball valves consist of a ball, which articulates with a circular sewing
ring and a cage made from three metal/polymeric arches as shown in Figure 2.11
[93]. During systole, blood flow pushes the ball downstream thereby opening the
valve orifice and allowing forward blood flow. The cage constrains the distal
displacement of the ball during systole. At diastole, pressure and flow reversal
causes the proximal displacement of the ball towards the sewing ring and occludes
the valve orifice preventing retrograde flow of blood into the left ventricle [11, 95].
Tilting disc valves consist of a single disc secured to a circular housing via
lateral or centrally positioned retaining struts, see Figure 2.11 [93]. During systole,
forward flow forces the disc to open to a specified angle (60-80°), resulting in the
formation of two different size orifices (major orifice and minor orifice) for blood to
flow through [8, 95]. During diastole, the tilting disc rotates on the metal struts and
forms a seal with the sewing ring thereby occluding the valve orifice.
Bileaflet valves consist of two semi-lunar tilting disks mounted into a rigid
housing, which pivot about hinges, as shown in Figure 2.11 [93, 95]. During systole,
forward flow forces the leaflets to pivot about a recessed hinge in the sewing ring
resulting in blood flow through the central rectangular orifice and the semi-circular
lateral orifices [8, 95]. At diastole, leaflets pivot about the hinge region to coaptate
with the sewing ring and occlude the valve orifice.
As is evident in Figure 2.11, MHVs produce non-physiological flow fields
with regions of flow stagnation and recirculation downstream of the valve [8, 11, 94,
95]. Regions of quiescent stagnant flow can form a high velocity gradient with the
systolic jet resulting in elevated shear stresses between fluid layers which can
damage blood constituents (red blood cells and platelets) if exposed to for extended
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periods of time [35,, 36, 39, 95].
95 Furthermore entrapment of activated platelets,
caused by elevated shear stresses, in recirculation zones can result in large residence
times and can result in clotting and thrombus formation [95, 96]].. For a description
on mechanically induced blood trauma the reader in referred to section 2.5.3 later in
this Chapter. Due to the significantly altered hemodynamics of mechanical valves
compared to native valves creating non
non--physiological
physiological flow fields, patients are
prescribed

life-long
life long

anticoagulation

treatment

to

minimise

the

risk

of

thromboembolic complications and stroke [88].
2.5.2 Bioprosthetic Heart Valves

BHV designs were developed
developed to mimic the anatomy of the native aortic valve
and create more physiological like flow fields and thereby overcome the blood
damaging limitations of MHV designs. These valve designs consist of three leaflets,
made from glutaraldehyde fixed porcine aort
ic valve leaflets or pericardial tissue,
aortic
which can be mounted onto metal or polymeric support structures (stented
bioprosthesis) or sutured directly to the aortic annulus and root (stentless
bioprosthesis) [93, 95
95]. BHV produce high velocity central systolic jets that are
much more evenly distributed in the ascending aorta compared to a MHV, see Figure
2.12 [8].

flow fields downstream of BHVs.
Figure 2.12
12: Typical systolic and diastolic
d
BHVs Figure
adapted from [93, 95]].
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The jet is surrounded by recirculation regions that migrate into the sinus.
Areas of high shear occur at the edge of the systolic jet created by a velocity gradient
with the stagnant flow in the aorta [79]. Stented aortic porcine valves tend to have a
lower EOA and larger mean TVG compared to stentless valve types [95]. This is due
to the restriction in leaflet opening caused by presence of the stent and stiffness of
the porcine leaflets compared to pericardial tissue [95]. The typical EOA for stented
valves range from 1.17-2.74 cm2 and for stentless valves range from 1.84-3.75 cm2
and are dependent on prosthesis size [95].
Intact porcine aortic valves and pericardial tissue are the two major sources
of heterograft biomaterial used in BHVs [86]. While the use of porcine aortic valves
omits the requirement of the manufacture of individual valve cusps, these valves are
based on specific aortic root dimensions and as such are not amenable to differing
prosthetic valve sizes [8, 86]. As such pericardial tissue is the preferred choice of
heterograft biomaterial for BHVs. Pericardial tissue in BHVs is derived from the
pericardium that surrounds the heart [97]. Pericardium consists of two distinct layers,
a fibrous outer layer and an inner layer called the serous pericardium [97]. The fibre
structure of intact pericardial sacs has been shown to vary significantly with
substantial intra- and inter- sac variability with no specific anatomical location alone
showing consistent thickness and fibre orientation [97, 98]. As previously described
in section 2.2.3, pericardial tissue exhibits an anisotropic material behaviour under
biaxial tensile conditions with stiffer stress-strain response observed in the axes
parallel to the predominant collagen fibre orientation [7, 73]. As such, BHV
manufacturers align the collagen fibres of pericardial leaflets with the
circumferential direction of the leaflet to provide structural integrity and allow the
leaflet to undergo large circumferential loads thereby increasing valve longevity [7,
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99]. Prior to implantation, pericardial tissues are fixed with glutaraldehyde to prevent
significant immunological reaction following implantation and protect the tissue
against enzymatic degradation [8, 86]. At larger loads, the stress-strain response of
fixed pericardial tissue is the same as that of fresh tissue with fixation not impacting
the intrinsic collagen fibre stiffness [97]. However, at a low-stress range (< 0.2
MPa), it is suggested that glutaraldehyde fixation increases the inter-fibre bond
strength and stiffens the stress-strain response of the tissue [97]. In contrast, in
porcine valve tissues, fixed valves were observed to be stiffer in both radial and
circumferential directions compared to unfixed tissues [71].
2.5.3 Complications of Surgical Aortic Valve Replacements

While SAVRs restore functionality to the aortic valve, they can also suffer
from thromboembolic complications (MHV) and leaflet structural deterioration and
mineralisation (BHV).
2.5.3.1 Blood Damage

MHVs, and to a lesser extent BHVs, are associated with mechanically
induced damage of blood cells, which can lead to rupturing of cell membranes
(hemolysis) and blood clotting [9]. Non-physiological shear stresses have been
shown to induce mechanical damage of Red Blood Cells (RBC) and activation of
platelets. Hemolysis of RBCs can be measured by the release of plasma free
haemoglobin, which is responsible for the transport of oxygen in the blood from the
lungs to the tissues of the body [36]. Hemolysis results in impairment of the oxygen
loading capabilities of the blood resulting in insufficient oxygen transportation and
anemia. Thrombus formation is caused by aggregation and adherence of activated
platelets and can result if platelets reside in low-velocity separated flow or in
recirculation regions for extended periods of time [8, 100, 101]. Thromboembolisms
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are created when portions of the thrombus break off the primary thrombus and
migrate downstream forming an embolism, which can form occlusions in smaller
vessels in the brain leading to stroke or occlude coronary vessels leading to
myocardial infarction [8].
Rupture of RBCs and platelet activation is caused by prolonged exposure of
blood cells to elevated shear stresses. Previous studies have shown the existence of a
threshold shear stress range, of 150-800 N/m2 , above which blood cell damage can
occur if subjected to for prolonged exposure times (minutes) [35, 36, 39, 102]. A
graph of shear stress vs. exposure time is shown in Figure 2.13 demonstrating the
relationship between magnitude of shear stress and exposure time on hemolysis in
RBCs [8].
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Figure 2.13: Shear stress as a function of exposure time for shear induced

mechanical damage to RBCs and platelets showing that once a certain threshold is
exceeded (> 150 N/m2) the degree of RBC damage is dependent on exposure time,
with longer exposure times required to cause hemolysis in RBCs under lower shear
stresses. Image reproduced from [8].
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Generally blood flow in the circulatory system can be characterised as
laminar. However destabilisation of flow immediate distal to the aortic valve can
result in transitional or near turbulent flow for a very short time period [8, 103].
However flow downstream of stenotic valves or distal to prosthetic valves can
exhibit increased turbulence compared to that of physiological flows [8]. In laminar
flow, shear stress in the flow are determined by the spatial derivatives of the
instantaneous velocity field and are known as Viscous Shear Stresses (VSS) [9].
However in turbulent flows emanating from prosthetic valves, shear stresses can be
characterised as both VSS and Reynolds Shear Stresses (RSS) [9]. The importance
of evaluation of shear stresses in turbulent flows has previously been shown by
Kameneva et al. [104]. In this study, RBC suspensions were subjected to transitional
and turbulent flow regimes with the wall shear stress range kept constant between
both regimes by modifying the apparent viscosity and flow rate of the suspension
[104]. RBC suspensions in turbulent flows had 6 times higher haemoglobin release
than those in laminar flow, indicating that the additional turbulent eddies formed
increased shear loading on the cells [104].
To elucidate the impact of turbulence on hemolysis and platelet activation, it
is necessary to define both types of shear stresses the cell undergoes. VSS are a
measure of the instantaneous shear load between layers of fluid. VSS is a measure of
the viscous shear force per unit area acting on a fluid element and as such can be
related to the physical forces acting on blood constituents from the surrounding fluid
volume [9, 40, 79]. RSS is a statistical stress-like quantity that is formed by timeaveraging the Navier-Stokes equations over time-scales longer than the time scales
of turbulent fluctuations. The resulting Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations
contain the average and fluctuating components of the velocity field. RSS measures
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the transport of turbulent fluctuating momentum by turbulent velocity fluctuations,
which are formed due to cycle-to-cycle variations and fluctuations in pulsatile
turbulent flow [9, 40, 79]. As a result the RSS are a mathematical artefact of
Reynolds decomposition (time-averaging) of the Navier-Stokes equations and thus
do not provide a quantitative measure of shear force but rather a statistical
description of a turbulent flow field. As such RSS is often referred to as a “pseudo”
stress term that is not a measure of a real quantity. VSS act on the molecular scale
level, and arise due to the viscous shear forces being exerted on one molecule due to
the close proximity of another molecule [9, 38]. As this length scale is comparable to
the size of platelets, this shear stress measure is a much better indication of shear
stresses acting on platelets [8].
While RSS are commonly used as a predictor of blood cell damage, studies
have shown that VSS are a more accurate indicator on flow induced shear stresses in
laminar and turbulent flows [9, 37]. Flow in the wake of open leaflets in a
mechanical valve have RSS values > 250 N/m2, which are indicative of lethal
damage to RBCs [9]. VSS profiles have indicated a much smaller maximum shear
stress of 15 N/m2 which, while being below the critical threshold for RBC lysis, is
above a threshold for activation and lysis of platelets [9, 105, 106]. Clinical results
have shown that the occurrence of blood clotting is far more frequent than hemolysis
in this region, thereby validating that VSS is a more appropriate metric for
quantifying the hemolytic potential of flow downstream of an aortic valve prosthesis
[9, 37].
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2.5.3.2 Leaflet Failure

The two major failure mechanisms of pericardial tissue leaflets are caused by
fatigue wear and calcification, both of which cause deterioration of the leaflets
leading to structural failure [8, 107].
2.5.3.2.1 Leaflet Fatigue Wear

Structural failure of pericardial leaflets independent of calcification has been
correlated to areas of stress concentrations and flexure occurring in the commissures
of the leaflet [108]. As a result, numerous studies have sought to characterise the
durability of pericardial tissue through long-term mechanical testing (tensile and
flexure). Sun et al. investigated the response of pericardial tissue to moderate cyclic
loading (65 x 106 cycles) at 16% uniaxial strain (~ 1 MPa stress) demonstrating
stiffening and softening behaviour in directions parallel and perpendicular to the
fibre direction of the tissue as early as 30 x 106 cycles [109]. In a further study,
Sellaro et al. demonstrated that the fatigue response of pericardial tissue was
dependent of orientation of fibres towards the applied load [110]. This study
demonstrated that the dominant fatigue response mechanisms were reorientation of
fibres and reduction in collagen crimp in samples where collagen fibres were
orientated perpendicular and parallel to the axis of stretch respectively [110]. In
addition to tensile deformation, flexure is also a major deformation mode of the
leaflet subjecting the tissue to both compressive and tensile loading conditions [85,
86]. Studies by Mirnajafi et al. demonstrated that flexure stiffness of the tissue was
higher when flexed perpendicular to the preferred collagen fibre direction [86].
Furthermore in the commissure region it was shown that flexure stiffness decreased
with flexure angle thereby minimising the force required for leaflet opening in a
porcine aortic valve [85]. In addition to material orientations, design features of
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BHV stents have also been developed to maximise leaflet durability. As failure is
most prone in the highly stressed commissure regions, some BHVs designs
incorporate flexible commissure stent posts which act as a cushion and reduce
stresses in the leaflets at valve closure [111].
2.5.3.2.2 Leaflet Calcification

Structural disintegration can cause mineralisation of valvular tissues resulting
in the formation of calcific deposits in regions of high flexure of the leaflet such as at
the basal and commissure regions of the leaflet. Like native aortic valves,
calcification can lead to stenosis of the valve due to leaflet stiffening and
regurgitation caused by cuspal tears. Calcification is caused by a chemical
interaction between phospholipids and circulating calcium ions. Calcium deposits are
composed of calcium phosphates that are structurally similar to hydroxyapatite.
Calcification deposits forming on the leaflet cusps stiffen leaflets and can frequently
lead to cuspal tears [8].
2.6 Transcatheter Aortic Valve Intervention

Conventional open-heart surgery to implant surgical MHVs or BHVs to
replace the stenotic aortic valve is the current gold standard of care for the treatment
of severe AS [2]. However approximately 30% of patients presenting with
symptomatic AS are refused this highly invasive surgery because of high
preoperative mortality rates in patients, particularly in patients of advanced age or
those with pre-existing illnesses [2, 12]. Transcatheter Aortic Valve Intervention
(TAVI) is a percutaneous alternative to open-heart surgery allowing for the
replacement of a stenosed aortic valve using a Transcatheter Aortic Valve
Replacement (TAVR) thereby allowing for the treatment of high-risk patients for
which conventional surgery is deemed inappropriate [2, 7, 13]. There are currently
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two competing
competing FDA approved TAVRs in the marketplace, the Sapien (Edwards
Lifesciences) and the CoreValve (Medtronic), both of which are described in the
section below.
2.6.1 Types of Transcatheter Aortic Valve Replacement

The Sapien consists of three bovine perica
pericardial
rdial tissue sutured into a stainless
steel/cobalt
obalt chromium
um stent giving a tri-leaflet
leaflet geometry, see Figure 2.1
2.14 (a). The
valve is suitable for annulus sizes ranging from 17-28 mm mean diameter using 23
mm, 26 mm and 29 mm size prostheses [2,, 112].. The stent can be characterised as a
“short” profile stent (14, 17 and 19 mm in height for 23, 26 and 29 mm valves
respectively), whereby when implanted correctly a minimal amount of the stent
protrudes into the LVOT and the sinus region thereby mi
minimising
nimising potential
conduction system interference and obstruction of sinus and coronary artery flow [2].

113] and CoreValve [114
114], (b) balloon expansion of
Figure 2.14
14: (a) The Sapien [113
expansion of the CoreValve [116] and (c) fluoroscopic
the Sapien [115] and (b) self-expansion
117] and CoreV
118].
images of a deployed Sapien [117
CoreValve [118
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The CoreValve is constructed from three scallop shaped porcine pericardial
leaflets mounted onto a self-expanding tapered Nitinol stent, see Figure 2.14 (a). The
stent of the CoreValve is more elongated than that of a same size Sapien and can be
characterised as a “long profile” stent and consists of three different regions that
serve a specific purpose (55 mm vs. 17 mm stent height for 26 mm CoreValve and
Sapien respectively) [2, 112]. At the annulus level, the stent protrudes into the LVOT
and is designed to conform to the calcified aortic annulus/leaflet complex, thereby
minimising incorrect apposition and mitigating paravalvular leakage [2, 112]. The
mid-section of the stent is tapered from the annulus section to minimise disruption to
sinus flow and avoid occlusion of the coronary ostias [2, 112]. This mid-section also
has a higher hoop strength in an effort to resist deformation during valve closure and
to maintain a circular cross-section during deployment in heavily calcified aortic
valves [2, 112]. The upper section of the stent has the largest diameter and is
responsible for radial fixation in the aortic-tubular junction [2, 112].
Both the Sapien and the CoreValve can be delivered to the aortic root
complex either by retrograde access through the femoral artery known as the
transfemoral approach (Sapien and CoreValve) or via direct access through the left
ventricular apex using a small anterior left thoracotomy, known as the transapical
approach (Sapien only), in a catheterisation laboratory without the requirement for
cardiopulmonary bypass [2]. The transfemoral approach involves making a surgical
incision and tracking a catheter through the femoral artery network until the AS [30].
For the transfemoral approach, the CoreValve has a smaller delivery catheter of 18
Fr compared to that of 22 Fr for a similar size Sapien. This decrease in catheter size
is due to the ability of the self-expanding stent to be crimped to a smaller profile and
the use of thinner porcine pericardial leaflets compared to the stainless steel/cobalt
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chromium stent and bovine pericardial leaflets in the Sapien. Transapical delivery is
an alternative to the transfemoral approach, which involves a thoracotomy of the left
ventricle apex and allows for treatment of patients in which iliofemoral arteries are
too tortious or calcified and uses a greater diameter catheter thereby minimising
potential trauma to the valve leaflets due to crimping [112, 119]. For Sapien
deployment, rapid ventricular pacing is typically used, in which the mean aortic
pressure is reduced from 100 mmHg to 10 mmHg, which facilitates correct implant
positioning under fluoroscopic, angiographic and transesophageal echocardiographic
guidance [112].
While the delivery process of both valve types is similar, their methods of
expansion are different. The Sapien uses balloon expansion to radially expand the
stent and displace the calcified aortic valve leaflets into the sinus of Valsalva, see
Figure 2.14 (b) & (c) [2]. In contrast, the self-expanding stent of the CoreValve
relies on the superelastic property of Nitinol, rather than balloon inﬂation, for stent
deployment, see Figure 2.14 (b) & (c). The lower hoop strength of Nitinol allows for
improved stent apposition to the calciﬁed aortic root and can minimize the
occurrence of paravalvular leak [2, 23]. The Sapien uses the elastic recoil force of
the aortic annulus to secure the valve in situ, while the CoreValve relies on the radial
force generated by the self-expanding property of the Nitinol stent [2, 15]. As a
result the interaction between the native anatomy and the two TAVRs in question
differs substantially according to the method of expansion utilised.
2.6.2 Complications of Transcatheter Aortic Valve Replacements

As previously described, patients with AS present with large asymmetric
calcium deposits on the aortic valve leaflets, which vary in both size and density [2,
30, 31]. Conventional open-heart surgical techniques can remove the stenosed valve
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and calcium deposits and implant the new bioprosthesis such that the aortic annulus
conforms to the suture cuff of the bioprosthesis forming a rigid structure [2].
However during the TAVI procedure, the calcified aortic valve leaflets remain in situ
and are radially displaced into the walls of the sinus of Valsalva by the expansion of
the stent providing an orifice for the TAVR to be seated into. As such the successful
deployment and postoperative performance of the prosthesis is heavily dependent on
the biomechanical interaction between the TAVR stent and the surrounding root
anatomy [21]. Therefore, investigation of the tissue-stent interaction can help
elucidate the many adverse effects that occur post TAVI such as aortic root rupture
[120-124], paravalvular leakage [125], atrio-ventricular (AV) node interference [126,
127], valve migration [18, 117, 128], asymmetric stent expansion [34, 50, 51, 129],
and poor hemodynamic performance [130].
The aortic annulus is a dynamic structure, which undergoes pulsatile changes
in dimensions and shape during the cardiac cycle as described in section 2.3 [2].
TAVRs are heavily reliant on the elastic recoil and radial forces placed upon on the
aortic annulus to resist axial directed antegrade and retrograde forces acting on the
valve during the cardiac cycle [2, 92]. Antegrade forces are applied during systolic
ejection of blood from the left ventricle. During systolic ejection, axial antegrade
forces are formed on the ventricular side of the leaflet caused by the forward flow of
blood as well as torsion applied to the valve stent due to twisting of the aortic
annulus, see Figure 2.15 (a) [2, 92]. During diastole, axial retrograde forces are
formed from the net pressure gradient forming on the aortic side of the leaflets
causing valve closure, see Figure 2.15 (b) [2, 92]. In the case of the Sapien, the
elastic recoil force of the aortic tissue surrounding the stent must be sufficient to
compensate for the reduction of annulus compression such that axial loads do not
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lead to valve dislodgment into the aorta [22, 15].. In the case of the CoreValve, the
radial force exerted by the valve stent (see Figure 2.14 (c)) must be large enough
such that during annulus relaxation retrograde migration of the prosthesis into the
left ventricle does not occur [2, 15].
15 . As a result the application of a sufficiently high
radial force is required to prevent device migration during valve loading, while at the
same time excessive rad
radial
ial expansion may result in rupture of the aortic root tissue
[15].

Figure 2.15
15: Schematic of the antegrade and retrograde forces acting on the Sapien

during (a) systole and (b) diastole and forces acting on the CoreValve during (c)
systole. Images from [2].
In ovine and porcine experimental models, Mummert et al. characterised the
stent interaction during TAVI [21].. The results of this study showed that radial
tissue-stent
and pullout forces were strongly dependent on sizing of the valve stent in relation to
21].. Oversizing of the valve stent in relation to the
the size of the aortic annulus [21
target orifice increased the pullout forces required to dislodge the valve into the left
ventricle, while it was also found that
that larger radial forces were required to dilate
smaller annulus sizes [21].. While correct valve sizing is key in order to avoid device
embolisation and aortic tissue rupture, the incidences of such complications
complication in
131].. A far more frequent and thus pertinent
clinical settings are very rare [17,
[
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complication associated with valve sizing and degree of radial expansion of the stent
is paravalvular leakage, which is widely considered to be the greatest limitation of
TAVRs [24, 132, 133].
Paravalvular leakage is caused by leakage of blood flow around the periphery
of the valve stent due to incorrect apposition of the stent to the aortic root.
Incidences of paravalvular leakage in the Sapien valve is high with mild, moderate
and severe leakage occurring in 50.3% ± 18.3, 20.8% ± 18.4 and 5.5% ± 4.02 of
patients respectively studied at 30 days post-procedure [132, 134-141]. During
expansion of the Sapien stent, regions of calcifications on the aortic valve and
annulus can inhibit radial displacement of the tissue, resulting in discongruency
between the stent and tissue and incomplete apposition [16]. As a result significant
aortic regurgitation can occur, which is considered a limitation of the TAVI
procedure that has been shown to cause increased late mortality in treated patients
[24, 132, 133, 142, 143] and furthermore can hinder the extension of the TAVI
procedure for treatment of lower-risk patient cohorts [24, 132, 133].
As previously described in section 2.6.1, the CoreValve is an alternative
TAVR to the Sapien, which uses a self-expanding stent instead of a balloonexpandable stent. The self-expanding stent of the CoreValve offers several
advantages over balloon-expandable stents, namely repositioning of a malpositioned
device during valve deployment and avoiding injury to the pericardial leaflets during
balloon expansion of the prosthesis as has been reported to occur in balloonexpandable valves [144, 145]. Furthermore, an additional advantage is the lower
radial forces of the self-expanding stents, which can conform to the asymmetric
calcified aortic valve orifice and prevent the congruency mismatch that occurs in the
balloon-expandable Sapien and thereby attempt to reduce paravalvular leakage
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[
34, 40]]. Despite this,
this clinical results have shown higher paravalvular
volumes [23,
leakage in the CoreValve compared to the Sapien.
Sapien Such
uch an increa
increase
se may be
attributed to incorrect positioning of the valve whereby additional leakage can occur
through the uncovered cells of the stent [24]. Potential
otential complication can arise
whereby conformance of the self-expanding
self expanding stent to the aortic valve orifice can
result in highly distorted asymmetric stent geometries as shown in Figure 2.1
2.16 [34,
50, 146]..

MSCT images of long axis and cross-sectional
al views of the (a)
Figure 2.16:
2.
cross
tera (Edwards Lifesciences) showing asymmetric deployment
CoreValve and (b) Cen
Centera
at each level of the valve stent. Cross-section
al views of deployed (c) circular,
sectional
mmetric and eccentric valves and (d) long axis and cross-section
al views of the
asymmetric
sectional
Portico (St Jude Medical) TAVR. Images adapted from [25, 34, 50,
50 51].
Distorted stent expansion of TAVRs has been reported in a number of
different self-expanding
self expanding TAVR designs, see Figure 2.16.
2.1 Distorted stent geometries
can be approximated as eccentric and Multi Detector Computed Tomography
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(MDCT) is typically used to measure the eccentric geometry at different crosssections through the axial length of the stent by measurement of the minimum and
maximum external stent diameters. The eccentric geometry of a stent is evaluated
using the Eccentricity Index (EI). EI is defined as the measurement of the deviation
of cross-section of a stent from being circular and is calculated as follows:
, = 1 −

-./
-"0

(2. 3)

where -./ and -"0 are the minimum and maximum external stent diameters

respectively. Schultz et al. reported incomplete and non-uniform circular expansion

of the CoreValve at all levels of the stent, which was exacerbated at the inflow
section due to conformance with the calcified aortic valve, see Figure 2.16 (a) [34].
Furthermore only 17% of deployed stents were considered circular, thereby
indicating the high prevalence of non-circular deployment [34, 92]. Similarly Binder
et al. reported eccentricity of the self-expanding Centera (Edwards Lifesciences) at

the inflow level of the stent with EI values of 18.7% ± 10.9 recorded, see Figure 2.16
(b) [51]. Zegdi et al. reported that asymmetric stent expansion occurred in a third of
patients with calcified tricuspid aortic valves that was further exacerbated when
deployed in bicuspid valves, see Figure 2.16 (c) [25]. Furthermore in an additional
study, Zegdi et al. reported that increasing stent radial force improved stent
apposition to the aortic root and improved incidences of stent circularity, albeit that
excessive expansion potentially caused tissue injury [147]. Finally, Willson et al.
reported acute valve dysfunction with an intermittent frozen leaflet occurring in the
self-expanding Portico (St Jude Medical) caused by eccentric stent distortion at the
inflow and mid-section of the stent, see Figure 2.16 (d) [50].
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In the absence of immediate
immediate valve dysfunction, distorted TAVR stents can
have serious implications on long-term
long term outcomes of TAVI, with numerous studies
indicating negative effects of the impact of distorted stent geometries on deformation
of leaflets of the prosthesis [2, 22,
22 25, 34, 50
50, 51].. Stent distortion may cause stress
concentrations in the valve leaflets which may result in premature deterioration of
the valve leaflets and have previously
previously been shown to cause abnormal tautness in
leaflets
aflets of the valve (Figure 2.17 (a)),, buckling and mismatch of the leaflet free
edges during
uring valve closure (Figure 2.17 (b)

and (c)) and distorted leaflet

configurations
urations (Figure 2.17 (d)) [25, 51, 129
129, 130].

Figure 2.17
17: Distorted leaflet geometries as a result of asymmetric stent expansion

with abnormal leaflet tautness in the (a) Sapien
Sapien, (b) and (c) buckling of the leaflets
and mismatch of leaflet free edges at valve closure in the Centera
Centera and CoreValve and
(d) distorted leaflet configuration prior to valve loading in a generic stent. Images
adapted from [25, 51,, 129, 130].
Furthermore, previous studies have shown that distorted BHV
BHVs led to
premature deterioration of the valve leaflets with earlier incidences of fibrosi
fibrosis,
calcification and tearing reported when compared to undistorted prosthesis [148,
149].. In addition, leaflet distortion may alter the fluid dynamics of the valve
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producing non-physiological blood flow, which may alter the fluid and shear
environments downstream of the valve thereby increasing the risk of mechanically
induced blood trauma compared to non-distorted prostheses [40].
Despite the potential long-term detrimental effects that may occur, the effects
of non-circular stent expansion has largely been unexplored and as a result the
impact of stent distortion on the performance on self-expanding TAVRs has yet to be
substantiated. Therefore the work presented in this thesis explores the impact of noncircular stent deployment on the fluid and leaflet mechanics of a TAVR and
hereafter this Chapter will expand on the current knowledge of the computational
and experimental methods used to investigate TAVRs.
2.6.3 Finite Element Modelling of Transcatheter Aortic Valve Replacements

FE modelling has become omnipresent in the design and performance
assessment of cardiovascular devices and is required by the FDA to demonstrate
mechanical integrity of the device under appropriate loading and implantation
conditions [150]. For TAVRs, computational modelling can be used to perform
parametric studies of key components of valve design such as stent strut thickness,
width and length, radial forces, leaflet geometry, free edge length, thickness and
material orientation in order to optimise valve design. Recent computational
modelling of TAVRs has focused on tissue-stent interactions as many of the
complications associated with TAVI such as aortic root rupture [120-124],
paravalvular leakage [125], atrio-ventricular (AV) node interference [126, 127],
valve migration [18, 117, 128], asymmetric stent expansion [34, 50, 51, 129], and
poor hemodynamic performance [130] can be explained from a biomechanics
perspective.
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2.6.3.1 Tissue-Stent Interaction

One of the first studies to address the tissue-stent interaction of percutaneous
valve was that of Schievano et al [151, 152]. In these studies, stent fracture of a
percutaneous pulmonary valve was investigated in realistic patient-specific aortic
root model. The results of these studies indicate that geometry of the implantation
site can influence the deployed shape of the valve stent. Stents deployed in the
realistic anatomy had increased risk of fatigue fracture compared to idealised
deployment in a cylindrical orifice, illustrating the importance of modelling the
realistic environment for studies of the structural integrity of prosthetic valves [151,
152]. Further patient-specific FE modelling was performed by Capelli et al. to
investigate the feasibility of

valve-in-valve TAVI procedures in patients with

degenerated leaflets due to mineralisation in BHVs and in a native aortic valve [56].
In the native aortic valve model, circular cross-section of the expanded stent was
observed, with high and low axial placement producing non-cylindrical deployment
with either proximal or distal flaring of the stent occurring. Stresses in the native
artic root model were approximately ten times larger than stresses in the BHV
models due to the presence of the valve stent inhibiting load transfer to the aortic
root tissue [56].
During TAVI, rapid ventricular pacing is used to reduce the aortic pressure
from 80-120 mmHg to 0-20 mmHg to facilitate ease of positioning of the TAVR
relative to the diseased valve. Wang et al. preformed FE analysis using a CT
reconstructed geometry of the aortic root under both normal pressure conditions
(mean pressure = 100 mmHg) and under a mean pressure of 10 mmHg by applying a
-10% strain to the aortic root to simulate the anatomical geometry during ventricular
pacing during Sapien deployment [16]. Native aortic valve leaflets were modelled,
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with the basal regions of the leaflet assigned mechanical properties of hydroxyapatite
(50 GPa) to artificially simulate stiffening of the leaflet due to calcifications. The
results of that study showed that circular expansion of the valve stent resulted in noncircular deformation of the aortic annulus/native leaflets leading to gaps forming
between the valve stent and the native tissue, which might allow for paravalvular
leakage to occur. Peak stresses were noted at the interface between the leaflets and
the calcified regions of the tissue and were much higher than the average stresses in
the non-calcified tissue (2.6 MPa) and the aortic root wall (0.87 MPa). The increased
stresses in the leaflets and calcifications suggest that they contribute substantially to
the circumferential load from deployment and help secure the stent in position [16].
As previously described in section 2.6.2, the application of radial force is key
in determining correct tissue-stent interaction thereby avoiding migration of the
device and injury to the aortic root. Tzamtzis et al. investigated the hoop forces
exerted by a Sapien and a CoreValve in a parametric based computational model
with varying LVOT diameters and material stiffness [15]. The results of this study
showed that hoop forces exerted by the CoreValve were dependent upon the
diameter of the LVOT, while in the Sapien hoop forces were also dependent on the
material stiffness of the aortic root. At the start of the respective sizing range for
each valve, the Sapien valve showed an almost two fold increase in hoop force
compared to that of the CoreValve. For both valves, a sudden drop in hoop force was
observed outside of the sizing range, which may be of potential concern to patients
with mean annulus diameters straddling different size ranges (mean diameter of 23
mm can be treated with a 26 mm or 29 mm CoreValve with size ranges of 20-23 mm
and 23-27 mm). Using a smaller valve size may lower risk of AV block and aortic
root rupture. However potential insufficient radial force may result in increased risk
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of migration. In contrast, a larger valve size would ensure more secure device
anchoring. However this may lead to AV node interference and root rupture. The
increased hoop force in the Sapien valve may potentially be responsible for the
increased incidences of aortic root rupture compared to the CoreValve in clinical
practice [153].
In a continuation of a previous study, Wang et al. investigated the
biomechanics of aortic root rupture in a case-by-case engineering analysis of TAVR
implantation using two prospective studies of high risk rupture and one retrospective
analysis for validation [17]. Realistic calcium deposits on the aortic valve leaflets
were modelled using linear elastic material properties (elastic modulus = 12 MPa)
and material failure criterion of the aortic root was simulated by specifying a
maximum principal stress limit of 2.5 MPa. To overcome previous limitations of
modelling balloon expansion using a constant pressure [16, 57, 58], a surface-based
fluid cavity method was used to simulate balloon expansion due to fluid filling.
These models predicted that asymmetric calcium distribution on one of the leaflets
produced non-circular stent expansion. Rupture locations were typically present at
the bottom of the sinuses where calcium deposits were radially forced into the sinus
walls [17].
In addition to developing a fundamental understanding of the mechanics of
TAVR deployment and biomechanical interaction with the aortic root, patientspecific models can be used as a virtual planning tool allowing for implantation of
the valve into a realistic environment providing a platform for pre-procedural
evaluation of valve performance in vivo [57, 58, 154, 155]. Studies by Auricchio et
al. and Morganti et al. developed a computational strategy involving the crimping

and balloon expansion of a Sapien into CT derived realistic aortic root geometries
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with and without leaflet or calcified lesions present [57, 58]. The results of this study
predicted that stent expansion resulted in a circular geometry for both proximal and
distal positions of the valve stent. However average stress exerted on the aortic root
was lower in the proximal position [57]. In a similar finding to Wang et al., stress
concentrations in the aortic root tissue were obtained in close proximity to the
idealised representation of the calcification on the aortic valve leaflets. Furthermore,
paravalvular leakage was dependent on paravalvular gap area formed by incomplete
apposition to the aortic root [58]. A larger gap area was shown to correlate to larger
regurgitant

flow

volumes

as

demonstrated

in

postoperative

Doppler

echocardiography of the patient [58].
Similarly, Grbic et al. and Russ et al. developed FE based virtual planning
tools of self-expanding CoreValve deployment in fully automated reconstructed
geometries of the aortic root anatomy [154, 155]. Grbic et al. demonstrated that stent
deformation in FE simulated deployment models closely resembled reconstructed
stent geometries from post-TAVI CT images [154]. Russ et al. investigated the effect
of axial stent positioning employing a more realistic method of stent expansion,
whereby the crimped stent was aligned with a guidewire and therefore was not
limited to a perpendicular rotation relative to the aortic annulus plane [155]. This
study predicted that during stent expansion, stents tended to migrate towards the left
ventricle resulting in increased depth of implantation of the prosthesis which was
validated against post-interventional CT images [155].
The above studies present a comprehensive use of FE models to investigate
the biomechanical interaction of the Sapien with non-calcified and calcified aortic
root models and furthermore validate the use of FE as a preprocedural planning tool.
While these studies have quantified tissue-stent interactions in balloon-expandable
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TAVR types, the biomechanical interaction involving self-expanding TAVRs has yet
to be investigated.

Furthermore it is expected that interactions involving self-

expanding TAVRs might yield much more asymmetric distorted stent geometries, as
has been shown in MSCT imaging whereby the incidence and severity of noncircular expansion of self-expanding TAVRs is much greater [25, 34, 51]. While
studies by Grbic et al. and Russ et al. have used the self-expandable TAVRs in
realistic models, these studies have focused on the development of automated virtual
planning tools. Therefore, computational models have yet to investigate the link
between aortic root deformation and expansion of a self-expanding TAVR and as a
result have been unable to develop an understanding of the factors causing distorted
self-expanding valve expansion in vivo. In addition, the impact of highly distorted
stent expansion on leaflet mechanics remains to be elucidated, as previous studies
involving self-expanding valves have ignored the leaflets of the prosthesis. Against
this backdrop, further development of a computational framework is required to
investigate the combined deployment and prosthetic leaflet deformation of selfexpanding TAVRs in realistic patient-specific aortic root anatomies in vivo, which
this thesis aims to elucidate.
2.6.3.2 Leaflet Modelling

Previous studies have used FE modelling to investigate deformation and
stress-strain distributions on native aortic and mitral valves as well as bioprosthetic
valve types [54, 156]. Regions of stress concentrations have long been considered as
a contributing factor to non-calcific and calcific structural deterioration in BHV
leaflets and as a result has been the focus of many computational models [53, 54,
107]. Numerous studies have shown the use of FE models to optimise valve designs
with the aim of enhancing their long-term durability in vivo. Through FE based
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parametric evaluation of valve design, studies have shown that stress distribution in
valve leaflets are dependent upon stent designs and leaflet attachment methods [157,
158], leaflet geometry [159], material choice, thickness and orientation [7, 111, 160162].
In structural FE models of heart valves, the most typical approach to obtain
leaflet stress distribution is to model the pressure exerted by the fluid on the valve
leaflets using a uniform pressure based boundary condition of 120 mmHg and 4-7
mmHg to simulate diastolic and systolic loading conditions on the valve respectively
[53, 107]. Simulations of valve closure typically use the leaflet geometry at initial
coaptation as the starting configuration for valve loading [53, 107]. Due to the large
complex deformation of the leaflets of the prosthesis, numerous groups had focused
on characterising the mechanical behaviour of aortic valve and glutaraldehyde
fixated pericardial tissue and subsequent development and implementation of
accurate constitutive laws into FE codes enabling realistic simulations of leaflet
deformation [7, 54, 163, 164]. Linear elastic models of heart valve leaflets (using an
isotropic generalised Hookes law to approximate the stress-strain response of the
leaflet) are primarily used to simplify simulations to obtain numerical convergence
[158, 160, 165]. As previously described in section 2.2.3, collagenous tissues exhibit
non-linear responses to applied loads [68, 70-73]. Non-linear hyperelastic material
models have been shown to be of key importance in accurate stress analysis of valve
leaflets demonstrating that non-linear material models can simulate more complex
deformation and higher maximum principal stresses in leaflets compared to models
with linear material assumptions [166]. Furthermore, material models of collagenous
soft tissues can also consider material anisotropy which have previously been shown
to have a significant effect on leaflet deformation and stress and strain distribution of
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the leaflets [167]. Anisotropic non-linear material models can be categorised as
phenomenological (Fung-elastic model [168]) or structural (invariant-based fibre
reinforced models such as the May-Newman and Holzapfel models [163, 169, 170]).
Variants of both phenomenological and structural based models have been used to
simulate valve deformation in healthy and pathological aortic and mitral valves [16,
17, 171-174] and in BHVs [54, 156, 175]. While all of the above studies have
focused either on native and surgical BHVs, the modelling methods described can be
extended to FE studies specific to leaflets of a TAVR, which are more pertinent to
the work in this thesis and as such are presented in more detail in the rest of this
section.
Sun et al. and Kim et al. performed FEA on leaflet models under static [54]
and dynamic loading conditions [156] and compared simulated strain distribution to
experimentally measured strains in leaflets using dual-camera stereophotogrammetry
[54]. These studies predicted that quasi-static loading of valve leaflets, as described
in the section above, was able to correctly simulate leaflet deformation when
compared to experimentally measured deformation [54]. Furthermore it was also
shown that high tensile stresses occurred in the vicinity of the valve commissures in
both computational and experimental models which correlated to regions of tearing
and perforations in clinical studies [54, 176]. Li et al. investigated the impact of
reduced tissue thickness on leaflets of a TAVR [7]. The models predicted that
thinner pericardial tissue was more compliant than that of regular thickness
pericardial tissue (0.4 mm) used in BHV designs. Stresses in the thin pericardial
models were higher than those in the regular thickness BHV model with thin porcine
tissue exhibiting the highest percentage increase in commissural stress (59% for
porcine pericardium and 36% for bovine pericardium) at valve closure [7].
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As described in the previous section, non-circular deployment of TAVR
stents can result in distorted leaflet configurations [25, 51]. Sun et al. investigated
the leaflet deformation in idealised eccentric leaflet geometries [22]. The models
predicted that eccentric distortion of leaflets produced a 143% increase in peak
leaflet stress compared to leaflets in circular configurations. Furthermore, peak
stresses and degree of intravalvular leakage were found to be dependent on
orientation of the leaflets within the idealised orifice [22].
Martin et al. developed a phenomenological fatigue damage model to
simulate leaflets undergoing stress softening and permanent set during fatigue
loading [177]. This model simulated long-term fatigue of pericardial tissue leaflets
demonstrating that following 200 million cycles, leaflets were observed to have
increased curvature and sagged geometries under diastolic loading conditions [178].
Furthermore, simulations reported a change in location of peak stress due to cyclic
fatigue with peak stresses recorded at the leaflet commissures in the fatigued state
than at the suture attachment line in an unfatigued state [178]. The simulated results
also showed that variation in leaflet-to-leaflet properties impaired coaptation of the
leaflets during valve closure, causing one leaflet to lean over the other during valve
closure resulting in accelerated leaflet deterioration. The incorrect leaflet closure
shared similar characteristics to the distorted idealised leaflet geometries previously
modelled by Sun et al. and can provide indirect evidence that distorted leaflet
geometries may lead to premature valve failure [22, 178].
Auricchio et al. investigated leaflet mechanics in a Sapien valve deployed
into a healthy patient-specific aortic root model [57]. Due to circular stent expansion,
leaflets were in their optimal configuration and resulted in symmetrical closure.
Furthermore, leaflet coaptation was found to be influenced by TAVR positioning,
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with leaflet coaptation area increasing by 24% in the proximal position compared to
distal positioning [57]. In an additional model by the same group, as has been
described in section 2.6.3.1, a Sapien valve was deployed in aortic root models with
idealised calcifications resulting in eccentric stent deployment [58]. The eccentric
stent deployment resulted in altered leaflet closure similar to results by Sun et al.,
whereby altered coaptation and leaflet leaning under diastolic loading was observed
[58].
While the above studies present a comprehensive evaluation of TAVR leaflet
deformation using FE, some limitations of these models are present. With the
exception of studies by Sun et al. [22], Auricchio et al. [57] and Morganti et al.
[58], studies have focused on leaflet deformation in idealised circular configurations,
which are not representative of leaflet configurations in vivo, particularly in the case
of self-expanding TAVRs [25, 34]. While Sun et al. investigated eccentric leaflet
geometries, these geometries were idealised and as such may not be representative of
deployed stent configurations which may exhibit non-cylindrical and asymmetric
geometries due to the presence of calcium deposits inhibiting uniform expansion [22,
25, 34]. In addition, as stent deployment was not modelled into an aortic root
anatomy, orientation of the leaflets of the TAVR with respect to features of the aortic
root (native valve commissures, leaflet position, locations of calcifications) could not
be investigated [22]. In studies by Auricchio et al. and Morganti et al., leaflets were
modelled in circular and slightly eccentric deployed Sapien valves, which although
applicable for balloon-expandable prostheses, may not be applicable for selfexpanding TAVRs that have been shown to have higher rates and severity of
asymmetric deployment in vivo [34, 57, 58]. In a study of 30 patients undergoing
TAVI, Schultz et al. demonstrated that only 17% of CoreValves had a circular cross63
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section following deployment [34]. The Sapien valve has much lower rates of noncircular deployment, with 75-98% of valves deployed in a circular configuration
[179-181]. Furthermore in a direct comparative study, calcification deposits on the
aortic valve were shown to produce significantly more eccentric stent geometries in
self-expanding valves compared to balloon-expandable valves (15% ± 7 vs. 6% ± 5)
[182]. Therefore, the impact of distorted self-expanding stent geometries derived
from the tissue-stent interaction with a realistic patient-specific aortic root model on
deformation of leaflets of the prosthesis has yet to be investigated. As such, this
represents a clear gap in the knowledge of structural leaflet mechanics of TAVRs of
which this thesis aims to fill.
2.6.3.3 Experimental Measurement of Leaflet Deformation

The FE models described in the above section use uniform pressure based
boundary conditions to simulate closing and opening of the valve leaflets. In reality,
the structural domain (leaflets) and the fluid domain (blood) of the aortic valve are
coupled and the deformation of the valve leaflets is controlled by blood flow reversal
and not the direct application of a pressure boundary condition to the leaflet surface
[53, 107, 183]. As such these “dry” models assume uniform pressure distribution
across the leaflet surface, which has been shown to alter leaflet coaptation and
closing mechanics compared to more realistic non-uniform pressure distributions
[183]. While “wet” models, known as Fluid structure Interaction (FSI) models can
more accurately model non-uniform pressure distributions and leaflet deformation,
the complexity of such simulations often necessitate the use of combinations of
idealised aortic root geometries, simplified leaflet properties and/or idealised valve
geometries [53, 81, 107, 183] .
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Experimental studies using optical imaging techniques such as structured
light projection and dual-camera stereophotogrammetry have been used to quantify
leaflet deformation under pathological and physiological loading conditions [77, 83,
184-187]. Early optical experimental studies correlated elevated regions of curvature
of the leaflets to regions of structural deterioration of leaflets of BHVs [184-187].
However, as markers present on the leaflet were not fixed in position, the
measurement of leaflet strains was not possible. Dual-camera stereophotogrammetry
methods overcome this limitation by computing leaflet deformation through fixed
points called fiducial markers applied to the surface of the valve leaflet. Such studies
have been extensively used in native aortic and mitral valves investigating
deformation under pathological and physiological loading conditions [77, 188],
spatial distribution of leaflet strains [83], effect of pathologies on the heart valve
deformation [189] and in vivo deformation [190, 191]. Sun et al. investigated major
principal strains in a BHV in a circular configuration and used this quantified
deformation as a validation of an anisotropic FE model [54]. In this study leaflet
deformation was quantified under static loading conditions, which were not
representative of the dynamic loading conditions and “water hammer” effect that can
occur under pulsatile flow that may exacerbate leaflet deformation. Furthermore
strains were computed in leaflets in an idealised circular geometry and therefore are
not representative of the distorted leaflet geometries that can occur in non-circular
deployed stents in calcified aortic valves in vivo. Therefore leaflet deformation
mechanics under dynamic pulsatile loading conditions of circular and non-circular
deployed TAVRs has yet to be investigated and as such is one of the aims this thesis
seeks to elucidate.
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2.6.4 Fluid Mechanics of Transcatheter Aortic Valves Replacements

Hemodynamic and fluid mechanics assessment of aortic valve replacements
is a requirement of ISO guidelines to ensure correct device functionality and
successful patients outcomes.
2.6.4.1 Hemodynamics

As previously described in section 2.3.1, hemodynamic analysis of aortic
valve replacements provide a quantitative understanding of the performance of the
device in terms of area of the vena contracta of the systolic jet (EOA) [8].
Furthermore analysis of the pressure drop (TVG) can be used to calculate energy
losses across the valve [8, 11, 95], which as a result can require a larger systolic
pressure generated by the left ventricle potentially leading to left ventricle
hypertrophy [8, 82].
Clinical studies have shown that the Sapien and CoreValve have similar
pressure gradients of 10 ± 5 mmHg in vivo [14, 192]. Furthermore in vitro based
parametric studies of TAVRs showed that different stent designs and axial positions
of the valve did not significantly change the EOA, TVG and regurgitant volumes of
a TAVR when compared to BHVs [44, 49]. As described in section 2.6.2, MSCT
imaging of TAVRs has shown that non-circular and distorted expansion of the valve
stents may occur, which may impact the hemodynamic performance of the device
[25, 34, 50, 51]. Young et al. investigated EOA and TVG in nominal circular,
triangular, elliptical and undersized circular geometries of a generic Nitinol TAVR
[193]. This study demonstrated that undersized valves exacerbated EOA and TVG
measurements of TAVRs compared to TAVRs deployed in triangular and elliptical
orifices. Furthermore it was shown that axial positioning of the stents in non-circular
orifices impacted valve hemodynamics with positioning of the device such that the
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outflow segment of the stent was not constrained (allowing for flaring of the stent
into the aortic root) improved hemodynamic performance compared to valves in
fully constrained non-circular geometries [193]. In a similar study, Kuetting et al.
investigated the impact of hemodynamic performance of the CoreValve under
varying degrees of eccentricity [130]. EOA values were similar in all valve
geometries, but the TVG increased with increasing severity of eccentric deployment
of the device [130]. In a similar finding to that of Young et al., peak eccentricities
resulted in approximately a two fold increase in regurgitation from the nominal
circular deployment. This was caused by the incomplete leaflet apposition during
valve closure forming a central orifice and buckling of leaflets along the coaptation
lines [130].
Energy loss is the cumulative impact of EOA, TVG, regurgitation and
paravalvular leakage around the periphery of the valve stent on the workload
experienced by the ventricle during the cardiac cycle [92]. Energy loss caused by
paravalvular leakage has previously been assessed by Azadani et al. demonstrating
that paravalvular leakage resulted in a 39% increase in energy loss across the valve
[91]. Further studies by Azadani et al., analysed the impact of TAVR sizing on
hemodynamic performance [194, 195]. The results from these studies demonstrated
that oversizing of the TAVR with respect to the size of the target orifice can cause
excess pericardial tissue relative to the deployed size of the valve stent and as a
result stenosis of the device can occur causing poor hemodynamic performance [194,
195]. Furthermore, results also showed that orientation of the device within the
circular orifice did not change hemodynamic performance as had been shown with
changes in orientation in non-circular orifices previously reported [193, 194].
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2.6.4.2 Flow Profiles

Non-physiological blood flows can induce elevated turbulence and regions of
recirculation downstream of the valve leading to RBC hemolysis, platelet activation
and thrombus formation [9, 95, 196]. As a result assessment of velocity and shear
environments created downstream of TAVRs is critical in determining long-term
clinical durability and successful patient outcomes as well as being required for
regulatory approval [2, 44, 197].
2.6.4.2.1 Computational Fluid Mechanics

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) can provide quantitative description
of flow characteristics and has been extensively used in the analysis of nonphysiological flow patterns downstream of MHVs [10]. Sirois et al. developed a
CFD model of TAVR in a patient-specific aortic root model [198]. The results from
this study demonstrated that following TAVI, TVG across the aortic valve dropped.
However the presence of the device altered sinus flow resulting in impaired
perfusion of the coronary arteries [198]. In an additional study, Sirois et al.
investigated the hemolytic potential of a circular BHV demonstrating that the folded
region of the open leaflet geometry in the vicinity of the valve stent may induce
platelet activation [199]. As described in section 2.6.2, TAVRs are subjected to
antegrade and retrograde forces, which can potentially lead to dislodgement of the
valve into the aorta and left ventricle respectively. Dwyer et al. used CFD to quantify
these antegrade and retrograde forces [20]. The results of this model demonstrated
that total retrograde forces were 10 times larger than that of antegrade forces which
were similar to that proposed by Sun et al. [55] [22]. In a subsequent study, Dwyer et
al. demonstrated that degradation of the leaflets of the prosthesis due to leaflet

sclerosis and calcification can increase antegrade forces acting on the valve [55].
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2.6.4.2.2 Particle Image Velocimetry

Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) is a non-intrusive optical imaging
technique that has been used in investigations of fluid flow of aortic valve
replacements [40, 42, 44-47, 79, 200, 201] by computing velocity vectors and shear
stresses in fluid fields downstream of the valves, and can therefore predict the
hemolytic and thrombolytic potential of the device.
Stuhle et al. developed the first study to utilise PIV to assess the flow
environment downstream of a TAVR [43]. Using a pulsatile flow loop and an
idealised aortic root model, this study demonstrated that the flow environment
downstream of the TAVR shared similar characteristics to that of normal
physiological flow in aortic valves [43]. In the native aortic valve, the opening and
closing mechanics of the valve are influenced by the flow in the sinus of Valsalva.
However the radial displacement of the native calcified leaflets into the sinus may
result in disruption of sinus vortex production and as a result may impact the
hemodynamics of the TAVR [2]. Ducci et al. demonstrated that TAVR deployment
can significantly modify the hemodynamics of the sinus of Valsalva by comparing
sinus flow in the CoreValve and Sapien to a polymeric SAVR [47]. The results from
the study showed that, in the polymeric valve, the sinus geometry created flow
directed radially towards the aortic surface of the leaflets, thereby aiding in leaflet
radial displacement to the valve centre and facilitating leaflet closure [47]. Following
TAVI, flow in the sinus region was significantly altered, with radial flow at early
systole forming at the free edge of the leaflet instead of at the central and basal
regions of the polymeric leaflets. During late systole, vortex formation observed preintervention was mitigated by the presence of the valve stent. In addition a stagnant
flow region was observed at the base of the sinuses post intervention and was not
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present in the polymeric valve, and therefore may be a region for which blood stasis
and thrombus formation can occur [47].
Previous studies have demonstrated that depth of implantation of the valve
stent can be directly correlated to paravalvular leak through the valve [202]. Using a
long profile TAVR design similar to that of the CoreValve and a short profile Sapien
valve, Saikrishnan et al. and Groves et al. investigated flow characteristic of TAVRs
implanted in high and low implantations depths with respect to the aortic annulus
[49, 200]. The results of these studies demonstrated that low implantation positions
produced greater fluid velocities in the sinuses of the aortic root compared to high
implantation positions [49, 200]. Furthermore particle residence times showed that
the rate of particle washout was higher in lower implantation positions indicating
smaller residence times compared to valves deployed higher relative to the aortic
annulus which may thereby reduce stagnation and recirculation zones as the base of
the sinus [200] as observed in the study by Ducci et al. [47].
Due to the effect of axial positioning of the device on the surrounding fluid
mechanics in the aortic root, the Lotus (Boston Scientific) valve contains an
integrated buckle mechanism allowing for partial repositioning of the device during
valve deployment [44]. Saikrishnan et al. investigated the impact of this component
of the stent on the fluid and shear environments downstream of the valve [44]. The
results showed that although flow interaction with the stent induced elevated
turbulent shear stresses, it is expected that cells in these regions experienced elevated
shear stresses for only a short period before being washed downstream and as such
blood damage was unlikely to occur [44].
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All the studies described above have focused on fluid mechanics in in vitro
systems. Using 4D MRI, Markl et al. characterised flow downstream of a 26 mm
Sapien valve 6 months post intervention in vivo [203]. While peak velocity
magnitudes (2.1 m/s) were within the range of in vitro studies (2.0-2.5 m/s), systolic
jets formed were asymmetric immediately downstream of the TAVR and had a
strong helical flow pattern.
Understanding the fluid mechanics can prove difficult in a clinical setting due
to numerous patient confounders such as patient-specific anatomies, abnormal flow
conditions, non-circular distorted stent configurations and paravalvular leakage to
name but a few. While MRI and TEE can overcome the optical limitations associated
with imaging of flows in vivo, these modalities do not provide sufficient spatial
resolution to assess the fluid and shear environments downstream of TAVRs [41]. In
vitro hydrodynamic testing paired with PIV analysis allows for controlled parametric

evaluation of the different TAVR designs and axial positioning without the
requirement for large cohort patient studies [40]. While the studies discussed in this
section offer valuable insight into the fluid mechanics of TAVRs, these studies have
focused on circular deployed valves, which are not representative of asymmetric
stent geometries deployed in vivo. Therefore the altered fluid and shear environments
that can potentially occur downstream of non-circular TAVRs deployed in heavily
calcified aortic valves in vivo remains to be examined and as such is one of the aims
of this thesis.
2.7 Summary

This Chapter has presented an overview of the aortic valve detailing its
anatomy, structure, mechanical response and its dynamic function for regulating the
unidirectional flow of blood into the aorta. The studies referenced in this Chapter
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discuss the performance of TAVRs, in particular focusing on the complex tissuestent interactions and related complications post intervention, deformation of leaflets
of the prosthesis and description of the hemodynamics and fluid environment of
TAVRs. Although TAVR mechanics have been evaluated, the precise changes in
leaflet structural mechanics and valve fluid dynamics caused by distorted TAVR
deployment in calcified aortic valves in vivo is poorly understood. It is likely that
distorted stent expansion can alter the fluid and shear environments downstream of
the valve and may also cause adverse deformation of the leaflets. However this
remains to be confirmed.
To address this deficit in knowledge, the studies presented in the following
Chapters aim to ascertain the impact of distorted stent expansion on TAVR
performance. Chapter 4 of this thesis investigates the altered fluid and shear
environments downstream of an eccentric distorted stent of a TAVR using a PIV
approach. Chapter 5 examines the impact of eccentric stent distortion on the leaflet
structural mechanics of the prosthesis computing the spatial strain distributions using
dual-camera stereophotogrammetry and thus, together with Chapter 4, these
Chapters provide a coupled fluid and structural based investigation of the impact of
eccentric TAVR deployment on valve performance. Through the development of a
novel patient-specific computational framework, Chapter 6 of this thesis investigates
the deployment mechanics and leaflet deformation in a non-circular self-expanding
TAVR in the in vivo environment and examines the use of preoperative planning of
valve orientation within the aortic root. Finally in Chapter 7, a further patientspecific computational model is developed, modelling the biomechanical interaction
between a self-expanding TAVR and realistically represented calcium deposits on
the aortic valve.
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Chapter 3: Theoretical Framework
3.1 Introduction

This Chapter outlines the theoretical basis of the PIV and dual-camera
stereophotogrammetry experimental studies in Chapters 4 and 5 and the FE studies
in Chapters 6 and 7. First an introduction to the notation used in the current Chapter
is provided in section 3.2. The theory of cross-correlation used in PIV is explained in
section 3.3 followed by the theory of the measurement of EOA and dual-camera
stereophotogrammetry including Direct Linear Transformation (DLT) and strain
measurement in sections 3.4 and 3.5 respectively. A description of FE modelling of
solid structures is detailed in section 3.6 providing an overview of the fundamental
principals and theoretical formulations and a description of the Finite Element
Method (FEM) and material constitutive laws used in the computational models in
Chapters 6 and 7 of this thesis.
3.2 Notation

An introduction to the notation used in the following sections is presented.
Capital letters denote tensors and matrices, and both lower and uppercase letters are
used for vectors. Bold type face is used for vectors, tensors and matrices and their
component parts are shown in italics. A Cartesian coordinate system is used with

axes 1, 2, 3 or using i where i = 1, 2, 3. Unit vectors ei are parallel to the i axes

and are defined as e1 (1,0,0), e2 (0,1,0) and e3 (0,0,1). Index notation is used to

simplify the representation of vector equations. Indicial notation can be
demonstrated using the dot product (summation of the component parts) of two
vectors in 3D (, ).
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4 · 6 = . . = + + +   + 8 8

(3. 1)

Second order tensors, for example A, are defined as linear vector functions
and are represented using nine components in 3D. Each component is represented in
italics and is denoted by two subscripts, A9:, which define the location of the

component within the tensor, A, at row 9 and column :. Examples of second order

tensors are stress and strain. A fourth order tensor function is defined as the linear
tensor function of a second order tensor. An example of a fourth order tensor is the

elastic modulus tensor, ;, which is used to relate stress and strain in the linear elastic
stress-strain law described later in the Chapter.

3.3 Particle Image Velocimetry

Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) is an optical non-intrusive experimental
technique, which can be used to evaluate complex ﬂow ﬁelds [40, 44-47, 79]. In
Chapter 4 of this thesis, PIV is used to provide a quantitative measurement of
instantaneous flow fields downstream of a TAVR. PIV measures the displacement of
a region of fluid over a specific time interval. The fluid is seeded with particles
known as tracer particles, which follow the local flow velocity. The fluid volume is
illuminated using a laser light sheet and a CCD (Charged-Coupled Device) camera is
used to image the light scattering of the particles. The fluid volume is illuminated
twice with a known time delay, creating two images of the particle illuminated flow
field. Calculation of displacement vectors is carried out by dividing the digital PIV
recordings into sub-areas called interrogation windows. A statistical based method is
used to map the displacement of particles from the 1st image to the 2nd image by
correlating the interrogation windows of the two separate images created. Using the
specific time interval (Δ) between the two images, a velocity vector for that
interrogation window can be created. The statistical method is repeated for all
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interrogation windows and a velocity vecto
vectorr field is created [204
204]. This statistical
based method is known as cross
cross--correlation
correlation and is explained further below [204
204].

images at time  and  + Δ resulting in a resolved velocity vector represented by a
Figure 3.1
1: (a) Schematic of the correlation between interrogation windows from

correlation peak in the correlation map, images adapted from [40, 205].
205 (b)

Schematic of the transformation of a particle group from an interrogation volume in
3D space to the image plane in 2D space, image adapted from [204
204].
correlation is to find the distance and direction a particle
The goal of cross
cross-correlation
pattern has moved within an interrogation window to derive a velocity measurement.
correlation is shown in Figure 3.1 (a). A group of particles creates
The basis of cross-correlation
a unique particle pattern within an interrogation window of the reference image

(image 1) at time .. In image 2, a search area is defined around the position of the

interrogation window defined in image 1. A spot mask is created of the particle
pattern in image 1, which is scanned across the search area to produce a correlation
map. A correlation peak occurs in the correlation map, when the particle pattern in
the reference image is
is matched to that of a pattern found in the search area in the 2nd
image. The differences in the position of the particle patterns and the Δ
Δ between the
images yields a velocity vector for the group of particles investigated [204].
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An interrogation volume is a small region of a thin light sheet as shown in
Figure 3.1 (b). In the interrogation volume are a random distribution of N particles in
3D space at an initial time  and are given by:

C.
>?
⋮
Γ = = B >? = = D. B
>A
E.

(3. 2)

where Γ is the status of the particle group at a time  and >? is the position vector of
the particle 9 in the interrogation volume.

The position of the particle in the

interrogation window in the image plane is given by the image position vector, :

 = GH

(3. 3)

The position of the particle in the interrogation volume and in the image plane, see
Figure 3.1 (b), are related by the magnification factor I such that:
C. =

?
?
and D. =
I
I

(3. 4)

The position of particles at a time  + Δ is given by a constant displacement (each

particle within the volume has the same displacement) vector -. The position of the
particles at time  + Δ is given by [204]:
>M?

C. + -O
= >? + N = = D. + -P B
E. + -Q

(3. 5)

Assuming no out of plane particle displacements, particle image displacements, *,
are given as [204]:

R=S

I-O
T
I-P
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The image intensity field of the particle intensity distribution in an image plane for

the first and second images at times  and  + Δ respectively can be expressed as
[204]:

Y

,

M ,

,, Γ = U VW >? X − ? 

(3. 7)

Γ = U VWM [>\ + N]X[ − \ − R]

(3. 8)

Y

.Z+

^Z+

where ,, Γ and , M , Γ are the image intensities for the 1st and 2nd images at

times  and  + Δ respectively, VW >?  and VWM [>\ ] are the light energy of a particle

in the interrogation volume, X(x) is the point spread function of the imaging lens, >?

and >\ are the position vectors of a particle in the first and second image at time 
and  + Δ and Γ is the position of a group of particles >? at a given time and is
defined in Equation 3.2. [204].

Assuming identical light sheet and interrogation volumes, the cross-

correlation function of two interrogation windows, _`` , at times  and  + Δ
respectively can be defined as [204]:
_`` a, Γ, N =

1
U VW >? VW [c d + N]
b`
.,^

"e

X − ? X[ − \ + a − R]*

(3. 9)

where b9 is the interrogation area and f is a separation vector in the correlation plane.

By distinguishing between 9 ≠ : and 9 = : terms between images 1 and 2, incorrect

correlation of different particle groups leading to randomly distributed noise in the
correlation plane (9 ≠ :) and correct correlation between same particle groups (9 = :),
Equation 3.9 can be represented as [204]:
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_`` a, Γ, N = U VW >? VW [>\ + N]_g [ − \ + a − R]
.h^

Y

+ _g a − R U VW >? VW >? + N

(3. 10)

.Z^

The correlation can be decomposed into three components:
_`` a, Γ, N = _i a, Γ, N + _j a, Γ, N + _k a, Γ, N

(3. 11)

where _i a, Γ, N is the convolution of the mean intensities of ,, _j a, Γ, N is the

fluctuating noise component (both _i a, Γ, N and _j a, Γ, N components result

from 9 ≠ :) and _k a, Γ, N is the component of the cross-correlation function that

corresponds to the correlation of an identical group of particles between images 1
and 2 (9 = : terms) [204], see Figure 3.1 (a). _k a, Γ, N can be expressed as:
Y

_k a, Γ, N = _g a − R U VW >? Vl >? + N
.Z+

(3. 12)

This cross-correlation peak yields the average in-plane displacement from which the
m and V components of flow velocity can be determined. In Chapter 4, the crosscorrelation method outlined in this section is built into the PIV software DaVis 7.2

(Lavision, Germany) which is used to evaluate flow fields downstream of circular
and eccentric deployed TAVRs.
3.4 Measurement of Effective Orifice Area

In Chapter 4, Effective Orifice Area (EOA) is used to measure the smallest
cross-sectional area of the systolic jet downstream of the TAVR in circular and
eccentric orifices using the Bernoulli and continuity equations. Figure 3.2 is a
schematic of flow through a valve with V1 and V2 and 1 and 2 representing flow
velocities and cross-sectional areas at points 1 and 2 upstream and downstream of
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the valve respectively. The opening area generated by the free edges of the leaflets at
peak forward flow is the Geometric Orifice Area (GOA) of the valve. The smallest
cross-section of the systolic jet is the vena contracta or EOA, as shown in Figure 3.2.
Vena contracta

Leaflets

A1

V1

GOA

1

V2

EOA

2

Figure 3.2: Schematic of flow through the leaflets of a TAVR. Image adapted from

[8].
Assuming steady flow of an incompressible (constant density) fluid along a
streamline with no changes in height and negligible viscous forces caused by
friction, the Bernoulli equation below describes a relationship between flow
pressures and velocities upstream and downstream of an aortic valve [8]:
+ −  =

1
n[op − oq ]
2

(3. 13)

where  is pressure, n is density and o is velocity at points 1 and 2 upstream and

downstream of the aortic valve respectively, see Figure 3.2. The continuity equation
states that change in mass within the control volume is equal to the mass of fluid
entering the control volume minus the mass of fluid exiting the volume. Assuming
incompressibility and steady flow, the continuity equation is the following [8]:
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+ oq =  op = 

(3. 14)

where  is the cross-sectional area, o is the mean velocity at points 1 and 2 at the
entrance and exit of a specified control volume and r is the constant flow rate.

Substituting Equation 3.14 into Equation 3.13, the Bernoulli equation can be
rewritten as [8]:
nop
 
+ −  =
s1 − S T t
2
+

(3. 15)

Rearranging Equation 3.15, the jet velocity at point 2 can be expressed as:
op =

u

2+ −  

n s1 − G

 
H t
+

(3. 16)

At region 2, the cross-sectional area of the jet at the vena contracta (region 2) is
referred to as the EOA. This is narrower than that of the cross-sectional area of the
leaflet opening, GOA. The cross-sectional area at region 2, EOA, can be related to

the cross-sectional area of the leaflet opening, GOA, by a contraction coefficient vw :
vw =


x

(3. 17)

In the Bernoulli equation frictional forces that reduce jet velocity are ignored. As a
result peak jet velocity, op , may be larger than the actual value [8]. A discharge

coefficient, vk , is introduced to relate the ideal computed flow rate at point 2 to the

reduced actual flow rate caused by viscous effects:
vk =

 "w%y"#
 .z$"#

(3. 18)

Using Equations 3.17 and 3.18, the actual volume flow rate can be expressed as:
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"w%y"# = vk .z$"# = vk x

u

2+ −  

n s1 − G

x 
H t
+

(3. 19)

Equation 3.19 can be rewritten to approximate the EOA based on the Bernoulli
equation at peak systole:
 =



51.4∆

(3. 20)

where r is the mean systolic flow rate and Δpm is the mean pressure difference
during systole Using a constant of 51.4-1, EOA values are computed in cm2

accounting for the conversion of units in r (cm3/s), pressure (mmHg) and an
experimentally determined discharge coefficient. In Chapter 4 of this thesis, a variant
of Equation 3.20 is used to determine the impact of stent deployment geometry on
the EOA of a TAVR.
3.5 Dual-camera Stereophotogrammetry

Dual-camera stereophotogrammetry is a non-intrusive optical method to
experimentally quantify the deformation of an object by tracking the displacement of
fiducial markers on the object surface which serve as artificial landmarks to facilitate
locating the same point in different images [77, 83, 189, 206]. The deforming body
is imaged using 2 cameras from different angles allowing for reconstruction of the
fiducial markers in three dimensions and computation of deformation. In Chapter 5
of this thesis, dual-camera stereophotogrammetry is used to measure dynamic leaflet
strains in circular and eccentric deployed TAVRs. Direct Linear Transformation
(DLT) is used in the 3D spatial reconstruction of the fiducial markers on the leaflet
surface from two acquired 2D images and is outlined in the section below.
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3.5.1 Direct Linear Transformation

DLT is used to define a reference coordinate frame between the two cameras
using a 2D calibration target with uniformly spaced dots through a region in which
the object deforms. By traversing the calibration target through the deformation
volume, the vertices of a cuboid of known dimensions can be obtained. Using these
vertices, the location, angle and focal distance of the two cameras can be defined by
2 sets of 11 DLT coefficients (1 set for each camera) thereby converting the 2D
coordinates of the fiducial markers as viewed from the two cameras into 3D space
[77]. Conversion of 2D marker coordinates to coordinates in 3D space is described
as follows [207].
Figure 3.3 shows the mapping of a fiducial marker, O, from 3D space with
object space coordinates of (x, y, z) to a marker point I in the image space with 2D
coordinates of (, ) [207]. Point N is the projection centre, with object space

coordinates of (o, o, |o). Vector } connects points N to O and is expressed in terms
of the object space as ( - o,  - o, | - |o).

Image Plane

~ (o, o, |o)


d

B



 (o, o, 0)
 (, , 0)


A



O (, , |)


|

Object Space

Image Space

coordinates , , z to image space with coordinates , . Image adapted from [207].

Figure 3.3: Schematic of the transformation of a point O from object space with
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Principal point P, is the point at which a line drawn from point N parallel to

the  axis intersects the image plane and is a principal distance, d, from point N.

Points I and P are on the image plane with coordinates of (, , 0) and (o, o, 0)
respectively. Point N can also be expressed in image space coordinates as (o, o, d).

Vector B connects points N to I and can be expressed in terms of the object space as

(u-uo, v-vo, -d). As points N, I and O are collinear, vectors } and

form a straight

line and can be expressed as [207]:

where

is a scaling factor,

= }

(3. 21)

is expressed in image space coordinates and } is

expressed in object space coordinates. A transformation matrix, , is required to

transform } from object space coordinates, } , to image space coordinates, } , and
is defined as follows [207]:

++
} = =+
8+

+

8

Substituting Equation 3.22 into 3.21,

} = }

+8  − l
8 B = − l B
88 | − |l

(3. 22)

can be expressed in terms of } [207]:

 − l = ++  − l  + +  − l  + +8 | − |l 
 − l = +  − l  +   − l  + 8 | − |l 
−* = 8+  − l  + 8  − l  + 88 | − |l 

(3. 23)

As  and  are in different units (pixels) compared to coordinates in object space
(m), unit conversion factors for the  and  axes in image space, y and ! , can be
introduced in Equations 3.24 and 3.25. In addition c can be isolated from Equation

3.23, and substituted into Equations 3.24 and 3.25 giving [207]:
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 − l = −
 − l = −

* ++  − l  + +  − l  + +8 | − |l 
y 8+  − l  + 8  − l  + 88 | − |l 

* ++  − l  + +  − l  + +8 | − |l 
! 8+  − l  + 8  − l  + 88 | − |l 

(3. 24)

(3. 25)

Rearranging, Equations 3.24 and 3.25 can be written in terms of u and v and DLT
coefficients + − ++ [207]:

. =
. =

+  +   + 8 | + 
  + +W  + ++ | + 1

  +   +  | + 
  + +W  + ++ | + 1

(3. 26)

(3. 27)

where  and  are the point coordinates in the image, 9 is camera number, and
+ − ++ are DLT coefficients defined as [207]:
+ =

 =
 =

8 =

l 8 − *y +
l 88 − *y +8
-

*y ++ − l 8+ l + *y + − l 8 l + *y +8 − l 88 |l
 =

 =
 =

l 8+ − *y ++
-

 =

l 8+ − *! +
l 8 − *! 
l 88 − *! 8
-

*! + − l 8+ l + *!  − l 8 l + *! 8 − l 88 |l
8+
 =
8
+W =
88
++ =
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where

y , !  = 

d d
, 
y !

- = −l 8+ + l 8 + |l 88 

and

(3. 28)

Coefficients + − ++ are the DLT parameters derived from camera

calibration to express the relationship between the marker points in the image space

and in the object space. In Chapter 5 of this thesis, DLT is used to convert fiducial
marker positions on the leaflet surface from 2D image space to true 3D coordinates
in real space. 3D coordinates of each marker point in conjunction with shape
functions are then used to compute the regional deformation of the leaflet as outlined
in the next section.
3.5.2 Strain Measurement

In this thesis shell-based 2D isoparametric FE shape functions were used to
create a surface geometry from the 3D fiducial marker coordinates to quantify leaflet
deformation in Chapter 5. Coordinates of an array of 9 markers (3 x 3) were used for
the fit of a nine-node biquadratic quadrilateral Langrangian shape function, see
Figure 3.4. Coordinates at a point within the region can be obtained by interpolating
the shape function terms at the nodes as follows:
_ = . [ ,  ]_.
^

^

(3. 29)

where 9 = 1…9, 9 is the shape function defined at each node, _9 are the known
coordinates at the nodes and _ are the interpolated coordinates at specific locations

defined by ξ and η. : and  are differential indices with respect to ξ and η [77, 83,
189].
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7

9

8

4

5

6

1

2

3

Figure 3.4: Nine node biquadratic quadrilateral element used to compute strains.

Image adapted from [208].
Consistent with their usage in the standard FEM, shape functions for the
corner nodes (1, 3, 7 and 9) of the nine-node biquadratic element are expressed as
[208]:
1
. = 1 + . . 1 + . . 
4

(3. 30)

where 9 is the nodal number of a corner node and . and . are the positions of the 9th

node with respect to the ,  coordinate system. Shape functions for the midside
nodes (2, 6, 8 and 4) are expressed as [208]:

1
. = 1 −   1 + . .  , . = 0
2

1
. = 1 −   1 + . .  , . = 0
2

The shape function for the central node (5), can be expressed as [208]:
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 = 1 −   1 +   

(3. 33)

 = _ · _¡

(3. 34)

The shape functions are used to compute the metric tensor,  [77, 184, 189]:

where the subscript k of the coordinates terms indicate the component of the

Cartesian coordinates (, , |) and subscript (¢,£) indicate differentiation with

respect to the in-surface coordinate component ( or ). Components of the metric

tensor, , are then used to compute the Green strain, ¤ [77, 184, 189]:
where ¥M ¡ and ¥

¡

1
¤ = [¥M ¡ − ¥ ¡ ]
2

(3. 35)

are components of the metric tensor in the deformed

configuration and unloaded reference configuration respectively [77, 184, 189]. The
theory detailed in this section is applied in Chapter 5 of this thesis to investigate the
spatial strain distribution in leaflets of circular and eccentric deployed TAVRs using
a previously developed Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA) code [77].
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3.6 Finite Element Analysis of Solid Structures
3.6.1 Fundamental Principals and Theoretical Formulations

Large-deformation kinematics is used to describe the deformation of a body
from an initial configuration to a deformed configuration. This is represented in
Figure 3.5, where a body, β, in a reference state, βref, is deformed into a deformed

configuration, βdef. Vectors  and  are used to describe the position of a particle

within the reference and deformed bodies respectively.

βref

βdef
Q
P

q



d



p

d



deformed configuration, βdef, with  describing a displacement vector of a material

Figure 3.5: Deformation of a body, β, from a reference configuration, βref, to a

point defined by vectors  and .

The time dependent displacement of a particle in a continuum from the

reference to the deformed configuration is represented by a displacement vector, ,

see Figure 3.5. The displacement vector, , can be written in terms of the particles

initial position using a Lagrangian description:

4,  = ,  − 
88

(3.36)
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where  is the position of the particle in the reference configuration or at time = 0.

The change in particle position from the reference configuration to the deformed
configuration is given by the deformation gradient tensor ¦ where:
* = § · *

§=

*
*.
or ¦.^ =
*
*^

(3. 37)
(3. 38)

The determinant of the deformation gradient, ¦, is the Jacobian, ©. The Jacobian is

the volume change that occurs during deformation from the initial configuration to
the deformed configuration and is defined as:

© = det§

(3. 39)

The deformation gradient, ¦, as defined in Equation 3.38, is composed of two one

point symmetric tensors known as the left ( ) and right (¬) Cauchy-Green tensors
and are a measure of stretch:
= § · §

¬ = § · §

(3. 40)
(3. 41)

where ® denotes the transpose of the deformation gradient. The first three invariants
of the left and right Cauchy tensors are equivalent for both tensors and are defined as
follows:
,+ = ¬ = + +  + 8

1
, = ,+ − ¬  = +  +  8 + 8 +
2
,8 = *¯¬ = *¯§ = © = +  8

(3. 42)
(3. 43)
(3. 44)

where  is stretch. Using the polar decomposition theorem, § can be decomposed

into an orthogonal rotation tensor ° and symmetric and material stretch tensors, o
and ± respectively:
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§=°·±=o·°

(3. 45)

² = lno

(3. 46)

The logarithmic (true) strain ² is:

The eigenvalues of ² are the principal logarithmic strains. Results of the simulations
in Chapters 6 and 7 in this thesis are presented in terms of maximum principal
logarithmic strain.

The Green-Lagrangian strain ¤ is given by:

1
¤ = § · § − 
2

(3. 47)

where  is a second order identity tensor with the property of } ·  = }. The velocity
of the material point P is defined by a velocity vector, , which is the partial

derivative of  with respect to time:

*4 = 6,  =

´4
´

(3. 48)

The spatial velocity gradient, , describes the rate at which deformation occurs. The
spatial velocity gradient, , is:

µ=

´6
= §¶ · §·+
´

(3. 49)

The spatial velocity gradient, , can be decomposed into:
µ=N+¸

(3. 50)

where N, is the symmetric deformation tensor and ¸, is the antisymmetric spin

tensor. N is a measurement of the strain rate of the deformed configuration. ¸ is the
measurement of the angular velocity associated with the deformed configuration.
Both are derived from the spatial velocity gradient, µ, as follows:
1
N = µ + µ 
2
90

(3. 51)
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¸ = µ − µ 

(3.52)

Cauchy stress or true stress, , is a measure of the force acting over an area in the

deformed configuration. Cauchy stress is related to the traction vector , which is the
force per unit area over a surface and a unit normal vector to the surface, ¹:

where

º = .¹

(3. 53)

is the Cauchy stress tensor. The Cauchy stress tensor, , can be divided into

hydrostatic pressure, , responsible for volume change, and deviatoric stress, »,
responsible for shape change, parts:

=

 
3

(3. 54)

= » − 

(3. 55)

The eigenvalues of the Cauchy stress tensor are the principal stresses. The nominal
stress, ¼, is related to the Cauchy stress, , through the following equation:
¼ = ©§·q

Mean von Mises equivalent stresses,

(3. 56)

, are used in simulations presented in

Chapters 6 and 7 in this thesis and are defined as:
3
= ½ ¾.^ ¾.^
2

(3. 57)

Other stress tensors are the Kirchhoff stress, ¿, and the Piola stress, À, tensors and
are defined as:

¿ = © and À = © §·

(3. 58)

A brief overview of the fundamental principles of deformation kinematics has been
presented. For a more detailed description the reader is referred to Holzapfel [170]
and the Abaqus Theory Manual [209].
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3.6.2 Finite Element Method

The Finite Element Method (FEM) is used to solve non-linear problems in
Chapters 6 & 7 of this thesis. The FEM is used to solve boundary value problems.
Boundary value problems consist of partial differential equations formed from
equilibrium, constitutive and compatibility conditions, combined with a set of
boundary conditions [209, 210]. In this section, the equations of equilibrium and
principle of virtual work are outlined followed by a brief description of the types of
FEM used in this thesis.
3.6.2.1 Equilibrium Equations and Principle of Virtual Work

The balance of linear momentum states that the rate of change in linear
momentum is equal to the resultant force acting on the system. For a deformable
body this can be expressed as:
´ .^
´.^
=n
= n¶ . = nÁ .
´^
´

(3. 59)

where n = ©·+ nl and nl is the density in the reference configuration and Á is the
acceleration. As

is symmetric, Equation 3.59 can be written in tensor notation as:
∇·

= n

´6
= n6¶ = n4Á
´

(3. 60)

The equilibrium equations defined in Equations 3.59 and 3.60 can be combined with
appropriate boundary and initial conditions creating a Boundary Value Problem
(BVP). The FEM can be used to solve BVP by expressing them through the
Principle of Virtual Work (PVW). The PVW in rate form (also known as the
Principle of Virtual Power) can be expressed as follows:
ÃÄ =

Å

∇ ·

− n4Á  · Ã6*V = 0
92

(3. 61)
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6 is a virtual velocity field that
where ÃÄ is the virtual work rate per unit volume, Ã6

is used to satisfy the kinematic boundary conditions of the problem and V is the

volume of the body β, as shown in Figure 3.5
3.5. Equation 3.61 can be rewritten where
the left side of the equation represents the internal virtual power and the right side

represents the external virtual power:

where

∶ ÃN =

Å

.^

∶ ÃN*V =

È

Ç · Ã6*¾ −

Å

n4ÁÁ · Ã6
6*V

(3. 62)

∶ Ã-.^ , S is the bounding surface of V. This equation is solved

using the FEM which is outlined below.

The FEM requires the discretisation of a structure into elements which are
interconnected at a series of points known as nodes where the strain distribution at
each node is calculated through polynomial functio
functions
ns [211].. This
This results in the
formation of a mesh, which is a collection of elements and their associated nodal
connectivity, as shown in Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6:
3. (a) Discretisation of a structure into an FE mesh (b) and array of

adjacent elements with interconnected nodes
nodes.
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For use in FEM the PVW in the form of Equation 3.62 can be expressed in
terms of matrix/vector notation:
Å

Ã N *V =

È

Ã6 Ç*¾ −

Å

Ã6 n4Á *V

(3. 63)

In the simulations presented in this thesis, quasi-static deformation was used
therefore the dynamic term in Equation 3.63 is ignored:
Å

Ã N *V =

È

Ã6 Ç*¾

(3. 64)

For each element, e, in the FE mesh with volumes V and surface ¾, the following
criteria holds true:

ÃN =

$ Ã6$

(3. 65)

Ã6 = A$ Ã6$

(3. 66)

where Ã6 is a column vector of element nodal and virtual velocities, A$ is the
element shape function matrix and

$

is the element shape function gradient matrix.

Substituting equations 3.65 and 3.66 into equation 3.64, rearranging and summing
over all the elements in the FE mesh the following equation can be derived:
U
$

ÅÉ

Ã6$


$

*V = U
$

ÈÉ

Ã6$ A$ ÇdS

(3.67)

Summation over all the elements in the FE mesh assembles element quantities into
global quantities and eliminates arbitrary virtual quantities giving the following
global equation:
Å



*V =

È

A Ç*¾
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For large deformation and non-linear constitutive models as used in simulations in
this thesis, the out of balance force vector Ë can be expressed as follows:
Ë4 =

Å



4 4 *V −

such that at any point in time :

È

A 4º*¾

(3. 69)

Ë4 = 0

where 4 is the global nodal displacement vector of the FE mesh. To generate a

solution to a BVP, it is necessary to determine 4 such that any point in , Equation
3.69 is zero.

3.6.2.2 Implicit Finite Element Method

The commercial FE solver Abaqus (Simulia, Providence, RI) was used for
FE simulations presented in this thesis. Two different numerical approaches,
Abaqus/Implicit and Abaqus/Explicit, are used to provide solutions to the continuum
mechanics problems presented. The following section provides a brief description of
the theory behind each numerical approach.
Abaqus/Implicit is a general purpose solver used to solve static linear and
non-linear problems using implicit integration techniques. For the Implicit FEM,
Equation 3.69 is solved in an incremental fashion, whereby displacement/loads are
applied in time steps, Δ, to a final time, . Following each increment NewtonRaphson iterations are performed, from time  to  + Δ, until convergence is

achieved to solve for all nodal displacements at 4t+Δt [209, 212]. Nodal
displacements at the 9th iteration from Equation 3.69 can be expressed as:
4%ÌÍÎ
/Ì+

=

4%ÌÍÎ
/


*Ë4%ÌÍÎ
/

−Ï
Ð . Ë4%ÌÍÎ
/
*4
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where  is the start of the time increment, Δ is the magnitude of the time increment
and Ñ is the iteration number. 4%ÌÍÎ
is the initial estimate of nodal displacements,
/

which is then used as an approximation for the subsequent iterations, 4%ÌÍÎ
/Ì+ .

Convergence is achieved once a convergence criteria is satisfied, where Ë is less

than a specified tolerance value. Convergence difficulties can arise in cases where
there are highly non-linear material stress-strain responses and severe discontinuities
caused by contact between two geometrically different surfaces [212]. With a slowly
converging solution, the implicit solver requires a numbers of iterations to solve for

a specific increment, which can result in very small Δ making convergence of the

solution on a practical timescale difficult to achieve [212]. In these instances the use
of the explicit FEM can be more appropriate and is used in Chapters 6 and 7.
3.6.2.3 Explicit Finite Element Method

Abaqus/Explicit uses explicit integration to solve dynamic problems
involving large deformations and in this thesis is used to solve complex contact
problems. In this thesis, the Abaqus/Explicit solver is used to solve quasi-static
problems involving stent and aortic root contact during stent expansion and leaflet
closure. Unlike the implicit FEM, the explicit FEM is not iterative. Thus
convergence problems are not an issue when simulating highly non-linear stressstrain responses and contact between two geometrically different surfaces. In the
explicit method, accelerations and velocities are assumed to be constant at time
increments and are used to solve for the next point in time [209, 212]. Velocities are
determined according to the following central difference operations:
+

4/Ì+ = 4/ + ∆ /Ì+ 4¶ /Ì
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+
4¶ /Ì

=

+
4¶ /·

∆ /Ì+ + ∆ / /
+
4Á
2

(3. 72)

where 4¶ and 4Á are nodal velocity and acceleration. Superscripts refer to the time
increment as opposed to iteration number in implicit, with Ñ +

+


and Ñ −

+


half

increment values after and before the Ñth time increment respectively. Nodal

accelerations, 4Á , are defined at the start of each increment:
4Á = Ò·+ s−

Å

 /

*V +

È

%ÌÍÎ
A º/ *¾t /Ì+

*Ë/%ÌÍÎ 
%ÌÍÎ
= / − Ï
Ð . Ë/%ÌÍÎ 
*

(3. 73)

where Ò is the lumped mass matrix.

A quasi-static problem using the explicit FEM uses much smaller time
increments than that of the same analysis carried out using the implicit method. As a
result and depending on the type of material constitutive behaviour modelled, large
solutions times can occur with large complex 3D models making it impractical to run
a quasi-static analysis using the explicit solver in its natural time period (millions of
time increments required) [209, 212]. Mass scaling is when the material density is
artificially increased, which results in an increase in the stable time increment. The
minimum stable time increment for which a stable solution is obtained is dependent
on the characteristic element edge length (smallest distance between nodes of an
element in the model) and the dilatational wave speed, which can be expressed in
terms of the material moduli and density.
Mass scaling was employed in this thesis to model stent crimping/expansion
and leaflet closure in a reasonable solution time while at the same time ensuring
inertia forces remained insignificant. When material density is increased by a factor
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of f

2

the runtime of the solution is reduced by a factor f [209, 212]. In order to

prevent unrealistic dynamic results, the ratio of kinetic energy to total internal strain
energy is kept below 5-10%, thus ensuring inertial forces do not affect the
mechanical responses of the materials modelled [213, 214]. The simulations in this
thesis were computed according to this criterion.
3.6.3 Material Constitutive Theory

Constitutive models are mathematical descriptions that are used to
approximate the behaviour of a material to an applied load [170]. Constitutive
models implemented into FE solvers allows for the measurement of stress within the
material as a result of a deformation caused by the application of a set of boundary
conditions [170]. In Chapters 6 and 7 of this thesis, hyperelastic and superelastic
constitutive laws are used to model the mechanical behaviour of incompressible soft
collagenous tissues and the shape-memory alloy Nitinol, both of which exhibit a
non-linear stress-strain relationship and undergo large elastic strains and large
pseudo-elastic strains respectively. In the following section, an outline of isotropic
linear elasticity, large strain elasticity and superelasticity theories are presented in
terms of their implementation in the FE solver Abaqus. For a more detailed
discussion on the implementation of these theories in the FE solver Abaqus, the
reader is referred to the Abaqus Theory Manual [209].
3.6.3.1 Isotropic Linear Elasticity

In this thesis, isotropic linear elasticity is used for describing the austenite
and martensite elasticity of the shape memory alloy Nitinol in the built-in
superelasticity material subroutine in Abaqus/Explicit (VUMAT) developed by
Auricchio and Taylor et al. [215, 216]. In isotropic linear elasticity, the nominal
stress, ¼, is related to the infinitesimal strain using the following expression:
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Ó.^ = Ô Ã.^ + 2ÕÔ.^

(3. 74)

where  and Õ are the Lamé constants and Ã.^ is the Kronecker delta, with the

property of:

1
Ã.^ = Ö
0

9=:
9≠:

(3. 75)

Under the assumption of infinitesimal deformation kinematics, nominal stress and
Cauchy stress measures become equal, ¼ = , yielding the following equation:
Ó.^ =

.^

= Ô Ã.^ + 2ÕÔ.^

(3. 76)

The Lamé constants can be expressed in terms of the Young’s Modulus,  , and the
Poisson’s Ratio, Ø, giving the following expressions:
=



and Õ =
1 + 1 − 2
21 + Ø

(3. 77)

A fourth order tensor of elastic modulus ; can be defined such that:
= ; ∶ ² or

3.6.3.2 Large Strain Elasticity

.^

= Ù.^# Ô#

(3. 78)

The stress-strain behaviour of a hyperelastic material is derived from its

strain energy density potential, m. The strain energy density potential, m, describes
the strain energy per unit volume of the material in a zero stress state. For a
hyperelastic material the Piola stress, À, is given by:
À=

´m§
´§

(3. 78)

Using Equation 3.58, the Cauchy stress can be derived as:
1
´m§
= §·
©
´§
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Ú , of the deformation Gradient, ¦, is defined as
The volume preserving part, §

follows:

+

The deviatoric stretch tensor,

§ = ©·8 §

(3. 80)

Ú = ©·+⁄8

(3. 81)

,+̅ = ,: Ú

(3. 82)

, is the distortional part of the left Cauchy-Green

tensor and can be expressed as:

The first and second invariants, ,+ and , , are defined as follows:
1
,̅ = ,+̅ − : Ú · Ú 
2

(3. 83)

Material incompressibility is enforced by putting the third invariant equal to 1:
,8̅ = *¯ Ú  = 1

(3. 84)

m = m,+̅ , ,̅ , ©

(3. 85)

For material isotropy, the strain energy potential, m, is a function of ,+ , , and ©.
Ãm =

´m

´,+

Ã,+ +

´m

´,

Ã, +

´m
Ã©
´©

(3. 86)

From Equations 3.79 and 3.85, the Cauchy stress is given by:
2
´m
´m
= dev =S
+ ,+̅
T
©
´,+̅
´,̅

−

´m
´m
. B+

´©
´,̅

(3. 87)

In this thesis different forms of m are used to represent the different hyperelastic
materials. The strain energy potentials are described in the next section.

3.6.3.3 Isotropic Hyperelastic Constitutive Models

In this thesis two different hyperelastic material models were used to model
the isotropic deformation of the aortic root wall, the calcium deposits and the leaflets
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of the TAVR. For modelling the leaflet mechanical behaviour, the isotropic Marlow
strain energy potential was used:
m = mz$! [,+ ] + m!l# ©$# 

(3. 88)

where m is the strain energy per unit of reference volume, mz$! is the deviatoric part,
m!l# is the volumetric part and ,+ is the first invariant defined in Equation 3.82 [209,

217]. 1st and 3rd order isotropic Mooney-Rivlin strain energy potentials were used to
model the mechanical behaviour of the aortic root wall, native valve leaflets and
calcium deposits respectively:
Y

.

^

Y

m = U v.^ [,+ − 3] [, − 3] + U
.,^ZW

.Z+

1
© − 1.
-. $#

(3. 89)

where m is the strain energy per unit of the reference volume, v.^ and - are

hyperelastic parameters and the ,+ and , are defined in Equations 3.82 and 3.83

respectively. The specific form of the 1st and 3rd order strain energy potentials are as
follows:
m = v+W [,1 − 3] + vW+ [,2 − 3]

m = v+W [,1 − 3] + vW+ [,2 − 3] + vW [,1 − 3] + v++ [,1 − 3][,2 − 3]
+ v30 [,1 − 3]



3

(3. 90)

(3. 91)

3.6.3.4 Superelasticity

Nitinol is a shape memory alloy, which exhibits shape memory and
superelastic material behaviour. Each of these material behaviours is caused by a
thermally or stress induced phase change in the material crystalline structure. Nitinol
exists in two different phases with three different crystal structures: twinned
martensite, detwinned martensite and austenite [218]. The shape memory behaviour
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of Nitinol is caused by a thermally induced reversible phase transformation between
austenite and martensite, as shown in Figure 3.7.

Af

Ms

100

Md

% Austenite

Superelastic Range

0

Heating
Cooling

Mf

As

Temperature

Figure 3.7: Schematic of the austenite transformation and hysteresis behaviour

following temperature change. As and Ms represent the temperatures at which
austenite and martensite transformation begin. Af and Mf represent the temperatures
at which transformation is complete for austenite and martensite respectively. Md
represents the temperature at which martensite deformation is non-recoverable.
Image adapted from [219].
The martensite phase forms from the austensite phase when the material is
cooled below a critical temperature Ms. In the martensite state, the material is easily
deformed by detwinning and will recover its original shape upon heating to a
temperature Af and be converted back to its higher strength austenite form.
Superelastic behaviour of Nitinol occurs when the material is in its austensite phase,
above the transformation temperature and in the superelastic range.
Superelastic behaviour is caused by a stress induced phase transformation
from austenite to martensite due to an applied load, which is followed by strain
recovery and phase transformation back to austenite upon removal of the applied
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3.8 shows a representative stress
stress-strain
strain curve of Nitinol. In the
load [218]].. Figure 3.
unloaded state above the transformation temperature, Nitinol presents itself in an
austenite state, which behaves linear elastically, see section 3.6.3.1,
3. .3.1, to approximately
1% strain. Following elastic loading, transformation from austenite to martensite
»
ºµ

(Start of transformation loading). Further loading

produces a stress plateau until

(End of transformation loading) where phase

occurs at a critical stress,

¤
ºµ

transformation has be
been
en completed and the material is in a martensite state,
state see
Figure 3.8
8.
In a martensite state the material behaves linear elastically with further
loading causing plastic yielding to occur. Upon unloading, elastic strains in the
martensite are recovered, which is followed by reverse transformation of martensite
to austenite along the previous crystallographic pathway. Critical stresses at the start
and end of transformation unloading are lower than that of transformation loading
sis behaviour [209
giving the material hystere
hysteresis
209].

Figure 3.8:
3. Representative stress-strain
stress strain curve of Nitinol with material constants

209].
from Table 3.1.
1. Adapted from [209
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In this thesis, the Nitinol stent was modelled using the built-in superelastic
user material (VUMAT) in Abaqus/Explicit developed by Auricchio and Taylor.
[215, 216]. The theoretical formulation of the model is based on generalised

plasticity, whereby a change in strain, Δ², is composed of a linear elastic component,
Δ²$# , and a transformation component, Δ²%ß :

Δ² = Δ²$# + Δ²%ß

(3. 92)

The austenite to martensite transformation takes place between the narrow stress
range covered by the critical stresses,

È
%à

to

Δ²%ß = bΔâ

´¦
´

á
%à :

¦ È ≤ ¦ ≤ ¦j

(3. 93)

where ζ is the martensite fraction, ¦ is the transformation potential and b is a scalar

parameter representing the maximum deformation from detwinning of the
martensite.
The intensity of the transformation is governed by a stress potential law:
∆â = ä , âΔ¦

(3. 94)

A linear Drucker-Prager approach for the transformation potential is used to model
the volume changes associated with the stress induced transformations:

where

¦=

− å tan £ + v®

(3. 95)

is the von Mises equivalent stress defined in Equation 3.57, p is the

pressure stress, v is a material constant and ® is temperature. Material parameters

required to model superelastic only behaviour in the built-in VUMAT are shown in
Table 3.1. A more in depth discussion on the shape memory constitutive theory and
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its implementation into a user material subroutine in Abaqus can be found in studies
by Auricchio and Taylor et al. [215, 216].
Table 3.1: List of input parameters required for the superelasticity VUMAT in the

Abaqus/Explicit Solver
Parameter
Austenite Elasticity (EA)
Austenite Poisson’s Ratio (υA)
Martensite Elasticity (EM)
Martensite Poisson’s Ratio (υM)
Transformation Strain (εL)

Start of Transformation Loading [

End of Transformation Loading 
Reference Temperature®æ 

È
%à ]

á
%à 

Start of Transformation Unloading [

End of Transformation Unloading 

È
%ç ]

á
%ç 

Start of Transformation (Compressive Loading) [

Volumetric Transformation Strain ÔÅà 

È
ià ]

Number of Annealings (NA)

3.7 Summary

This Chapter summarises the theory used in analytical methods in Chapters
4, 5, 6 and 7 of this thesis. The theory outlined in sections 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 formed
the basis of the analytical methods used to derive fluid flow and leaflet deformation
of TAVRs in the experimental studies conducted in Chapters 4 and 5. Similarly, the
theory outlined in section 3.6 was applied to develop computational simulations of
self-expanding TAVR deployment in realistic patient-specific aortic root geometries
and to simulate leaflet closure in Chapters 6 and 7.
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Chapter 4: An In Vitro Evaluation of the
Impact of Eccentric Stent Distortion on
the Fluid and Shear Environments of
Transcatheter Aortic Valve Replacements
4.1 Introduction

As described in Chapter 2, AS causes progressive narrowing of the aortic
valve, resulting in an increased pressure gradient that can potentially lead to left
ventricular hypertrophy and heart failure [2]. TAVRs are a percutaneous alternative
to SAVRs and provides treatment of patients for whom conventional surgery is
deemed unfeasible due to pre-existing illness or high risk of postoperative mortality
[2, 30].
Patients with AS present with large asymmetric calcium deposits on the
aortic valve, which vary in both size and density across the aortic valve leaflets and
annulus [2, 30, 31]. Conventional open-heart surgical techniques such as those used
in SAVR, can remove the stenosed valve and calcium deposits to ensure optimal
circular implantation [2, 30]. However during the TAVI procedure, these irregular
calcium deposits, in addition to the native eccentric geometry of the annulus, can
restrict the uniform circular expansion of the valve. Restriction of uniform stent
expansion is particularly relevant in self-expanding valve design, whereby the
greater stent conformability offers improved stent-aortic annulus apposition in an
attempt to mitigate paravalvular leakage [2, 33]. As a result, conformance of the
Nitinol stent to the calcified leaflets/annulus can exacerbate valve distortion, which
may in turn cause distortion of the leaflets of the prosthesis causing nonphysiological flow patterns further downstream of the valve [34, 129]. In this
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Chapter, characterisation of the fluid and shear environments of an eccentric TAVR
is carried out to investigate the impact of stent distortion on velocity flow fields,
turbulent flow formation and shear stresses downstream of the valve.
Mechanically induced blood cell damage is caused by the formation of nonphysiological blood flow, which can lead to increased shear force levels resulting in
RBC hemolysis and platelet activation [9]. Rupture of RBCs leads to the release of
the internal contents of the cell into the surrounding flow and can promote blood
coagulation [8, 9]. Furthermore, non-physiological flow can result in the formation
of recirculation and stagnation zones downstream of the valve allowing for
aggregation and adherence of activated platelets resulting in thrombus formation [35,
36]. Shear-induced damage studies of RBCs have shown the existence of a threshold
shear stress range of 150-800 N/m2, above which blood cell damage can occur if
subjected to prolonged exposure times (minutes) [35, 36, 39]. Furthermore, platelet
lysis has been shown to occur at a much lower shear stress threshold of 10 N/m2 and
this is also dependent on exposure time [105]. Currently, regulatory ISO:5840
guidelines for Cardiovascular implants — cardiac valve prosthesis state that the
“assessment of velocity and shear flow fields in the immediate vicinity of the heart
valve substitute” is required to investigate “the hemolytic and thrombogenic
potential of the valve design in each position of intended use” [197]. Currently,
TAVR patients are typically prescribed antithrombotic treatment to prevent stroke
and thromboembolic complications up to 3 months post intervention to allow for the
formation of endothelium over the stent struts and restoration of normal interface for
blood [220]. However, altered blood flow potentially caused by distortion of the
TAVR stent, may require longer-term anticoagulant therapy due to the altered flow
and shear environments that may arise. Therefore, detailed characterisation of flow
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fields downstream of the valve is critical to develop an understanding of the altered
flow fields and potential hemolytic complications caused by eccentric stent
deployment of TAVRs in vivo.
Flow assessment of TAVRs in vivo can complicate our understanding of
TAVR fluid dynamics due to multiple patient comorbidities [44]. In vitro bench-top
testing allows for controlled parametric evaluation of the effects of stent deployment
geometry on valve performance without the requirement for large cohort patient
studies and eliminates other confounders, such as patient-prosthesis mismatch and
paravalvular leakage. PIV is an optical non-intrusive experimental technique, which
can be used to evaluate flow fields through a prosthetic valve within a pulsatile flow
loop [42-46]. This technique allows for the examination of complex flow features
such as vortices, regions of flow separation and stagnation [42]. More importantly,
this method (Two Dimensional-Two Component (2D-2C)) has been extensively used
to investigate shear stress and turbulent kinetic energy quantities that can be used as
a measure of the likelihood of blood damage [42, 44-46, 79].
To date, hemodynamic assessment and quantitative evaluation of flow
environments of TAVRs have been limited. Stühle et al. [43] and Saikrishnan et al.
[44] investigated the flow environments downstream of the Sapien and of the stent
repositioning buckles of a Lotus TAVR. Ducci et al. investigated the flow
characteristics of the sinus of Valsalva post-TAVI demonstrating that TAVRs reduce
flow in the sinuses and can thereby cause potential regions of flow stagnation and
thrombus formation [47]. Furthermore, Saikrishnan et al. [49] and Groves et al.
[200], demonstrated that axial positioning of the TAVR can have an additional
impact on sinus flow, with lower implantation depths increasing washout of the
aortic root sinuses thereby preventing flow stagnation. Additionally, a CFD study of
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a BHV indicated that leaflet geometry in the open configuration may contribute also
to blood damage. Despite this, PIV and computational studies of TAVRs have been
limited by focusing on flow through circular deployed valves [43, 44, 48, 49].
Therefore the flow alterations and potential hemolytic complications caused by noncircular TAVRs deployed in heavily stenosed aortic valves in vivo remains to be
elucidated.
The first hypothesis of this Ph.D thesis (hypothesis 1) that “Eccentric stent
distortion alters the velocity and shear environments of Transcatheter Aortic Valve
Replacements” is tested in this Chapter. The objectives of this study were to deploy

TAVRs in nominal circular and eccentric orifices and investigate the effect on noncircular deployment on: (1) valve hemodynamics; (2) velocity vector fields and (3)
shear stresses and turbulent kinetic energy in flow downstream of the deployed
valves and provide an insight into mechanically induced blood trauma that may
potentially occur. This Chapter presents an adapted version of work previously
published by the author in the Annals of Biomedical Engineering [40].
4.2 Materials and Methods
4.2.1 Pulsatile Left Heart Simulator
In vitro valve cycling was carried out in an in vitro Left Heart Simulator

(LHS) developed by the Cardiovascular Fluid Mechanics Laboratory in the Georgia
Institute of Technology, as shown in Figure 4.1. The development of the LHS has
been described in detail in previous studies [40, 44, 77, 79, 83, 189], but is
summarised here for the purposes of understanding the methods applied in this
study. The simulator was a pulsatile bladder pump driven system that can be used to
evaluate pathological and physiological hemodynamic function of aortic, mitral,
tricuspid and BHV valve types [40, 44, 77, 79, 83, 189]. The simulator, as shown in
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Figure 4.1, consisted of the following components: (1) reservoir; (2) mechanical
mitral valve; (3) pulsatile bladder pump; (4) programmable solenoid system (not
shown in Figure 4.1); (5) flow meter; (6) pressure transducers; (7) axisymmetric
aortic root chamber; (8) compliance chamber; (9) systemic resistance and (10) data
acquisition system (not shown in Figure 4.1).

Figure 4.1
1: Schematic of the pulsatile left heart simulator used to simulate fluid flow

through a TAVR under pathological and physiological flow conditions.
An open air reservoir was used for three functions in the simulator: (1)
housing of the blood analogue fluid; (2) maintenance of a constant pressure head (10
mmHg) and (3) to act as a reserve for outflow from the systemic resistance and
compliance, which were used to tune the simulator to pathological and physiological
pressure and flow conditions, as described in detail later in this section. A bileaflet
mechanical heart valve was positioned upstream of the bladder pump, which
ow from the reservoir into the bulb pump thereby
maintained unidirectional fl
flow
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mimicking the function of a mitral valve. Pulsatile pressure and flow conditions,
generated via a bladder pump connected in series between the mitral valve and the
aortic valve, were used to simulate ventricle
ventricle contraction and relaxation using
compressed air. The bladder pump, as shown in Figure 4.2, consisted of a silicone
bladder encased in an airtight acrylic chamber. The acrylic chamber contained three
ports (1 inlet, 2 outlets) connected to programmable ssolenoid
olenoid valves using silicone
tubing, which were used to regulate the inflow and outflow of compressed air into
the pump assembly.

Figure 4.
4.2: Schematic of the bladder pump used to generate pulsatile flow in the

LHS. The bladder pump is connected to a programmable solenoid assembly that
controls the contraction and relaxation of the pump.
As solenoid 1 opens, compressed air is allowed to flow into
into the chamber
forming a positive pressure gradient between the bladder and the surrounding
chamber resulting in the collapse of the bladder, and as a result the generation of a
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positive left ventricle pressure simulating systolic ventricular contraction, see the
lower half of the chamber in Figure 4.2. When solenoids 2 and 3 are activated, air is
extracted from the chamber forming a negative pressure gradient causing the
relaxation of the bladder and generation of a negative left ventricle pressure
simulating ventricular diastolic relaxation, see the upper half of the chamber in
Figure 4.2. Solenoid valves were connected to the bulb pump in parallel as shown in
Figure 4.2. Each valve was operated on a timer relay via an in-house DOS program
with an internal clock allowing for each solenoid to be opened/closed independently
simulating correct systolic and diastolic durations for different flow regimes, as
shown in Figure 4.3.
Diastole
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Figure 4.3: Typical flow waveform showing the activation of solenoid 1 causing

collapse of the bladder simulating ventricular contraction and activation of solenoids
2 and 3 causing bladder expansion resulting in ventricular relaxation.
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A compliance chamber and adjustable hose clamp were used to induce
emic compliance and resistance and simulate arterial distensability in the
systemic
pulsatile flow loop. Pressure transducers (TruWave Disposable Pressure Transducer,
Edwards Lifesciences Corp, Irvine, CA) were used to acquire left ventricle pressure
(upstream of vvalve
alve chamber) and aortic pressure (downstream of the valve chamber),
while flow rate was measured upstream of the aortic valve using an in
in-line
line
electromagnetic flow probe (Carolina Medical Electronics, East Bend, NC). Pressure
transducers were connected to a bridge amplifier with its outputs then connected to a
BNC-2110
2110 (National Instruments, Austin TX) connector block. The in
in-line
line
electromagnetic flow probe and ground were first connected to a flowmeter, and then
interfaced with the BNC-2110
BNC 2110 connector block.
block. The BNC connector block was
interfaced to a laptop using a PCMCIA DAQ signal acquisition card (National
Instruments, Austin TX). Pressure and flow waveforms were visualised and recorded
in real time for both pathological and physiological flow using LabView (National
Instruments, Austin TX). A schematic of the DAQ network is shown in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.
4.4: Schematic of the DAQ network used to evaluate flow and pressure

waveforms in the pulsatile loop
loop.
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4.2.2 Transcatheter
Transcatheter Aortic Valve Replacement

A 23 mm TAVR (Engager, Medtronic) suitable for implantation in aortic
annuli of size 19-23
23 mm was used in this study, see Figure 4.5. The TAVR was a
scallop shaped tri-leaflet
tri leaflet bovine pericardium design sutured to a compressible and
self-expanding
expanding Nitinol valve stent. The valve stent consisted of dedicated
commissure posts for supra annular valve function and support arms assembly,
which upon deployment are positioned over the native aortic valve leaflets
preventing coronary ostia obstruction. In vivo the valve is deployed transapically
using a delivery catheter size of 28 Fr [221]].

Figure 4.5
5: Engager TAVR consisting of three bovine pericardial leaflets sutured to

expanding valve stent consisting of dedicated inflow and outflow segments
a self-expanding
and support arm assembly.
4.2.3 Valve Holder & Aortic Root Chamber

TAVRs were placed in a TAVR holder consisting of two circular plates and
silicone tubing. Each of the circular plates contained a counter sunk orifice (circular
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or eccentric) into which the silicone tube fitted, see Figure 4.6 (a) & (b). Circular
plates were fixated together using three hexagon
hexagon socket screws, which also
functioned as locator pins to ensure correct alignment with the aortic root chamber.

Figure 4.
4.6: (a) CAD
AD model of the valve holder and (b) TAVR in the valve holder

prior to insertion in the aortic
aortic root model as shown in Figure 4.8.
4.8
Two valve holders were created (see Figure 4.7), one with a nominal circular
nother with a severe eccentric orifice
orifice (22 mm in diameter) and aanother
orifice,, creating
Circular and Eccentric valve models
models. The geometry of the eccentric orifice was
measured using the EI and was calculated as per Equation 2.3 [222]. Dmin and Dmax
values of 18.7 and 25.8 mm were used to create an eccentric orifice with an EI of
28% which was representative of highly eccentric TAVR geometries obtained from
explanted, MSCT images and a previous hemodynamic study on an eccentric TAVR,
as shown in Figure 4.7 [34,, 129, 130].. Valve holders were created such that the
ccentric models were the same
cross-section
sectional orifice areas in both Circular and E
Eccentric
(380 mm2). Valve holders were connected to a custom built acrylic chamber used to
model the aortic root, which was based upon clinical measurements, see Figure 4.8
[223, 224
224].. The aortic root chamber consisted of a bottom and top chamber casing
and an end block forming a straight rigid ascending aorta section, which develope
d
developed
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into an axisymmetric sinus region and an orifice containing either the circular or
eccentric valve holders.

Inflow and outflow morphologies of Circular and E
ccentric TAVR
Figure 4.7:
4.
Eccentric
models.. Eccentric TAVR has an EI of 28%.

Figure 4.8:
4. CAD model of the aortic root chamber with interchangeable valve

holder based on clinical measurements [223
223, 224].
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Prior to insertion into the aortic root chamber, valves were positioned into the
valve holders such that the inflow segment of the valve stent was in line with the
annulus plane of the holder and also such that, following insertion into the acrylic
root, the support arms of the stent articulated against the base of the sinus, similar to
clinical practice [221]. Paravalvular leakage was mitigated through the use of a
sealant (3M, ESPE, Imprint Dental Impression Material) around the circumference
of the valve and circular and eccentric orifices ensuring no paravalvular leak
occurred around the periphery of the valve stent. The valve holder assembly was
then positioned into the inflow segment of the aortic root chamber and the end block
was affixed to the assembly using hexagon socket screws. Rubber gaskets and Orings were used to form a seal between the upper, lower and end blocks of the
completed aortic root assembly. The aortic root chamber was then connected in
series to the flow loop downstream of the compliance chamber and upstream of the
flow probe. Tubing immediately downstream and upstream of the valve chamber
assembly contained luer lock valves, which allowed for bleeding of air of the system
and ports to which the pressure transducers were connected.
4.2.4 Instrument Calibration and Hemodynamic Conditions
4.2.4.1 Instrument Calibration

Prior to experimental runs, calibration of the viscosity of the blood analogue
fluid, flow probe and pressure transducers was carried out. A Newtonian blood
analogue fluid of 36% water/glycerin (Pure Glycerin, Procter & Gamble (P&G)) was
used in all experiments to simulate blood kinematic viscosity at high shear rates
(above 50 s-1), which are representative of blood in the chambers of the heart and
large arteries [225].

Using a Cannon-Fenske size 50 viscometer (Dakota

Instruments, Monsey, NY), water/glycerin mixtures were tuned until they yielded a
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similar kinematic viscosity to blood of 3.51 x 10-6 m2/s (3.5 cSt). In addition the
water/glycerin mixture also aided in the minimisation of the optical distortion that
was amendable to further correction using a non-linear calibration procedure
outlined in section 4.2.6.
Flow probe calibration was carried out using a simple steady flow loop
consisting of a reservoir, an in-line electromagnetic flow probe and a centrifugal
pump used to drive the 36% water/glycerin working fluid. Flow output from the
pump was controlled using a variable rotary transformer which was used to increase
flow rate from 5-30 L/min. At each pump speed, the volume of fluid displaced by the
pump for a specific time duration and the voltage was measured. The flow rate was
calculated as the collected volume divided by the time over which it was collected.
Flow rates were then plotted against the voltage output and a linear regression line
was used to fit the data creating a calibration constant. This constant was then used
in the LabView program for data acquisition of the hemodynamic waveforms of the
pulsatile flow loop.
Aortic and ventricular pressures were measured using disposable pressure
transducers. Pressure transducers were calibrated by placing the transducers under
varying pressure conditions using water columns of varying heights (25 cm-100 cm)
and measuring the subsequent voltage output. Water column height was then plotted
against voltage output and using a linear regression line a calibration constant was
obtained.
4.2.4.2 Hemodynamic conditions

Flow rate, aortic and ventricular pressures were acquired over 15 cardiac
cycles and then ensemble-averaged to get representative data for both pressure
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conditions. In order to achieve correct aortic and ventricular pressure waveforms,
systemic resistance and compliance of the pulsatile loop was tuned by adjusting a
hose clamp and the height of column of liquid in the compliance chamber. Increasing
the resistance (increasing constriction of the hose clamp) produced a reduction in
flow rate of the system and produced an upward shift in the aortic pressure
waveform resulting in an increase in the mean aortic pressure. Compliance of the
system was increased by increasing the volume of air in the compliance chamber.
Increase in compliance resulted in increasing the ratio of maximum to minimum
aortic pressure thereby controlling the shape of the aortic pressure waveform. For
example the averaged magnitude of the aortic pressure waveform can be adjusted to
100 mmHg using the resistance while the pressure difference between the maximum
and minimum aortic waveform can be tuned to 40 mmHg, thereby creating
normotensive pressure conditions (120/80 mmHg). Flow rate of the system was
defined using Cardiac Output (CO), which in vivo is the Heart Rate (HR) multiplied
by the stroke volume whereby HR is the number of beats per minute and stroke
volume is the volume of blood ejected from the heart in one beat. Using the above
methods, the simulator was tuned to a stroke volume of 35 and 70 ml and a HR of 70
beats/min giving pathological and physiological CO of 2.45 (~ 2.5) and 4.9 (~ 5.0)
L/min respectively. The simulator was also tuned for normotensive pressure
conditions (120/80 mmHg) with a mean arterial pressure of 100 mmHg. Figure 4.9
(a) and (b) shows typical hemodynamic waveforms produced which were similar to
waveforms observed in previous in vitro studies of native valves and TAVRs [44,
77, 79] and also in accordance with ISO standards (ISO:5840 Cardiovascular
implants — cardiac valve prostheses) [197]. The transient pressure peak in the aortic
pressure waveform after valve closure at ~ 450ms is due to rigidity of the aortic root
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chamber and the positioning of the aortic pressure transducer downstream of the
valve and is synonymous w
with
ith aortic pressure waveforms generated by in vitro
itro pulse
duplicators
duplicator in literature [42, 44, 79,
79 226].

Figure 4.9:
4. Hemodynamic waveforms including ventricular pressure (red line),

aortic pressure (green line) and flow rate (blue dashed line) under (a) pathological
flow conditions (CO = 2.5 L/min) and (b) physiological flow conditions (CO = 5.0
L/min).
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4.2.5 Particle Image Velocimetry

2D-2C
2C Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) is a quant
quantitative,
itative, non
non-intrusive,
intrusive,
optical method of flow visualisation which has been extensively used to study
velocity and shear stress fields of aortic valve prosthes
prosthesis in in vitro simulators [4447, 79,, 201].. PIV measures the displacement of a region of fluid over a specific time
interval. This is carried out by mapping the average displacement of a group of
particles (known as tracer particles) in an illuminated plan
planee in the fluid domain by
cross-correlating
correlating sub images (known as interrogation windows)
windows of two separate

images separated by a specific time interval (Δ). For a detailed description of the
cross-correlation
correlation method employed, the reader
reader is referred to section 3.3 in Chapter 3

of this thesis. Figure 4.10 is a schematic of the PIV setup used in this study.

Figure 4.
4.10: Schematic of the PIV setup used to evaluate flow fields downstream of

ccentric TAVRs. Using light sheet optics and a mirror, a pulsed laser
Circular
ircular and Eccentric
was used to create laser sheet to illuminate the particle laden flow field. The laser
aser
ioned on the central axis of the aortic root chamber as shown in the
sheet was posit
positioned
red box out.
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The PIV system consisted of two Nd:YAG pulsed lasers (ESI Inc., Portland,
OR; 17 mJ
m energy, 532 nm wavelength, 9 ns pulse duration), which emitted two

laser pulses at times 1 and 2 with a specified time delay of Δ. A series of

spherical/cylindrical lenses and mirrors were used to create a laser sheet of 1 mm
thickness that illuminated the central plane of the valve assembly via a mirror
positioned at 45° to the underside of the valve chamber, as shown in Figure 4.11. A
thin laser sheet was used, which prevented the imaging of blurred particles present
either side of the focused plane. The laser sheet illuminated polymethyl methacrylate
(PMMA) tracer particles (Dantec Dynamics,
Dynamics, Denmark, Ø = 1-20
20 µm, emission at
580 nm) labelled with fluorescent Rhodium
Rhodium-D
D dye in the fluid volume,
volume, as shown in
Figure 4. 11 (a).

d flow from the imaging plane
Figure 4.11
11: (a) Raw Image of the particle laden flui
fluid
overlayed with schematic of a TAVR.
ircular and (c)
TAVR. Idealized schematic of (b) Circular
ccentric TAVRs at peak systole with imaging plane coincident with the lower
Eccentric
commissure post and line of coaptation of lower leaflets.
The fluorescent light scatter from the tracer particles were imaged using a
PIV CCD camera (LaVision, Germany, Imager Pro, 1600 x 1200 px, 250 fps)
fps with a
Nikon Micro-Nikkor
Micro Nikkor 60 mm lens and an orange filter with a resolution of 16.6
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µm/pixel. As the laser pulses and CCD cameras are synchronised, image pairs of the

illuminated flow field are captured, which are separated by a known time delay (Δ).
Velocity measurements were acquired along the centre line of the valve assembly,

with the TAVR oriented such that one commissure post and line of leaflet coaptation
was aligned with the imaging plane and the opposing leaflet was aligned
perpendicular to the same plane (Figure 4.11 (b) and (c)). The final field of view of
the measurements was 46 x 36 mm. Using a final interrogation window of size 32 x
32 pixels, the physical dimensions of each interrogation window were 1.44 x 1.13
mm.
4.2.6 Particle Image Velocity Processing Protocol

Figure 4.12 shows the PIV experimental protocol used for acquiring,
calibrating, calculation and post-processing of quantities obtained using the PIV
software DaVis 7.2 (LaVision, Germany) that was based upon previous studies by
Saikrishnan et al. [44, 79]. The protocol is summarised here for the purposes of
understanding the methods applied in this study.
Data Acquisition

Vector Post-processing

Raw PIV Images

2. Median Filter

1. Vector Filtering

(Outlier Removal)

(Signal to Noise Ratio < 1.2)

Image Calibration
3. Vector Hole
Filling

Image Pre-processing
1. Mask Region of

2. Background Intensity

Interest

Subtraction

Data Analysis
1. Velocity

Vector Calculation
1. Cross-correlation

Vectors

Shear Stress

2. Cross-correlation
(32x32 pixels)

(64x64 pixels)

3. Viscous
Shear Stress

x2

2. Reynolds

4. Turbulent Kinetic
Energy

x2

Figure 4.12: Schematic of the PIV processing protocol used based upon previous

studies by Saikrishnan et al. [44, 79].
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4.2.6.1 Data Acquisition

Phase-locked
Phase locked measurements of flow vectors were captured at 34 time points

during the cardiac
cardiac cycle separated by 25 ms, see Figure 4.13. The Δ between laser

pulses and image acquisition was optimised at each time point varying from 50 µs at
peak systole to 1000 µs during the diastolic phase of the cardiac cycle. The Δ

between consecutive iimages
mages was optimised at each time point to ensure that the

average displacement of particles between images was approximately 25% of the
final interrogation window size [227].
[
. Due to the supra annular characteristics of the
TAVR design used, large difference in flow velocities were expected between the
aortic and sinus regions.

Hemodynamic waveform with red vertical lines indicating the 34
Figure 4.13:
4.
timepoints of measurements of flow vectors. Each time point is separated by 25 ms.
As a result of the large dynamic range of flow velocities in the aortic and

1) a large Δ to capture velocity
sinus regions, two Δ values were investigated: (1)
velocit
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vectors in the low-velocity sinus region and (2) a smaller Δ to calculate velocity
vectors in the ascending aorta region. As with previous studies, preliminary analysis
showed that ensemble-averaged velocity fields in the low-velocity sinus region did

not vary with different Δ values [44, 79]. As a result one Δ value was chosen at

each time point depending on location in the cardiac cycle, as shown in Table 4.1

[44, 79]. At each acquisition time point, 200 image pairs were captured to enable
ensemble-averaging of flow fields to capture the most dominant flow structures and
to obtain turbulence measurements.
Table 4.1: Δ values used between laser pulses at different time points in the cardiac

cycle for COs of 2.5 and 5.0 L/min.
Systole

Diastole
Time
Point
(ms)

∆ (μs)

∆ (μs)

CO = 2.5 L/min

CO = 5 L/min

1000

25-75

1000

1000

500

500

425

200

200

175

300

300

450-500

300

300

200

200

200

525-625

500

500

225

200

150

650-700

700

700

250-325

100

75

725-850

1000

1000

350

150

75

375

150

100

400

200

150

Time
Point (ms)

∆ (μs)

∆ (μs)

CO = 2.5 L/min

CO = 5 L/min

100

1000

125-150

4.2.6.2 Image Calibration

Following data acquisition, calibration was required to convert the particle
displacements from pixel units to correct real world physical units in metres and to
correct for refractive index mismatch between the blood analogue fluid and the radial
optical distortion caused by imaging through a curved surface. The refractive indices
of the water/glycerin solution and the acrylic aortic root model were 1.38 and 1.50
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respectively. Matching of the refractive index of the blood analogue fluid to that of
the aortic root chamber was not performed as this would require increasing the
glycerin concentration to 40% by volume in water thereby resulting in an increase in
the dynamic viscosity of the working fluid to a non-physiological value of ~ 5 cSt.
Solutions of aqueous sodium iodide, glycerol and water can achieve both refractive
index matching with acrylic chambers and physiological dynamic viscosity.
However, such solutions destroy the structural integrity of the tissue and as such are
only suitable for experiments in which MHVs are analysed. In order to compensate
for optical distortion created by the refractive index mismatch and imaging through a
curved surface, calibration of the flow field was performed. A calibration target was
generated consisting of a regular array of high contrast markers placed with regular
spacing (2 mm). This calibration target was then placed in the flow field and aligned
with the laser sheet and an image was taken using the CCD camera. The calibration
image, containing the calibration target was then imported into DaVis 7.2 where
pixel distances were correlated to metres using the regular 2 mm spacing marker
array. From this a calibration factor was determined, which was used to scale
calculated velocities from pixel/s to m/s. A non-linear 3rd order polynomial function
was fitted to the markers on the calibration target correcting velocity vectors based
on the distortion of the calibration target in specific regions thereby correcting the
optical distortion caused by refractive index mismatch and imaging through a curved
surface [44, 79].
4.2.6.3 Image Pre-processing

A masking procedure was used in order to eliminate processing of regions
outside of the flow chamber. In addition, due to the moving leaflet boundaries during
opening and closing of the valve, separate individual masks for diastole and systole
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were used thereby maximising the region of interest prior to vector processing. Prior
to vector calculation, a sliding background intensity value was subtracted from the
raw acquisition set to improve the performance of the cross-correlation algorithms
used for vector calculation. For a given image in the data set, the minimum intensity
at each pixel location is calculated for a number of preceding and subsequent images
of the image being investigated. The minimum intensity computed at each pixel
location from the set of images is then subtracted from each pixel location for the
given image being analysed. Background intensity subtraction serves as a high pass
filter, filtering out large fluctuations, which can be caused by reflections in the
system, but retains the small intensity fluctuations causing the particle signals [228,
229].
4.2.6.4 Vector Calculation

Vector calculation was recursively carried out using the cross-correlation
technique on specified masked regions for each time point acquired. Crosscorrelation involves dividing up the flow field of each image pair into interrogation
windows of specified dimensions. Each image pair consists of a first exposure image

at time 1 and a second exposure image at 2, separated by a specified Δ between

laser pulses. In each interrogation window in each image, pixels are present with an
associated pixel intensity depending on whether a tracer particle is present in that

pixel or not. The cross-correlation function statistically measures the changes in
pixel intensity of two corresponding interrogation windows in the image pair. The
peak in the correlation map gives a statistical representation of the displacement of
the fluid in that interrogation window given a specific time frame. For a more
detailed description on the cross-correlation method, the reader is referred to section
3.3 in Chapter 3 of this thesis.
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Interrogation of the flow field was carried out using a multi-pass crosscorrelation algorithm available in DaVis 7.2, whereby the flow field is initially
divided up into interrogation windows of dimensions 64 x 64 pixels. In order to
satisfy the Nyquist sampling criterion, whereby accurate reconstruction of an analog
signal requires sampling at twice the largest frequency, a 50% overlap was defined
between adjacent interrogation windows, thereby increasing the resolution of the
produced vector field [230]. For example, using a window size of 64 x 64 pixels on
acquired images at 1280 x 1024, a 0% overlap produces 320 (20 x 16) interrogation
windows forming 320 vectors. Increasing the overlap to 50% results in 39 x 31
interrogation windows and 1209 vectors being formed. A multi-pass crosscorrelation approach was used to interrogate the fluid volume two times per
interrogation window size, see Figure 4.12. In multi-pass correlation, the first pass
produces a reference vector field which is used to shift interrogation windows by
discrete pixel amounts in the second pass based on the local displacement obtained
in the previous pass [231]. This reduces the signal-to-noise ratio of the vector field
and reduces the production of erroneous vectors. Following this, each 64 x 64
interrogation window was subdivided into four 32 x 32 interrogation windows,
which, when including a 50% overlap, refined the resolution of the vector field to
4819 vectors (79 x 61 interrogation windows). Two interrogation passes were carried
out as before and the final vector field was calculated [228, 229].
4.2.6.5 Vector Post-processing

Vector fields were post-processed in order to remove erroneous or spurious
vectors, which may have been caused by low signal-to-noise ratio or poor particle
distribution in the interrogation window [228, 229]. Firstly, vectors were removed if

they did not exceed a specified peak ratio r. The peak ratio r is the intensity ratio
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between the highest correlation peak and the second highest correlation peak and is
defined as follows:
=

)+ − 9Ñ
> 1.2
) − 9Ñ

(4. 1)

whereby )+ and ) are the peak heights of the first and second highest correlation

peaks and 9Ñ is the lowest value in the correlation plane. A peak ratio of r of 1.2

was used similar to previous PIV processing protocols [228, 229]. Vectors were also
removed by a median filter, whereby a specific centre vector is compared to a
median vector calculated from a surrounding group of 8 vectors [229]. If the centre
vector was outside the range of the median vector ± the standard deviation of the
surrounding vectors then this vector was deleted and was defined as follows:
m$z − mz$! ≤ m ≤ m$z + mz$!

(4. 2)

whereby m is the m component of centre vector is question, m$z is the median of
the m component of the neighbouring vectors and mz$! is the deviation of the m

components of the neighbouring vectors. If the criterion was not satisfied for either

the m or V velocity components (instantaneous velocities in the C and D directions

respectively of the image plane), the vector was removed from the flow field. Once

erroneous and spurious vectors had been removed, empty spaces in the vector field
were filled up with interpolated vectors, which were calculated as an average of the
surrounding neighbouring vectors [229]. Final post-processed vector fields were
compared to original vector fields ensuring that the interpolated vectors fitted the
original flow structures.
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4.2.6.6 Data Analysis

Data analysis was carried out using a Matlab code (Mathworks, Natick MA)
developed by Saikrishnan et al. [44, 79]. Velocity vectors, RSS, VSS and Turbulent
Kinetic Energy (TKE) were derived from outputted instantaneous velocities m and V

in the C and D directions and were visualised using Tecplot (Tecplot, Bellevue,

WA).

4.2.6.6.1 Velocity Vectors

Velocity vectors allow for the visualisation and measurement of flow patterns
in the immediate vicinity and downstream of the valve. Velocity vectors can be used
to examine complex flow structures such as vortices, regions of flow separation,
stagnation and turbulence as well as areas of ineffective washout in the vicinity of
the valve stent, which can be correlated to locations of thrombus formation [42]. The
magnitude of velocity vectors were derived using the following Equation:
V¯éê"ë/.%yz$ = m  + V 

(4. 3)

where m and V are instantaneous velocities in the C and D directions.
4.2.6.6.2 Reynolds/Viscous Shear Stresses and Turbulent Kinetic Energy Fields

RSS and VSS quantities have been correlated to blood cell damage and
turbulence and can serve as a predictor of likely areas where haemolysis may occur
[9, 79]. RSS are a statistical quantity measuring shear stresses between layers of
fluid flow caused by temporal variations in the velocity field, which can form due to
cycle-to-cycle variations as well as fluctuations in turbulent flow [9, 37, 40, 79].
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RSS values were calculated using the following Equation:

M  M − ìììììì
M  M + ìììììì
ìììììì
ìììììì

 M M

 M M
_¾¾ = n½s
t + M  M  +
2
2

(4. 4)

where n is the density of the blood analogue fluid and M and  M are the mean

instantaneous velocity fluctuations in the C and D directions. Fluctuations in the

velocity field were calculated by subtracting the mean velocity from the

instantaneous velocity at each acquisition point in the cardiac cycle. Mean velocity
fields were determined by averaging 200 velocity fields at each timepoint. Peak RSS
occur in boundary layers between high velocity flow interacting with quiescent fluid
and can indicate regions of turbulent flow [9, 79].
VSS are a measure of the instantaneous shear load between layers of fluid
and can be related to the physical forces acting on blood constituents from the
surrounding fluid volume [9, 37, 79]. VSS values were calculated using the
following Equation:
V¾¾ = Õ S

´m ´V
+ T
´ ´

(4. 5)

where Õ is the kinematic viscosity of the blood analogue fluid [79].
Turbulent Kinetic Energy (TKE) is the specific kinetic energy of eddies in
the fluid volume and can be used as a measurement of turbulence intensity [79].
TKE was calculated using this Equation:
1
®Ù = GM  +  M  H
2

(4. 6)

Turbulent flow combined with extended exposure of cells to elevated shear stresses
can result in rupture of the cell membranes, release of cell contents and lead to
platelet aggregation and thrombolic events [10, 232].
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4.2.6.6.3 Effective Orifice Area and Transvalvular Pressure Gradient

Hemodynamic performance of the valves was evaluated using TVG and
EOA. For a description of these metrics the reader is referred to Chapters 2 and 3.
TVG values were calculated as the mean pressure gradient (ΔPmean) across the valve
during systole and was calculated as follows:
∆)$"/ =

1

®Èíî%l#$

ïðïñòóÉ

)!$/% − )"lß%.w *

(4. 7)

where )!$/% and )"lß%.w are the pressures in mmHg taken immediately upstream and
downstream of the valve. EOA values were calculated using the following Equation:
 =

ßî

51.6∆)$"/

(4. 8)

where ßî is the root mean square of the measured flow and ∆)$"/ is calculated
as per Equation 4.7.

For evaluation of hemodynamic performance only, three valves were used (n
= 3). Results were expressed as mean ± standard deviation (SD). Statistical
differences between hemodynamic measurements in Circular and Eccentric valves
were determined using a two-way analysis ANOVA test using Minitab (V. 16,
Minitab Ltd, Coventry, UK). Statistical significance was defined as p ≤ 0.05.
4.2.6.6.4 Uncertainty Analysis

Uncertainty analysis was conducted to calculate bias errors in the PIV
system, which may be caused by pixel displacement gradients and time spacing
between laser pulses [204, 233]. Velocity uncertainty was calculated as the smallest
measureable displacement divided by the time spacing at each acquisition point. The
spatial resolution of the raw image was 16.4 µm/pixel. As subpixel interpolation was
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used in the PIV processing protocol, the smallest measurable distance is

approximately 0.1-0.2 pixels. Using the Δ values at various points in the cardiac

cycle in Table 4.1, the velocity uncertainty can be calculated. The maximum and
minimum velocity uncertainty (m/s) at each acquisition in the cardiac cycle is shown

in Table 4.2. Peak velocity uncertainty occurred at 300 ms into the cardiac cycle,
which was approximately 1.7% of the maximum velocity at this acquisition point. In
addition to bias errors, precision errors related to repeatability may be present, which
cannot be quantified due to turbulent fluctuations but are intrinsic in pulsatile flow
with mid to high Reynolds number [44]. Therefore it is not possible to isolate cycleto-cycle variation of the loop. Despite this, ensemble-averaging of 200 vector fields
is sufficient in obtaining statistically converged values for the calculated quantities
defined below. For the PIV experiments, only one TAVR was used. Therefore it was
not possible to calculate the effect of valve-to-valve variability on the results
obtained. However as the valve used was manufactured to clinical standards it is
expected that valve-to-valve variability will be minimal.
Table 4.2: Maximum and minimum velocity uncertainty measurements during the

diastolic and systolic durations of the cardiac cycle at COs of 2.5 and 5.0 L/min
Δ (μs)

Max & Min Velocity
Uncertainty (m/s)

Diastole

500-1000

0.0017-0.0066

Systole

125-300

0.0055-0.0262

Diastole

500-1000

0.0017-0.0066

Systole

75-200

0.0082-0.0437

Time Point
CO = 2.5 L/min

CO = 5.0 L/min
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4.3. Results
4.3.1 Hemodynamic Performance

Figure 4.14 (a) shows the mean TVG during systole for both valve
geometries at pathological (2.5 L/min) and physiological (5 L/min) COs. A higher
mean TVG was reported in the Eccentric valves compared to the Circular valves
under both pathological (2.4 mmHg ± 0.59 vs. 1.76 mmHg ± 0.44) and physiological
(6.87 mmHg ± 0.98 vs. 6.25 mmHg ± 0.75) COs, however no significant differences
between each valve geometry at both COs were obtained (p-valve = 0.70 and 0.72
for pathological and physiological flow conditions respectively). Figure 4.14 (b)
shows the EOA for each valve geometry at both COs. No significant differences in
EOA between both valve geometries at each CO was observed (p-value = 0.4 and
0.87 for pathological and physiological flow conditions respectively). Despite this, a
trend was apparent whereby EOA was lower in the Eccentric valves compared to the
Circular valves under both pathological (1.86 cm2 ± 0.16 vs. 2.08 cm2 ± 0.22) and
physiological (1.97 cm2 ± 0.09 vs. 2.07 cm2 ± 0.16) COs as shown in Figure 4.14
(b). Despite the decreasing trend in EOA with eccentricity, EOA was greater than
that of 1.25 cm2 for both valve geometries therefore satisfying the requirements for a
23 mm TAVR in ISO:5840 regulatory regulations [197].
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(a)
Mean Transvalvular Pressure Gradient
(mmHg)

9
8

Circular
Eccentric

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

CO=2.5
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= 2.5L/min
L/min

(b)

CO = 5.0 L/min

Effective Orifice Area (cm2)

2.5

Circular
Eccentric

2

1.5

1

0.5

0

CO=2.5
CO
= 2.5 L/min
L/min

CO = 5.0 L/min

Figure 4.14: (a) Mean TVG and (b) EOA measurements of Circular and Eccentric

valves under pathological and physiological COs. Values are mean ± SD for n = 3.
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4.3.2 Vector Velocity Fields

Results described in this section are shown in Figure 4.15 and relate to
ensemble-averaged flow fields at different stages during the systolic ejection and
diastole at locations downstream of the TAVR at pathological and physiological
COs: early systole (175 ms), peak systole (300 ms), late systole (375ms) and diastole
(500ms).
During early systole (175 ms), accelerated flow emanated from the central
orifice of both valves, see Figure 4.15. At physiological CO, a central systolic jet
was observed in the Circular valve with a peak velocity of 0.8 m/s that started to
converge to a point further downstream of the STJ. In the Eccentric valve, a narrow,
offset and accelerated jet occurred with a peak velocity of 1.5 m/s, which developed
into a divergent flow at the STJ with a low-velocity vortex ring appearing around the
jet that impinged on the STJ and caused flow reversal into the lower sinus region.
Similar flow profiles were observed at the impaired CO, however the systolic jets did
not extend into the ascending aorta due to the lower instantaneous flow rate.
At peak systole (300 ms) at physiological CO peak velocities of 2.57 and
2.45 m/s occurred in the Circular and Eccentric valves respectively. In the Circular
valve, the systolic jet had a flat velocity profile in the immediate vicinity of the open
valve that further developed into a high velocity convergent central jet further
downstream, see Figure 4.15. In the Eccentric valve, an asymmetric jet occurred
whereby the jet profile was not symmetric about the longitudinal axis of the aortic
root, resulting in the upward deviation of the systolic jet from the centre line of the
ascending aorta. In addition to this a vortex formed below the jet impinging on the
STJ that was not present in the Circular valve. At the impaired CO, similar systolic
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jet formation occurred in both valve geometries, however the asymmetric jet
formation was less pronounced in the Eccentric valve at this CO, see Figure 4.15.
At late systole (375 ms), flow started to decelerate caused by pressure
reversal in the aorta. Flow characteristics remain consistent with peak systole with
velocities reducing with CO, VelPeak = 1.1 m/s at CO = 2.5 L/min and VelPeak = 1.9
m/s at CO = 5 L/min recorded in both deployed valves. At late systole and early
diastole, pressure reversal caused the movement of fluid flow along the aortic wall
towards the sinus region. Minimal flow velocities were observed in the sinus region
due to the supra annular implantation characteristics of the valve, see Figure 4.15.
At diastole (500 ms), following valve closure, the flow velocities were
approximately zero in all valve models at each CO. Quiescent flow showed no
regurgitant flow following valve closure, indicating that correct leaflet coaptation
and no central valvular leakage occurred irrespective of valve geometry, see Figure
4.15.
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Figure 4.15:
4.
Velocity vector profiles at pathological and physiological COs
CO in Circular
C
and Eccentric
ccentric valves at early, peak and late systole and
at diastole.
diastole. Black and red boxouts
boxouts of the sinus regions in the Circular
ircular and Eccentric
ccentric valves respectively.
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4.3.3 Reynolds/Viscous Shear Stresses and Turbulent Kinetic Energy Fields

During systole, flow accelerated from the valve into quiescent fluid in the
ascending aorta. At peak systole, where the highest jet velocities occur, a shear layer
forms between the fast moving fluid in the systolic jet and the slow moving
quiescent fluid in the aorta. In the Circular valve, RSS values ranging between 30
N/m2 and 97 N/m2 were found at the interface of the accelerated systolic jet and the
quiescent stagnant fluid in the aorta at both COs, see Figure 4.16. A high magnitude
region of RSS of 97 N/m2 was found in the flow emanating from the stent post in the
lower half of the chamber. In the Eccentric valve, regions of high RSS coincided
with high velocity gradient regions, reaching values up to RSSPeak = 119 N/m2 at 5.0
L/min located in turbulent region below the trailing edge of the systolic jet that was
not present in the Circular valve, see Figure 4.16. In the VSS profiles, maximum and
minimum VSS values were the same for both valve deployments at each CO
(VSSMax = 2.5 N/m2 and VSSMin = -2 N/m2 at 2.5 L/min CO ,VSSMax = 4 N/m2 and
VSSMin = -5 N/m2 at 5 L/min CO), see Figure 4.16. In the Circular valve, regions of
positive and negative VSS are parallel to one other and are closer together under
pathological flow conditions, which is indicative of the lower EOA observed at this
CO. In contrast to this, the leading edge of these maximum and minimum regions of
VSS in the Eccentric valve were deviating from each other with a more divergent
VSS profile observed at the higher CO that nearly impinges on the STJ. For both
deployment geometries, areas of elevated TKE occurred at the boundaries of the
systolic jet. In the Circular valve, flow with an elevated TKE occurred close to the
stent post and continued downstream of the valve with a peak value of 180 N/m2 at
CO = 5 L/min and 120 N/m2 at 2.5 L/min. In the Eccentric valve, higher TKE values
(230 N/m2) occurred at both CO and were observed in a localised pocket below the
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edge of the deviated systolic jet. This pocket was not present in the Circular valve,
see Figure 4.16.
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Figure 4.16:
4.
RSS, VSS and TKE pl
plots
ots at pathological and physiological CO at peak systole (flow going from right to left).
left)
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4.4 Discussion

Conformance of self-expanding TAVRs to a calcified aortic root can result in
distortion of the stent from an optimal circular geometry. While an eccentric stent
geometry can better mimic the native eccentric geometry of the aortic annulus
compared to circular deployed valves, it must be noted that TAVRs are designed to
be expanded to a circular cross-sectional geometry [182]. As such, aberration from
circular stent geometries may lead to undesired fluid mechanics downstream of the
valve. This Chapter provides a novel comprehensive comparison of the flow
characteristics of circular and eccentric deployed TAVRs using an in vitro LHS and
PIV. The results demonstrate that EOA and mean TVG gradients did not differ
significantly between both valve geometries. Despite this, eccentric deployment of a
TAVR lead to asymmetric systolic jet formation, with elevated turbulence and shear
stress downstream of the valve, which was not present in the circular deployed
TAVR.
Mean TVG and EOA are performance criteria commonly used to compare
hemodynamics of prosthetic valve designs. The results of this Chapter show that
EOA and mean TVG values did not differ significantly in Circular and Eccentric
valves and were within the range reported for other TAVRs designs in vitro [44] and
in vivo [142, 143, 234]. Examination of EOA and mean TVG metrics from this study

alone would imply that eccentric deployment of TAVRs has a minor impact on valve
performance. However, further analysis of the flow development was performed here
to study the alterations in systolic jet formation that may occur due to eccentric
implantation. It was observed that a region of elevated shear stresses occurred in a
localised pocket under the trailing edge of the offset systolic jet with an increased
peak shear stress than that occurring in the Circular valve (119 N/m2 vs. 97 N/m2). It
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must be noted that these shear stresses remained marginally below the threshold
range of 150-800 N/m2 at which hemolysis can occur [35, 36, 39]. This region
coincided with an area of elevated peak turbulence intensity (230 N/m2) that was not
present in the Circular valve (180 N/m2). Therefore, despite no significant difference
in hemodynamic performance of both valve configurations, the findings of this study
show that eccentric valve deployment can result in asymmetric systolic jet formation
about the longitudinal axis of the aortic root with elevated turbulence and shear
stress downstream of the valve. However these magnitudes were not sufficiently
high to induce blood damage.
The primary limitation in this study was the use of a rigid idealised aortic
root model. This model does not represent the compliant behaviour of the aortic
tissue or undergo changes in annulus shape that occur in vivo [235]. Rigidity of the
aortic wall may increase fluid velocities and inhibit the dissipation of vortices
downstream compared to a more compliant wall model [236, 237]. However calcium
deposits [238], age related reduced arterial compliance [236] in patients requiring
TAVR and the scaffolding provided by over-sizing of the valve may reduce
compliance and dimensional changes of the aortic root in vivo and as such a rigid
model was deemed appropriate. In this study a calcified native aortic valve was not
included in the aortic root model as reproducibility of a predefined eccentric stent
expansion representative of in vivo TAVR deployment geometries from CT imaging
would have been difficult to ensure [34, 129]. Introduction of native aortic valve
leaflets may reduce flow velocities in the sinus regions promoting regions of flow
stagnation at the base of the sinuses as shown by Ducci et al.
The axisymmetric sinus geometry was not representative of a typical threelobed sinus found in vivo which has recently been shown to aid in increasing valve
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EOA [80]. Despite this however, the dimensions had been designed to match
anatomical measurements [34, 223, 224] and although simplified, was still capable
of capturing flow fields in the sinus region associated with the upper leaflet in the
valve model. In addition to this, the TAVR in question was in a supra annular
position, which reduces the distance between the STJ and the TAVR leaflets [49]. As
a result, movement of fluid into the sinus region was inhibited thus minimizing the
impact of the axisymmetric geometry on the results of the study [49]. Flow
characterisation was carried out in the plane of the minor axis of the ellipse only,
which was chosen as the most severe condition as the valve diameter is reduced by
4.3 mm compared to the Circular valve. In addition to this, the plane studied was
coincident with the distorted stent post which allowed for the capture of deviated
flow caused by eccentric deployment. Moreover, a previous study has shown that
peak shear stresses occured at this plane and decrease in magnitude in offset planes
[79]. The 2D-2C PIV analysis used did not permit for the measurement of out-ofplane components of the calculated quantities. However, strong axial flow
downstream of the valve is much more dominant in this plane, compared to
transverse components of the flow [201] and the results confirmed this through low
out-of-plane particle loss observed in the processed flow field images [44, 45]. Thus,
a 2D flow analysis can approximate this flow relatively accurately and has been
widely applied in studies of native and prosthetic valves [44, 46, 79, 201]. To
facilitate manufacturing, the aortic root model was created in two halves, which
created a seam on the imaging face of the chamber when assembled. Imaging
through this seam caused blurring of the particles in this area, which may have
affected the cross-correlation algorithm. Despite this, recursive filling of this highly
localised region with interpolated vectors from the surrounding flow field still
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allowed for characterisation of the strong axial flow in this area with relative
accuracy. In the experiments, the behaviour of the blood analogue fluid was
approximated as Newtonian with a kinematic viscosity (3.5 cSt) consistent with that
of blood at shear rates exceeding a 50 sec-1 threshold. In the sinus regions, where
flow stagnation and recirculation can occur, shear rates can be lower than this
threshold and as such the viscosity of the blood is greater. However as flow in the
sinuses was minimal, the use of a Newtonian fluid was deemed a reasonable
assumption. Furthermore, prolonged exposure of the valve tissue to glycerin may
alter the mechanical properties and stiffen the pericardial tissue.
In addition to shear stress magnitude and exposure time, RBC hemolysis and
platelet lysis/activation are also dependent upon shear stress history. Previous studies
have used empirically based mathematical models to investigate cell shear stress
history and the effect of sublethal damage accumulation of blood constituents [239242]. Previous CFD and 2D-2C PIV studies have used Lagrangian particle tracking
for the calculation of the exposure duration and loading history of fluid particles in
flow fields downstream of prosthetic valves [45, 199, 201]. The addition of particle
tracking and empirical modelling in estimation of damage accumulation was beyond
the scope of this current study and may be investigated in the future to further relate
flow field abnormalities to the thrombogenic potential of non-circular TAVRs.
Finally, the TAVR used in this study was based on a supra annular design concept
whereby the leaflets of the TAVR are located distally from the inflow segment of the
stent in contact with the calcified leaflets and annulus. As a result, any asymmetry
applied to the inflow segment of the stent was minimised at the distal location of the
stent. Eccentric deployment in other TAVRs designs, such as that of the Sapien,
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Centera and Lotus TAVRs, may exacerbate distortions at valvular levels in other
TAVR designs, but future studies are required to investigate this further.
The observed flow fields through the Circular valve reported here have the
same characteristics as flow through native and BHVs reported in previous studies,
with a central high velocity jet symmetrical about the central axis of the valve [43,
79]. The peak velocities reported here (~ 2.5 m/s) are significantly higher than that of
23 mm Sapien [43] (0.85 m/s) but are comparable to the peak velocity reported for
native [79] (~ 2.8 m/s), polymeric [42] (~ 2.55 m/s) and other TAVRs [44, 203, 226]
(2.1-2.3 m/s) under similar in vitro and in vivo hemodynamic conditions. Typically,
self-expanding TAVRs are deployed undersized in order to produce sufficient radial
force to prevent valve migration [15]. This in conjunction with the tapered midsection characteristics of the valve stent studied here, reduces orifice area and
increases peak flow velocities compared to other TAVR designs [43, 44, 49, 203].
In the Eccentric valve, the asymmetric systolic jet observed may be a 2D
cross-section of a helical flow pattern in 3D, which is consistent with observed flow
fields in vivo [243, 244]. It is expected that helical flow occurs in both valve
geometries, however occurs earlier downstream of the Eccentric valve, due to the
presence of a pocket of elevated TKE under the systolic jet, and thus is captured in
the field of view of this valve. However, for the Circular valve, this transition may
occur further downstream, which is out of the field of view of the PIV experiment.
The increase in turbulence intensity likely arises due to stent distortion, which causes
the stent posts to move radially outwards causing deviation of flow in the lower half
of ascending aorta towards the aortic wall resulting in an area of flow recirculation
and elevated turbulence. The formation of helical flow in the Eccentric valve serves
as a method to minimise the TKE in the flow by inducing rotational stability and
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thereby mitigating the transition to turbulent flow [243, 244]. In vivo, this has been
shown in flow profiles post TAVI, whereby a strong asymmetric jet was formed that
transitioned into helical flow early in the ascending aorta [203]. However, it must be
noted that in order to gain a further insight in helical flow patterns arising from valve
eccentricity, analysis of the flow field in 3 dimensions should be investigated.
Mechanically induced blood damage is dependent upon both the magnitude
and the length of exposure of blood constituents to abnormal shear stresses.
Reynolds shear stress values ranging from 150 to 800 N/m2 are accepted as the
threshold range at which onset of RBC hemolysis can occur and once in this range
the degree of hemolysis is a function of the shear stress magnitude and the exposure
time (10-3-102 s) [35, 36, 39]. Although increased shear stress was found in the
Eccentric valve (compared to the Circular valve), these elevated shear stresses are
lower than this threshold [35, 36, 39]. This increase in RSS occured due to the
separation of flow in the developing asymmetric jet resulting in turbulent mixing of
stagnant and high velocity flow occurring. At the higher CO, this was exacerbated
and higher fluctuating shear stresses resulted. As asymmetric flow was not observed
in the field of view of the Circular valve, turbulent mixing was not captured and an
increase in RSS with CO was not observed. Previous studies have investigated blood
damage below this threshold region and have shown that at a shear stress level below
150 N/m2, levels of hemolysis per unit time are relatively low and mechanically
induced blood damage is therefore unlikely [39, 245, 246]. In addition to this, the
region of peak RSS in the Eccentric valve was coincident with an area of high flow
velocity (1.8-2.1 m/s), suggesting that cells in this area experience peak RSS for a
short duration before being continuing further downstream. Although it was found
that the elevated shear stress magnitudes were not within the range for which blood
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damage can occur, the findings do show that shear stress values did increase with
CO, an increase that did not occur in the Circular valve. An increase in CO caused
by exercise or cardiac arrhythmia may potentially further increase shear stress into
the threshold range and increase the blood damaging potential of flow caused by
eccentric valve deployment, and as such these findings warrant further investigation.
Unlike RBCs, platelets are more sensitive to shear stresses, with VSS of 10
N/m2 shown to cause platelet lysis [105]. The results show that, despite RSS values
increasing for an eccentric deployed TAVR, the instantaneous VSS remain the same
for both Circular and Eccentric valves. Despite not exceeding the critical shear stress
for platelet activation, VSS values are close to 6 N/m2, which has been shown to be a
sub-lethal shear stress threshold at which platelets can become sensitised and are 20
times more likely to be activated in subsequent low shear flows [106]. This is
significant in the TAVR studied here, whereby the distorted geometry directs high
VSS flow (5 N/m2) towards the STJ and sinus regions. Stagnant flow in the sinus
may expose sensitised platelets to extended exposure time of low shear stress making
this site prone to thrombus formation [106] as shown by Ducci et al. [47].
4.5 Conclusion

In this Chapter the flow alterations caused by eccentric deployment of a
TAVR were investigated for the first time and provided an insight in the clinical
complications that may be caused by non-circular deployment in vivo. Results from
this Chapter demonstrated that: (1) eccentric stent distortion did not significantly
change the EOA and TVG of the valve; (2) eccentric stent deployment resulted in
distorted stent geometry at the outflow segment of the valve, causing asymmetric
systolic jet formation compared to the Circular valve and (3) Eccentric valve had
elevated regions of turbulence intensity and shear stress, which were not present in
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the Circular valve. It is concluded that eccentric stent distortion can lead to altered
flow characteristics and may potentially increase the hemolytic potential of the valve
in vivo, which cannot be captured through hemodynamic evaluation alone. As such,

the results presented in this Chapter further the understanding of the fluid mechanics
of distorted TAVRs in vivo and confirm the hypothesis that “Eccentric stent
distortion alters the velocity and shear environments of Transcatheter Aortic Valve
Replacements”.

While this Chapter has investigated the impact of eccentric stent deployment
of the fluid mechanics of the valve, the impact of stent distortion on the dynamic
leaflet deformation remains to be investigated. In Chapter 5, dual-camera
stereophotogrammetry will be applied to investigate the effect of stent distortion on
strain distribution in a leaflet of an eccentric deployed TAVR. In Chapters 6 and 7, a
patient-specific computational framework will be developed and applied to
investigate the deployment of a self-expanding TAVR in non-calcified and calcified
aortic root anatomies and furthermore examine leaflet deformation in realistic
asymmetric distorted stent geometries occurring in vivo.
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Chapter 5: An In Vitro Investigation of
the Impact of Eccentric Stent Distortion
on Spatial Leaflet Strain Distribution in
Transcatheter Aortic Valve Replacements
5.1 Introduction

As previously described in Chapter 2, patients with AS present with calcium
deposits on the aortic valve leaflets, which have been shown to inhibit the uniform
circular expansion of self-expanding TAVRs and can result in distorted stent and
leaflet geometries [34, 50, 51, 129]. Chapter 4 of this thesis provided a novel insight
into the impact of eccentric stent distortion on the bulk hemodynamics and fluid and
shear environments of a TAVR. Chapter 4 demonstrated that eccentric stent
distortion did not change the hemodynamic performance of the TAVR, with no
significant differences in EOA and mean TVG between circular and eccentric valves.
Despite this, eccentric stent distortion caused the formation of an altered asymmetric
systolic jet downstream of the valve, resulting in increased shear stresses and TKE
compared to flow fields observed in the circular valve. While the fluid mechanics
downstream of an eccentric TAVR were analysed, the impact of stent distortion on
the structural mechanics of the leaflets itself remain to be elucidated. Stent distortion
has previously been suggested to have a negative impact on TAVR leaflet
deformation, which may cause leaflet distortion leading to increased stress
concentrations at the commissures of the leaflet and incorrect valve closure [25, 34].
As stress concentrations have been shown to be a factor in causing structural failure
of the leaflet [53, 107], increased stresses particularly at the commissure regions of
the leaflet may have long-term detrimental effects on leaflet fatigue durability in vivo
as has been shown in animal models whereby distortion of BHVs resulted in
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accelerated deterioration and calcification of the leaflets [148, 149, 180]. Despite
this, the impact of stent distortion on the dynamic deformation of leaflets in a TAVR
has yet to be substantiated. In this Chapter, regional dynamic leaflet deformation is
characterised to determine the impact of eccentric stent distortion on the closing
mechanics of a leaflet of a TAVR.
Similar to surgical BHVs, leaflets of TAVRs are fabricated from biologically
derived and glutaraldehyde fixated collagenous pericardial tissues [177]. The longterm durability of pericardial leaflets remains a major limitation of BHVs with
fatigue-induced structural deterioration and calcification at highly strained regions of
the leaflets being the primary failure mechanisms [178, 247, 248]. Self-expanding
TAVRs can be categorised as a special type of BHV allowing for implantation via a
percutaneous approach. TAVRs are associated with additional complications such as
distortion of the valve stent when it conforms to the calcified aortic valve leaflets and
annulus [34, 50, 51, 129].
Clinical imaging studies of TAVRs have demonstrated that eccentric stent
morphologies can arise in self-expanding TAVRs with prevalence of stent
eccentricity in patients ranging from 33% to 83% [25, 34], with peak EIs ranging
from 19.3% to 29.6% depending on TAVR design [34, 50, 51, 129]. To date,
characterisation of leaflet deformation in distorted leaflet geometries has been
limited. Sun et al. and Morganti et al. developed FE models of TAVR leaflets in
eccentric configurations demonstrating that eccentric leaflet geometries had
increased peak stresses in the leaflet commissures compared to circular leaflet
configurations [22, 58] and were also associated with incorrect leaflet coaptation
producing intravalvular leakage [22]. It must be noted that these static structural
computational simulations were conducted under static loading conditions with
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uniform pressure loads applied directly to the leaflet surface which can inaccurately
model leaflet coaptation at valve closure [53, 107, 183]. Distortion of the TAVR
leaflets from nominal circular configurations can alter the pressure distribution on
the leaflet surface and as a result the uniform pressure boundary condition
assumption may underestimate the impact of stent distortion on the leaflet closing
mechanics. Specifically, distortion of the TAVR stent may decrease the transvalvular
pressure acting on the free edges of the leaflet and may produce incorrect coaptation
of the leaflet free edges during valve closure [193]. Furthermore, FE simulations [22,
58] were conducted under quasi-static loading conditions, thereby not replicating the
dynamic loading conditions that occur under pulsatile loading which may exacerbate
stress concentrations in the leaflet commissures [53, 54, 107]. Therefore, the impact
of stent distortion on leaflet deformation under dynamic pulsatile loading conditions
representative of the in vivo environment has yet to be elucidated.
Dual-camera stereophotogrammetry is a non-intrusive optical method that
has been applied to experimentally quantify leaflet strains in physiological and
pathological models of the native aortic and mitral valves [77, 83, 189, 206].
Previous studies have applied this method and another optical method (structured
light projection) to quantify leaflet deformation in circular BHVs, correlating regions
of elevated surface curvature [185, 187] and strain concentrations [54] of the leaflet
to regions prone to structural deterioration. Sun et al. used dual-camera
stereophotogrammetry to investigate leaflet strains in a BHV under quasi-static
loading conditions demonstrating peak strains occurred in the vicinity of the leaflet
commissures [54]. However, this study was limited to strain characterisation near the
leaflet-stent attachment edge only and did not provide spatial strain information over
the leaflet surface. Furthermore strain characterisation was performed on leaflets in a
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circular BHV, which is not representative of distorted leaflet geometries in eccentric
TAVRs in vivo. Thus, quantitative experimental measurement of leaflet deformation
using dual-camera stereophotogrammetry has yet to be applied to investigate the
altered leaflet mechanics in eccentric deployed TAVRs and as such the impact of
stent distortion on dynamic leaflet deformation of a TAVR remains unknown.
In this Chapter the hypothesis (hypothesis 2) that “Eccentric stent distortion
alters the dynamic leaflet deformation in Transcatheter Aortic Valve Replacements”

is tested. The objectives of this study are to: (1) deploy a TAVR in nominal circular
and eccentric orifice experimental models that simulate pulsatile flow under
pathological and physiological pressure conditions and (2) experimentally quantify
regional leaflet strain distribution in circular and eccentric TAVRs using the dualcamera stereophotogrammetry imaging technique.
5.2 Materials and Methods
5.2.1 Valve Model and Aortic Root

The valve model, valve holder, aortic root model and pulsatile LHS used in
this study have previously been described in Chapter 4 and are briefly described here
for the purposes of understanding the methods applied in this study. Briefly, three 23
mm supra annular TAVR designs were studied (n = 3), containing bovine
pericardium leaflets sutured to a compressible and self-expanding Nitinol valve stent
with dedicated commissure posts and an inflow segment, see Figure 5.1 (a) [30].
TAVRs were deployed into valve holders with circular and eccentric orifice
geometries, as shown in Figure 5.1, which were then placed in the aortic root model
and assembled with the pulsatile LHS to simulate pathological and physiological
pressure conditions. For a detailed description of the valve model, deployment
geometries and LHS the reader is referred to section 4.2 in Chapter 4 of this thesis.
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Figure 5.1
1: (a) TAVR used with a 1 x 1 mm marker array on the aortic side of the

leaflet and (b) inflow and outflow morphologies of Circular
Circular and Eccentric
ccentric TAVRs
with a diameter of 22 mm and an EI of 28% respectively.
5.2.2 Leaflet Marking

A regular array of tissue dye
dye markers with a 1 mm grid spacing was applied
using tissue marking dye (Black Shandon Tissue Marking Dye, Thermoelectron
Corporation, Pittsburgh, PA, USA) to the aortic surface of the leaflet with the aid of
ast markers with regular spacing (1
a template consisting of an array of high contr
contrast
mm). To prevent running of the marker dye, excess glutaraldehyde was blotted from
the aortic surface of the leaflets and allowed to dry with the ventricular side of the
leaflet continually hydrated using a saline solutio
n to prevent leaflet dehydration
solution
occurring. The template was placed in contact with the ventricular side of the
leaflets. The slight translucency of the leaflet allowed for the visualisation of the
marker array through the aortic surface of the leaflet
leaflet.. Using
Using the marker array on the
template as a guide, a needle was used to transfer the tissue marking dye to the
leaflet surface with a regular array of 1 mm spacing. In total 73 dots were placed on
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each leaflet surface, however due to the presence of the stent and leaflet folding
during valve closure, 45 (15 x 3 array) dots were only visible during diastole.
5.2.3 Dual-camera Stereophotogrammetry

Dual-camera stereophotogrammetry was used to acquire high speed images
of the TAVR leaflet and measure dynamic deformation, similar to previous
experiments performed for native aortic and mitral valves [77, 83, 189, 206] as well
as in bioprosthetic valve types [54, 249].
5.2.3.1 Camera Setup and Image Acquisition

Dynamic motion of the marker dots on the aortic side of the TAVR leaflets
was captured at 500 frames per second using an image grabbing system (EPIX
CL3SD, Buffalo Grove, IL) with two high speed cameras (Basler A504K, Basler)
orientated at 22.5° to the horizontal and 30° to the vertical, respectively as shown in
Figure 5.2 (a) and (b). Marker dots were imaged on the leaflet perpendicular to the
major axis of the eccentric orifice as highlighted in red in Figure 5.2 (a). The two
CCD cameras created two simultaneous images of the deforming aortic leaflet
surface as shown in Figure 5.2 (c).
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Figure 5.2
2: (a) Axial view of the valve chamber showing the position of cameras 1

and 2 at 22.5° from the central axis of the valve chamber and (b) side view showing
position of cameras 30° to the vertical axis. Note the orientation of the imaged leaflet
(highlighted in red), which is perpendicular to the major axis of the eccentric
geometry of the deployed valve stent. (c) Marker array on the aortic surface of the
leaflets as viewed from cameras 1 and 2.
5.2.3.2 Direct Linear Transformation

The marker array on the leaflet
leaflet surface was tracked from the stereo image
pairs acquired using a previously developed automatic marker tracking algorithm in
Matlab [77
77, 83, 189].. Using DLT, 2D pixel coordinates of each marker dot from the
stereo image pairs were reconstructed into 3D space. Prior to surface reconstruction,
DLT calibration was carried out by traversing a calibration target (10 mm x 12 mm)
through a distance of 12.3 mm from the centre of the valve assembly, see Figure 5.3
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(a) and (b), which resolved the relative angle between the two cameras, and was then
used to compute the 3D spatial coordinates of the leaflet markers. Similar to Chapter
4, a 36% water/glycerin solution was used as the blood analogue fluid with a
refractive index of 1.39. Refractive index matching was not performed as to obtain a
refractive index of that of acrylic (1.50) a solution of sodium iodide, glycerine and a
saline is required which destroys the structural integrity of pericardial valvular tissue.
The RMS error of the fit of the calibration was used to investigate whether the
optical distortion created by the refractive index mismatch and imaging through a
curved
urved surface effected
ffected the quality of the calibration of the imaging system
system. The
RMS error was 0.535 and 0.49 for the left and right cameras respectively. For a
description of the theoretical formulation of the DLT method and marker
reconstruction the reader
reader is referred to Chapter 3, section 3.
3.5 of this thesis.

Figure 5.
5.3: (a) Position of the calibration target at heights of 0 mm and 12.3 mm

above the central axis of the chamber (b) and acquired images of the calibration
target from camera 1 with a uniform marker spacing of 2 mm as traversed through
(a).
the leaflet deformation volume as indicated in (a)
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5.2.3.3 Strain Computation

Shell-based 2D isoparametric shape functions were used to produce a discretised
surface geometry with the reconstructed dots as element vertices, which were used to
compute the major principal strain in the leaflet at relevant time points in the cardiac
cycle. For a detailed description of the theoretical formulation of the shape functions
and computation of principal strain the reader is referred to section 3.5 of this thesis.
Briefly, a 3 x 3 marker array was used to fit each C-0 continuous nine-node
Lagrangian shape function, thus generating a surface mesh of the leaflet. Coordinates
of a point within the region governed by the element was obtained by interpolating
the shape functions terms at the nodes as in Equation 3.29. The shape functions were
used to compute the metric tensor, , which was then subsequently used to compute

the major principal green strains as described by Equations 3.34 and 3.35 [77, 83,
189]. Major principal strains were calculated in the coaptation region (Figure 5.4 (a))
and in the vicinity of the commissure regions of the leaflet (Figure 5.4 (b)). To
compute regional strain distribution across the coaptation region of the leaflet
surface, strains were computed in 6 different zones, see Figure 5.4 (a). Strains in
each zone were computed by fitting the Langrangian shape function to a 9 node
subset (3 x 3) of the 45 nodes (15 x 3) on the leaflet surface, giving one shape
function per each zone. For the regions in the vicinity of the leaflet commissures, 9
node subsets at the extremity of the marker array were used as shown in Figure 5.4
(b). A surface mesh of the reconstructed leaflet from raw images in Figure 5.4 (a)
and (b) is shown in Figure 5.4 (c). As the marker spacing is 1 mm, each zone is
approximately 4 mm2 in area. The central axis of the valve is located between zones

3 and 4, see Figure 5.4 (b), and bisects the valve into two sides, with the left side of
the leaflet represented by zones 1, 2 and 3 and the right side represented by 4, 5 and
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6. Images of the leaflet in an unloaded coaptated configuration, arising when the
aortic and ventricular pressures were allowed to equilibrate giving a small (2-8
mmHg) transvalvular pressure across the valve, were used as the reference
configuration for strain computation as shown in Figure 5.
5.4 (a) and (b). 3D
reconstruction of the leaflet at the same time-point
time point showed minimal variation in
leaflet geometry during 5 successive cardiac cycles. The mean percentage variation
in point coordinates from cycle to cycle (5 cycles) was 1.55% ± 0.33, 0.85% ± 0.14
and 4.4% ± 0.94 for C, D and E coordinates respectively.

Figure 5.
5.4: The superimposed black shaded areas illustrate where strains were

computed in the (a) leaflet coaptation region (zones 11-6)
6) and (b) in the vicinity of the
leaflet commissures. The central axis of the valve is denoted by the dashed line. (c)
ion of the marker array at the reference configuration from raw
3D reconstruct
reconstruction
images (a) and (b) with associated elements and nodal connectivity used for major
principal strain computation.
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5.2.4 Hemodynamic Conditions

The pulsatile flow loop was tuned to simulate normotensive (120/80 mmHg)
and hypertensive (190/150 mmHg) pressure conditions, a HR of 70 beats/min and a
physiological CO of 5 L/min [44, 79]. Figure 5.5 (a) and (b) show the resultant
normotensive and hypertensive pressure waveforms acquired, which were similar to
those observed in previous in vitro studies of native valves and TAVRs [44, 77, 79]
and also in accordance with ISO standards for testing of cardiac valve prostheses
(ISO:5840 Cardiovascular implants — cardiac valve prostheses) [197]. Figure 5.5 (c)
shows the images acquired from the aortic side of the leaflet with time points
indicated in Figure 5.5 (a).
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Figure 5.
5.5: Hemodynamic waveforms including ventricular pressure (red line),

aortic pressure (green line) and flow rate (blue dashed line) at a CO of 5 L/min under
(a) normotensive (120/80 mmHg) and (b) hypertensive (190/150 mmHg) pressure
conditions. (c) Raw images of leaflet deformation at time points A-F as indicated in
(a).
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5.2.5 Statistical Analysis

Strain measurements were computed for three valves (n = 3). For each valve,
strain measurements were recorded at 5 consecutive cardiac cycles giving a total of
15 readings (5 readings x 3 valves) for strain measurement in each area of interest in
the leaflet unless otherwise specified. Results are expressed as mean ± standard
deviation (SD). Statistical differences between strain measurements in Circular and
Eccentric valves and within zones of each leaflet in each geometry were determined
using a two-way analysis ANOVA test using Minitab (V. 16, Minitab Ltd, Coventry,
UK). Statistical significance was defined as p ≤ 0.05. For unequal sample sizes,
(Circular vs. Eccentric under hypertensive pressure conditions, see Figure 5.12)
statistical difference between strain measurements was determined using a student ttest with statistical significance defined as p ≤ 0.05.
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5.3 Results
5.3.1 Overall Leaflet Deformation Characteristics

Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show the 3D reconstruction of the imaged leaflet of the
Circular and Eccentric valves at specific time points under normotensive pressure
conditions. Leaflet deformation characteristics during valve opening were
qualitatively similar for both valve geometries, whereby the leaflet underwent a
smooth transition from closed to fully open (0-120 ms in Figures 5.6 and 5.7).
Leaflet opening occurred initially from the basal region leading to the free edge.
While opened, minor changes in the leaflet geometry occurred due to fluctuations in
the pulsatile flow. At peak diastole, rapid closure of the leaflets occurred within a
time period of ~ 10 ms for both valves (Figure 5.6 and 5.7, 390-400 ms). Following
peak diastole, the flexible commissure posts of the valve stent acted as a cushioning
mechanism allowing the leaflet to momentarily relax (Figure 5.6 and 5.7, 416 ms)
prior to reloading and retrograde axial movement of the leaflet, as shown at 440 ms
in Figures 5.6 and 5.7. Similar leaflet deformation characteristics were observed
under hypertensive pressure conditions for both valve geometries, with increased
leaflet movement in the axial direction at diastole due to an increase in pressure on
the leaflet surface (190 mmHg vs. 120 mmHg).
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Figure 5.6: 3D reconstruction of the sequence of leaflet motion in the Circular valve under normotensive pressure conditions from axial
(looking into the flow) and isometric viewpoints. Peak systole and peak diastole occur at 300 ms and 400 ms respectively.
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Figure 5.7: 3D reconstruction of leaflet motion in the Eccentric valve under normotensive pressure conditions from axial (looking into the flow)
and isometric viewpoints. Peak systole and peak diastole occur at 300 ms and 400 ms respectively.
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5.3.2 Leaflet Deformation Characteristics at Peak Diastole

As shown in Figure 5.8 (a) and (b), valve closure characteristics were
dependent on stent deployment geometry. At peak diastole (200 ms) in the Circular
C
valve, counter-clockwise
counter clockwise twisting of the leaflets around the central axis occurred
resulting in pinwheeling
pinwheeling of the valve, see Figure 5.8 (a). At peak diastole (200 ms) in
the Eccentric
ccentric valve, coaptation mismatch of the valve leaflets was observed resulting
in backwards bending of the leaflet from the belly region in the retrograde direction
of flow causing a characteristic “peel-back”
“peel back” leaflet geometry, see Figure 5.
5.8 (b).

Figure 5.8
8: Imaged leaflet at (a) and (b) peak diastole and at (c) and (d) 20 ms after

ircular and Eccentric
ccentric valves respectively. Images de
monstrate
peak diastole for Circular
demonstrate
valve closure characteristics at peak diastole, with pinwheeling of the leaflet in the
ircular valve and retrograde bending causing leaflet “peel
back” in the (b)
(a) Circular
“peel-back”
ccentric valve. (d) Solid and dashed lines represent the relative position of the free
Eccentric
edges of the imaged leaflet and the underlying leaflet in the Eccentric
ccentric valve
demonstrating coaptation mismatch.
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Following peak diastole (220 ms), pinwheeled and “peeled-back” geometries
were temporarily removed due to flexure of the commissure posts, see Figure 5.8 (c)
and (d). In the Eccentric valve a difference was observed in relative coaptation
heights between leaflets of the Eccentric valve resulting in mismatch of the leaflet
free edges and one leaflet being trapped under the adjacent imaged leaflet (see
Figure 5.8 (d)). Coaptation mismatch was further exacerbated during reloading of the
leaflets following commissure post relaxation.
5.3.3 Effect of Stent Distortion on Strains in the Vicinity of the Leaflet
Commissures

Figure 5.9 shows the peak major principal strains computed from the regions
of the valve leaflets in close proximity to the commissures at peak diastole under
normotensive and hypertensive pressure conditions.
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Figure 5.9: Peak major principal strain recorded in the vicinity of the leaflet

commissures in Circular and Eccentric valves under normotensive and hypertensive
pressure conditions. Location of strain measurements are indicated. Values are mean
± SD for n = 3. * p < 0.05 compared at same timepoint.
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At normotensive pressure conditions, a significant increase in peak strain was
observed in the Eccentric valve compared to the Circular valve (13.76% ± 2.04 vs.
11.77% ± 1.61, p-value < 0.05). At hypertensive pressure conditions a similar trend
was observed, however no significant differences between peak strains in leaflets of
Eccentric and Circular valves was obtained (15.07% ± 1.13 vs. 13.56% ± 0.87). For
the Circular valve, the strain was significantly greater in the hypertensive condition
compared to the normotensive condition (13.56% ± 0.87 vs. 11.77% ± 1.61, p-value
< 0.05). Similarly, the strain in the vicinity of the commissures was also greater in
the Eccentric valve at hypertension compared to normotension, however this
difference was not statistically significant (15.07% ± 1.13 vs. 13.76% ± 2.04).
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Figure 5.10: Representative peak major principal strains in the vicinity of the

commissure region of the Circular and Eccentric valve (Valve 1) at normotensive
and hypertensive pressure conditions computed from 22 time points from peak
diastole to late diastole. A characteristic transient peak strain occurred at peak
diastole that reduced in magnitude with the duration of diastole. Values are mean ±
SD. Strain measurements were recorded 5 times at 5 consecutive cardiac cycles at
each timepoint.
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Figure 5.10 shows the change in peak major principal strain computed from
22 time points from peak to late diastole near the leaflet commissures. For each
valve geometry under both pressure conditions, peak major principal strains were
characterised by a peak strain at peak diastole, which was followed by a steady
decrease in strain for the rest of the duration of diastole caused by the decrease in
TVG. For both valve geometries, hypertensive pressure conditions produced an
increase in peak strains at each timepoint throughout diastole. Peak strains in the
leaflet of the Eccentric valve were observed to be higher than in the Circular valve
for each timepoint under both pressure conditions.
5.3.4 Effect of Stent Distortion on Leaflet Strain Distribution

Figure 5.11 is a comparison of the major principal strain distribution in the
coaptation region in Circular and Eccentric valves under normotensive pressure
conditions at mid (Figure 5.11 (a)) and late (Figure 5.11 (b)) diastole. Statistically
significant differences in strain in Circular and Eccentric valves were found in zones
3 and 5 at mid diastole under normotensive pressure conditions, see Figure 5.11 (a).
Zone 3 of leaflets in the Circular valve had significantly higher strain than that of the
same zone in leaflets in the Eccentric valve (8.11% ± 1.52 vs. 4.90% ± 3.04, p-value
< 0.05). In contrast, zone 5 of the leaflets in the Eccentric valve had significantly
higher strain than that of the same zone in leaflets in the Circular valve (8.40% ±
2.15 vs. 5.06% vs. 1.37, p-value < 0.05). In the remaining zones (1, 2, 4 and 6),
significant differences in strain with valve geometry did not occur, however strains
were observed to be higher in zones in the Eccentric valve compared to the Circular
valve: zone 1 (10.92% ± 1.36 vs. 9.64% ± 1.10), zone 2 (7.58% ± 1.54 vs. 6.85% ±
1.45) and zone 4 (3.63% ± 2.76 vs. 1.92% ± 1.64). In zone 6, strain was observed to
be higher in the Eccentric valve however this was not significant (9.37% ± 3.44 vs.
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8.61% ± 3.1). At late diastole under normotensive pressure conditions, see Figure
5.11 (b), a similar trend was observed, however strain magnitudes decreased in each
region due to the decrease in TVG and thus the pressure acting on the surface of the
valve. Significant difference in leaflet strain in Circular and Eccentric valves
remained in zone 3 (6.88% ± 2.72 vs. 4.54% ± 2.51, p-value < 0.05), however
difference in zone 5 was not significant (5.92% ± 2.35 vs. 3.73% ± 1.11).
For hypertensive conditions at mid diastole, regional major principal strains
were increased due to the increased pressure acting on the valve.

Under

hypertensive pressure conditions at mid diastole (Figure 5.12 (a)), strains in the
Eccentric valve were significantly greater in zones 1 (12.19% ± 2.23 vs. 9.39% ±
1.76, p-value < 0.05) and 5 (9.52% ± 3.13 vs. 5.61% ± 1.24, p-value < 0.05)
compared to the same zone in the Circular valve. In zone 3, strains were significantly
higher in the Circular valve compared to the Eccentric valve (7.52% ± 0.43 vs.
5.39% ± 3.14, p-value < 0.05). In the remaining zones, strains were observed to be
higher in the Eccentric valve compared to the Circular valve although these were not
significant: zone 2 (9.18% ± 2.22 vs. 8.05% ± 1.04), zone 4 (2.97% ± 2.22 vs. 2.14%
± 2.89) and zone 6 (11.0% ± 3.96 vs. 9.8% ± 2.47). At late diastole under
hypertensive pressure conditions, see Figure 5.12 (b), a similar trend was observed
with significantly greater strains in the Eccentric valve in zones 1 (10.70% ± 1.19 vs.
8.31% ± 1.13, p-value < 0.05) and 5 (7.91% ± 2.85 vs. 5.10% ± 1.56, p-value < 0.05)
with strains in zone 3 significantly greater in the Circular valve (7.33% ± 1.66 vs.
5.56% ± 2.43, p-value < 0.05).
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Figure 5.11: Regional major principal strain distribution across the coaptation

region of the leaflet at (a) mid and (b) late diastole under normotensive pressure
conditions. Values are ± SD for n = 3. * p ≤ 0.05 Circular vs. Eccentric at same
timepoint. Statistical significance (p ≤ 0.05) of zones within the same geometry
(Circular or Eccentric) at the same timepoint (Mid or late diastole) is indicated as
follows: a indicates significance from zone 1, b indicates significance from zone 2,
indicates significance from zone 3,

d

c

indicates significance from zone 4, e indicates

significance from zone 5. * p ≤ 0.05 Circular vs. Eccentric at same timepoint.
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Figure 5.12: Regional major principal strain distribution across the coaptation

region of the leaflet at (a) mid and (b) late diastole under hypertensive pressure
condition. Values are ± SD for n = 3. * p ≤ 0.05 Circular vs. Eccentric at same
timepoint. Statistical difference between strain measurements was determined using
a student t-test with statistical significance defined as p ≤ 0.05. Note: Unequal
sample sizes for zones 3 and 4 were used (Circular 15 strain measurements,
Eccentric 13 strain measurements). Statistical significance (p ≤ 0.05) of zones within
the same geometry (Circular or Eccentric) at the same timepoint (Mid or late
diastole) is indicated as follows:
significance from zone 2,
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indicates significance from zone 1,

indicates significance from zone 3,
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significance from zone 4, indicates significance from zone 5.
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5.3.5 Spatial Variation in Leaflet Strain Distribution

Statistical differences in major principal strains between each zone of the
leaflets within Circular and Eccentric valves for normotensive and hypertensive
pressure conditions are indicated in Figures 5.11 and 5.12 respectively. Major
principal strains can be characterised as heterogeneous across the coaptation surface
of the leaflets of both Circular and Eccentric valves with peak strains occurring
closest to the commissures of the leaflet (zones 1 and 6), which decreased towards
the central region of the leaflet (zones 2, 3, 4, 5), see Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12.
For the Circular valve at mid diastole, see Figure 5.11 (a), major principal strains
were significantly larger in zone 1 compared to zones 2, 4 and 5 (p-values < 0.05).
Zones 2 and 3 (representing the left side of the leaflet) had significant greater major
principal strain than that of zones 4 (p-value < 0.05) and zones 4 and 5 (p-values <
0.05) respectively representing the right side of the leaflet. Significant differences
were found in the strain in regions on the right side of the leaflet, with zone 6 having
significantly larger strains than that of zones 4 and 5 (p-values < 0.05). At late
diastole, see Figure 5.11 (b), a similar degree of heterogeneity remained, with
significant differences in strain in zone 2 compared to zones 3, 4 and 6 (p-values <
0.05).
For the Eccentric valve at normotensive pressure conditions at mid diastole, a
heterogeneity in leaflet strain distribution was observed, see Figure 5.11 (a). Strains
were statistically greater in zone 1 compared to zones 2, 3 and 4 (p-values < 0.05).
Zones 3 and 4 had significantly lower strains than that of zone 2 (p-values < 0.05).
Zones 5 and 6 had significantly larger strains than that of zones 3 and 4 (p-values <
0.05). At late diastole, see Figure 5.11 (b). Zones 2, 3, 4 and 5 had significantly
lower strains than that of zone 1 (p-values < 0.05), while zone 6 had significantly
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higher strains compared to zone 3 (p-value < 0.05). For hypertensive pressure
conditions, as shown in Figure 5.12 (a) and (b), a similar trend in heterogeneity in
leaflet strain distribution was observed compared to that of normotensive pressure
conditions in each valve geometry.
In addition to the heterogeneity in strain distribution observed, a distinct
asymmetric strain pattern was also observed around the central axis of the valve
chamber in the Circular valve that was not present in the Eccentric valve. At mid and
late diastole, under normotensive pressure conditions (see Figure 5.11 (a) and (b)),
major principal strains were significantly greater in zone 3 (left side of leaflet) than
in zone 4 (right side of leaflet) (p-value < 0.05), see Figure 5.11 (a) and (b). No
significant difference was observed between the same zones in the eccentric valve at
the same pressure condition. At hypertensive pressure conditions, this asymmetric
strain pattern was observed in both valve geometries.
5.4 Discussion

This Chapter provides a novel insight into the effect of stent deployment
geometry on the regional dynamic deformation of the pericardial tissue leaflets of a
TAVR. The results of this study demonstrated that eccentric stent distortion altered
the closing of the leaflets of the valve causing leaflet “peel-back” at peak diastole.
The altered closing characteristics caused significantly higher peak major principal
strain in the vicinity of the commissure regions of the leaflet compared to that of the
same region in the Circular valve. For both valve geometries, a heterogeneous strain
distribution was observed across the leaflet. The strains were significantly greater in
zones at the extremity of the coaptation region in the vicinity of the leaflet
commissures compared to zones located nearer the central region of the leaflet. It
was observed that the impact of stent distortion on regional leaflet strain distribution
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was dependent on pressure, with the leaflet of the Eccentric valve having more
regions of significantly greater strain compared to the leaflet of the Circular valve
under the hypertensive pressure condition. Furthermore, it was demonstrated that the
pinwheeling in the Circular valve produced an asymmetric strain pattern around the
central axis of the valve, which produced a significant difference in strain
magnitudes in zones either side of the centre of the leaflet, which was not observed
in the leaflets of the Eccentric valve at normotensive pressures. The findings of this
Chapter provide an important insight into the dynamic strains in the leaflet of an
eccentric distorted TAVR that is representative of distorted TAVRs in heavily
calcified aortic valves in vivo. The increased leaflet tensile strains near the
commissures observed in the distorted TAVR geometry could potentially accelerate
structural deterioration and lower the long-term leaflet durability of the leaflets of
the prosthesis by reducing collagen fibre crimp and spatial rearrangement of the fibre
structure [54, 109, 110].
The primary limitations of this study are related to the in vitro nature of the
experimental setup [40]. For a description of these limitations the reader is referred
to Chapter 4. Additional limitations specifically related to this study are as follows.
Only one orientation of the valve within the eccentric orifice was studied with this
orientation being previously shown to exacerbate altered leaflet deformations the
most compared to other orientations within eccentric orifices [22]. Only one leaflet
in the tri-leaflet assembly was investigated as visualising more than one leaflet in a
single plane was not possible. This leaflet was chosen as it has previously been
shown to undergo altered deformation and lack of coaptation during valve closure
under hydrodynamic test conditions [193]. The increased commissure strains
reported here could be exacerbated in other leaflets and as such future studies are
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required to elucidate the impact of stent distortion on other leaflets of the valve.
Strain measurements were limited to the coaptation region and near the commissures
regions of the leaflet due to presence of the valve stent and leaflet folding during
valve closure, which hindered the visualisation of markers near the stent attachment
in both cameras. Due to this inherent limitation of the stereophotogrammetry
method, strain characterisation directly at the commissures of the leaflet and
attachment to the valve stent could not be performed, although these have previously
been indicated to be the regions of highest strain concentrations and thus most prone
to failure. As a result it cannot be conclusively stated that eccentric distortion will
exacerbate strain concentrations in the commissure region. Despite this, it is
expected that regions nearer the leaflet-stent attachment will experience larger
localised strains, which are likely to be further exacerbated by eccentric stent
distortion. However, it must be noted that further strain characterisation is required
in this area and will be performed using FEA in Chapters 6 and 7. Strains could not
be computed in the central region of the eccentric leaflet at peak diastole due to
leaflet bending. While positioning of the cameras orthogonal to the leaflet surface
(instead of at 30°) would allow for imaging of this area, marker visualisation on the
rest of the leaflet surface was not feasible due to the presence of the stent. Consistent
with previous dual stereo-photogrammetry studies [77, 83], a marker array with a 1
mm interspacing distance was used. Excess slack of the leaflet tissue causing
wrinkles may potentially occur in the vicinities of the leaflet commissures and may
have a wavelength smaller than that of the marker resolution (1 mm) used. As such a
finer marker resolution may be required to characterise strains in these regions.
Despite this, a study by Sripathi et al. showed that wrinkling was not associated with
increased max principal strains and as such the marker resolution used in this study
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was deemed sufficient [250]. Finally, the TAVR used in this study is based on a
supra annular design concept that ensures correct leaflet coaptation in distorted
TAVR stent geometries [40]. Eccentric deployment of other TAVR designs,
whereby the valvular segment of the device is in the same plane as that of the
calcified aortic valve is likely to exacerbate leaflet distortion and further alter leaflet
mechanics [40].
Previous studies have shown that calcific and non-calcific related structural
deterioration of BHV leaflets are caused by high tensile strains in the commissure
region of the leaflet which can cause tearing, laceration and calcification [108, 176,
251]. The findings of this study corroborate existing knowledge from computational
studies of BHVs (circular implanted) that strains are highest in the commissure
regions of the leaflet [54, 156]. The major principal strains in the commissures of the
Circular valve studied were in close agreement with major principal strains measured
by Sun et al. in the same region of a BHV under steady state loading (11.77% ± 1.61
vs. ~ 11%) [54]. Previous studies have used uniaxial testing to investigate the impact
of moderate cyclic loading on the fatigue response of pericardial tissue [109, 110].
Sellaro et al. observed that tissue compliancy reduced with increasing cycle number
(up to 65 x 106 cycles) when subjected to cyclic uniaxial stress of 0.5 ± 0.05 MPa (~
12% strain) which was caused by reduction in collagen fibre crimp and reorientation
of fibres towards to the direction of loading [110]. In a similar study, Sun et al.
subjected pericardial tissue to cyclic loading (up to 65 x 106 cycles) using an
increased uniaxial strain of 16% (~ 1 MPa peak stress) [109]. The increased cyclic
strain magnitude intensified the decreased compliance and increased extensibility
behaviour of the tissue at moderate cyclic numbers compared to the lower strain state
in the previous study [109]. The results of this Chapter demonstrate that distortion of
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the valve stent into an eccentric geometry produced a significantly higher peak strain
in the leaflet of the Eccentric valve (13.76% ± 2.04) compared to the Circular valve.
Peak strains observed in leaflets of both geometries under both normotensive
(11.77% ± 1.61 - 13.76% ± 2.04) and hypertensive (13.76% ± 2.04 - 15.07% ± 1.13)
pressure conditions were within the range of cyclic strains (12 -16%) shown to alter
compliancy in previous studies [109, 110]. Based on these findings, it is proposed
that the increased strains near the commissures in the Eccentric valve may accelerate
structural deterioration caused by reduction in collagen fibre crimp and fibre
reorientation [109, 110]. Furthermore, as it is widely believed that the larger
deformations in the commissure region are a contributing factor to the specific
spatial pattern of BHV leaflet calcification in vivo [108], the increased peak strain in
the leaflets of eccentric distorted stent may accelerate the initiation of calcification at
the leaflet commissures compared to the leaflets in a circular deployed valve.
Indirect evidence supporting these proposals has been shown in previous studies of
distorted implantation of BHVs, which demonstrated that distortion of the prosthesis
during implantation lead to incidences of premature leaflet tearing and accelerated
fibrosis and calcification in the distorted valve leaflets due to increased loading
conditions [148, 149]. While high tensile strains may be considered the primary
mechanism of structural failure of pericardial valves [84], it must also be stated that
bending stresses in the coaptation region due to the flexural deformation of the
leaflet can lead to early to mid-stage (up to 50 million cycles) delamination of the
tissue as has been shown in porcine aortic valves [84]. Furthermore compressive
strains, particularly at the leaflet-stent attachment sites, can cause fibre wrinkling and
breakage [54]. Disruption of the collagen structure can provide nucleation sites that
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can facilitate calcific crystal growth and thereby accelerate calcification of the valve
[252].
At peak diastole in the vicinity of the commissures, it was observed that
strains in the Circular valve were dependent on the pressure condition with
significant increase in strain under hypertension compared to normotension. In
contrast, a significant difference in strains at normotensive and hypertension
conditions did not occur in the Eccentric valve. This may be due to the characteristic
hyperelastic behaviour of the tissue as shown in Figure 5.13.
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The change in stress state of the tissue is much higher going from the applied

strain at eccentric normotensive to eccentric hypertensive (∆

) than the change in

stress going from the applied strain at circular normotensive to eccentric
hypertensive (∆

ô ),

as shown in Figure 5.13.

The results of this Chapter demonstrated that coaptation of the valve leaflets
was dependent on deployed stent geometry, with the circular valve producing a
pinwheeled leaflet geometry and eccentric distortion of the valve stent causing
incorrect leaflet coaptation resulting in a “peel-back” leaflet geometry. This “peelback” leaflet geometry has previously been observed in high speed imaging of
leaflets in distorted TAVRs during hemodynamic testing [193]. It is conjectured by
the author that this “peel-back” effect causes the greater peak commissure strains in
the leaflet of the Eccentric valve. During valve closure the free edge of the leaflet
bends backwards as it interacted with the diastolic closing pressure in the aorta
resulting in the characteristic “peel-back” geometry [193].
Despite the differences in leaflet coaptation at peak diastole, regional strains
across the leaflets in all zones were similar in Circular and Eccentric valves with
significant difference in strains occurring in zones at the centre and periphery of the
coaptation region (zones 1 (hypertensive only), 3 and 5). In each of these regions,
strains were significantly greater in the Eccentric valve with the exemption of zone 3
located next to the central axis of the valve. It is believed that the elevated strains in
this region in the Circular valve were caused by the pinwheeling produced around
the central axis at leaflet coaptation in the Circular valve. Pinwheeling was
characterised as a counter-clockwise twisting of the leaflet, which resulted in
significant difference in strains in zones in the central region of the leaflet either side
of the central axis of the valve (zones 3 and 4). A similar trend was observed moving
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radially outwards from the central axis however the difference between
corresponding zones on the left and right side of the leaflet was not significant.
Pinwheeling has previously been stated as one of the major failure mechanisms of
failure in circular BHVs, causing early fatigue failure in Ionecu-Shiley valve
compared to the Perimount valve (Edwards), which has demonstrated 18 year
durability with no pinwheeling [253]. Martin et al. carried out long term fatigue
simulations of BHVs, showing that asymmetric strain distribution induced early
fatigue damage at the leaflet free edges compared to non-pinwheel simulations [111].
The experimentally quantified strains in the Circular valve corroborate knowledge
from existing visual inspections and fatigue simulations of pinwheeled BHVs and
further elucidate the impact of pinwheeling on the regional leaflet strain distribution
in partially expanded TAVRs.
At both pressure conditions, a significant heterogeneous spatial distribution
of strain was observed across the leaflet surface in both valve geometries. The
regional variation in strain observed may provide an insight into spatial calcification
patterns of pericardial leaflets in BHVs in vivo [83]. Previous studies have shown
that calcification is site specific [108], with greater calcium deposition occurring in
the commissures and regions in the vicinity of these locations (zones 1 and 6 in this
study), than in the central belly region of the leaflet. Results of this study
demonstrated that strains were greater at the periphery of the coaptation region in the
vicinity of the commissures compared to the areas located near the central belly
region of the leaflet suggesting that the larger tensile strains experienced may be a
contributing factor to site specificity of calcium deposition in pericardial tissue
valves.
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5.5 Conclusion

In conclusion, the effect of TAVR stent geometry on dynamic leaflet
deformation was investigated for the first time in this Chapter. Dual-camera
stereophotogrammetry was used to compute strains in the coaptation and
commissure regions of the leaflets demonstrating that: (1) pinwheeling of the
Circular valve resulted in a significant asymmetric leaflet strain pattern that was not
observed in the Eccentric valve and (2) adverse bending of the leaflet at peak
diastole lead to statistically higher strains near the commissures in the Eccentric
valve compared to the Circular valve. It is concluded that eccentric stent deployment
may have a considerable impact on leaflet deformation causing deleterious bending
of the leaflet in the belly region leading to increased strains in the vicinity of the
commissures of the leaflet that may propagate to the leaflet commissures leading to
accelerated deterioration over leaflets in nominally circular deployed valves. As
such, the results of this Chapter confirm the hypothesis that “Eccentric stent
distortion alters the dynamic leaflet deformation in Transcatheter Aortic Valve
Replacements”.

The dynamic opening and closing behaviour of leaflets of a TAVR is caused
by the fluid forces acting on the surfaces of the leaflet due to the formation of cyclic
pressure gradients [107]. In turn, as the leaflets deform, the geometry, velocity and
shear stresses of the fluid domain change due to the forces exerted on the fluid by the
dynamic deformation of the leaflets therefore creating a complex fluid-structure
interaction between the leaflets of the prosthesis and the surrounding fluid
environment [107]. Taken together, the findings of Chapter 4 and 5 provide an in
vitro investigation of the coupled fluid and leaflet dynamics of a TAVR

demonstrating that eccentric stent distortion alters the fluid environment and leaflet
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structural mechanics of the valve and as such may pose potential complications for
long-term durability of distorted TAVRs in vivo. In these Chapters, an idealised
transparent aortic root geometry was used in order to visualise fluid flow fields and
leaflet deformation of a TAVR. Although the eccentric deployment orifices used
were based on CT images of eccentric TAVR stents, the in vivo environment may
produce more complex and irregular non-circular distorted stents than studied here
due to the asymmetric geometry of the aortic annulus and calcific deposits present on
the aortic valve. As a result aberration from the idealised eccentric orifices studied
here may occur. In Chapters 6 and 7 of this thesis, a patient-specific computational
framework of self-expanding TAVR deployment is developed and is applied to
investigate the tissue-stent interactions of a TAVR stent with a realistic aortic root
model and examine the effect of realistic stent distortion on the deformation of the
leaflets of the prosthesis.
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Chapter 6: Development of a PatientSpecific Computational Framework to
Investigate the Deployment and Leaflet
Deformation of a Self-Expanding
Transcatheter Aortic Valve Replacement
in the In Vivo Environment
6.1 Introduction

TAVI has revolutionised the treatment of patients classified with severe
symptomatic AS, by reducing perioperative mortality and morbidity associated with
SAVRs implanted by highly invasive surgical techniques [2, 33, 92, 112, 254].
Despite this, TAVRs are associated with additional complications due to their
percutaneous implantation approach, particularly the risk of stent distortion, which
has previously been suggested to alter the fluid and leaflet mechanics of the
prosthesis [22, 25, 34]. The studies reported in Chapters 4 and 5 of this thesis
provided a novel insight into the coupled fluid and leaflet dynamics of a TAVR
deployed in an eccentric orifice representative of valves seated in calcified aortic
valves in vivo. Chapter 4 demonstrated that eccentric stent distortion altered the fluid
and shear stress environment downstream of the valve potentially increasing the
hemolytic and thrombogenic potential of the device [40]. Furthermore, in Chapter 5,
eccentric stent distortion was observed to cause altered leaflet coaptation that led to
an increase in peak strains in the vicinity of the commissures of the leaflet. Despite
the novel insight gained, the optical transparency required in order to image complex
fluid flow fields and leaflet deformation of the prosthesis necessitated the use of a
geometrically simplified and rigid material behaviour of the aortic root model.
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Therefore the models used were not completely representative of the in vivo
environment, which can have a more complex geometry and as a result aberration
from the idealised eccentric geometries investigated in Chapters 4 and 5 may be
expected. FE models paired with MSCT imaging data can allow for investigation of
TAVR performance in morphologically-realistic 3D geometries of the aortic root,
thereby overcoming the use of the simplified aortic root geometries used in Chapters
4 and 5. Furthermore, these patient-specific computational models can be used to
preoperatively access the placement of the device and also be used to investigate the
biomechanical tissue-stent interaction during TAVI. In this Chapter a patient-specific
computational framework was developed to investigate the mechanics of selfexpanding TAVR stent deployment in a realistic aortic root model derived from
MSCT imaging data. The developed framework is then applied to examine the role
of preoperative planning of TAVR stent deployment to investigate the impact of
stent orientation on leaflet deformation under diastolic loading conditions.
To date, numerous authors have developed patient-specific computational
models of percutaneous valve deployment of balloon-expandable TAVRs to
investigate stent placement [56, 57], valve-in-valve interactions [56], dislodgment
forces [20, 55], aortic root rupture mechanics [16, 17], stent fracture [255] and leaflet
mechanics of the prosthesis [57]. While these studies have offered a valuable insight
into the mechanics of balloon-expandable TAVR deployment, the mechanics of the
deployment of self-expanding valves have yet to be elucidated. Furthermore, final
deployment geometries of self-expanding valves can be more complex, due to the
lower radial forces of self-expanding stents, which can result in increased risk of
distorted expansion [2]. Indeed the occurrence of asymmetric deployment in vivo has
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been reported to be increased for self-expanding TAVRs compared to balloonexpandable valves [2, 34, 256].
To date, the analysis of self-expanding TAVRs in realistic anatomies has
been limited. Russ et al. [155] modelled self-expanding stent expansion using a
linear elastic representation of a superelastic Nitinol stent demonstrating that selfexpanding stents showed a tendency to migrate towards the left ventricle during stent
expansion resulting in a lower implantation depth than anticipated prior to stent
deployment [155].

However in this study, the presence of the pericardial leaflets

within the metallic stent was not modelled, and as a result the effect of stent
distortion on leaflet deformation was not considered. Therefore, the development of
a computational framework simulating a self-expanding TAVR, which includes the
pericardial valve leaflets, will allow for preoperative prediction of leaflet closing
behaviour and localised concentrated stresses in leaflets in distorted TAVR stents,
but the development of such a technique has not yet been accomplished.
Previous FE models have been developed of pericardial leaflets in distorted
eccentric configurations [22]. The results of this study showed that highly eccentric
leaflet geometries had a 143% increase in peak leaflet stresses compared to circular
geometries, as well as being more susceptible to intravalvular leakage [22]. However
this study did not discretely model a TAVR stent but simulated prescribed idealised
eccentric leaflet geometries, which may not be representative of more complicated
distorted stent geometries that could occur in realistic anatomies [92]. Despite the
recent significant advances in modelling of TAVRs outlined above, further patientspecific numerical modelling of self-expanding stent deployment is warranted to
investigate the effect of a realistic aortic root morphology on self-expanding stent
geometries and its resultant effect on deformation of the leaflets of the prosthesis. As
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a result of this unmet need, the hypothesis (hypothesis 3) that “A patient-specific
computational framework can predict prosthetic valve leaflet deformation in noncircular deployed Transcatheter Aortic Valve Replacements in vivo” was tested in

this Chapter. The objectives of this study are to: (1) develop a realistic patientspecific aortic root model; (2) simulate stent crimping and deployment into the
realistic patient anatomy; (3) simulate leaflet suturing to the deployed stent geometry
and (4) simulate leaflet closure under diastolic pressure conditions in the distorted
stent geometries obtained from (2). This Chapter presents an adapted version of
work previously published by the author in the Annals of Biomedical Engineering
[23].
6.2 Materials and Methods
6.2.1 Transcatheter Aortic Valve Replacement Model

A self-expanding Nitinol TAVR was modelled in this study, consisting of a
self-expanding valve stent and pericardial leaflets [23]. The geometry of the valve
stent and leaflets are described in sections 6.2.1.1 and 6.2.1.2 below.
6.2.1.1 Stent

The valve stent was a diamond shaped, repeating closed unit cell design
consisting of 2 rows of 15 cells orientated around the circumference of the stent, see
Figure 6.1 (a). The FE model was generated in Abaqus 6.13 (Simulia, Providence,
RI) by meshing a planar stent model and then wrapping the generated mesh into a
cylinder by converting nodal coordinates from a Cartesian coordinate system into a
cylindrical coordinate system, see Figure 6.1 (b). The cylindrical shell mesh was
then extruded giving the valve stent a 0.25 mm thickness with 4 elements across the
stent thickness. 197460 linear hexahedral incompatible elements (C3D8I) were used
to the model the stent.
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In TAVRs a sealing material is used to partially surround the inner tubular
surface of the stent,
stent, thereby mitigating the leakage of blood through the open cells of
the stent. In addition, this sealing material, known as the paravalvular skirt, also
serves as a method of attachment of the leaflets to the inner surface of the stent. The
paravalvular skirt was represented in the FE model by the generation of a cylindrical
surface, which covered the open cells of the stent in the lower half of the stent and at
the valve commissures. The paravalvular skirt was partitioned such that a continuous
undulating
ng line was formed between each commissure, known as the leaflet
attachment line, see Figure 6.1 (c). The leaflet attachment line was seeded with 181
evenly distributed nodes, which served as attachment points for which the leaflet was
attached or sutured to. The assembly of the valve stent is shown in Figure 6.1 (d).

Figure 6.1:
6. (a) Unit cell geometry of the stent
stent, (b) cylindrical stent mesh,
mesh (c)

paravalvular skirt and stent assembly with nodes highlighted on the leaflet
sign used in the simulations
attachment line and (d) final TAVR stent de
design
simulations.
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6.2.1.2 Leaflets

Pericardium valve
valve leaflets were modelled in a planar die cut scallop shaped
geometry similar to that of the leaflets used in the Eng
Engager
ager valve in the previous
Chapters, and that of the leaflet geometries used by Sun et al. [22].
[
The leaflet
leaflet free
edge length was optimised such that during leaflet closure in a partially expanded 24
mm valve, optimal leaflet coaptation without valve pinwheeling or the generation of
a large central leakage area did not occur. A mesh density of 23604 elements was
used for each leaflet, as shown in Figure 6.2 (a).

Figure 6.
6.2: (a) Planar leaflet geometry prior to suturing simulation with nodal

displacements applied to the attachment edge and coupled nodes through the
thickness of the leaflet highlighted. (b) Schematic of the location of the applied skin
layer used for contact damping.
17266 linear hexahedral incompatible elements (C3D8I) were used to model
the homogenous thickness (0.4 mm) with three elements through the leaflet
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thickness, while 5742 linear quadrilateral elements (S4) were used to m
model
odel an inner
skin layer on the ventricular surface of a leaflet, as shown in Figure 6.2 (b). The skin
layer was used to simulate the effect of viscous force dissipation created during
movement of the leaflet through the blood and also as a method of mater
material
ial damping
to prevent unrealistic contact chattering at valve closure as is described further in
section 6.2.4 [53, 257
257].
A virtual suturing process was used to simulate the suturing of the leaflet
attachment edge to the valve stent and skirt assembly, see Figure 6.3. Leaflets were
initially arranged in a planar state orientated at 60o to each other with leaflet
commissures aligned in the same orientation to commissures of the valve stent, see
Figure 6.3 (a).

imulation of leaflet suturing to the valve stent whereby leaflets are
Figure 6.3:
6. Simulation
translated from a (a) planar configuration (1.Initial) to the (c) attached configuration
n the attachment
(3. Attached) by (b) displacements applied to the nodes present o
on
edge on the leaflet (2. Deforming).
Deforming)
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Nodal displacements were applied to each node present on the leaflet
attachment edge thereby translating leaflet nodes to the corresponding attachment
point on the circular stent and skirt assembly, see Figure 6.3 (b). Kinematic coupling
constraints were applied to the displaced edges of the leaflet thickness ensuring that
no relative displacement occurred between the attachment edge and corresponding
nodes through the leaflet thickness, see red (master) and blue (slave) coloured nodes
in boxout in Figure 6.2 (a). Once displaced to the correct position, translational
degrees of freedom of the nodes on the leaflet attachment edge were fixed thereby
simulating the sutured attachment of the leaflets to the valve stent, see Figure 6.3 (c).
A small pressure load (0.0001MPa) was placed on the aortic side of the leaflets to
simulate concave bending of the leaflets to the attachment points. Following
attachment, leaflets were assumed to be at zero transvalvular pressure and at the start
of coaptation as per previous FE leaflet simulations [22, 54, 257].
6.2.2 Aortic Root Models

In this Chapter, FE models of the crimping, deployment and diastolic loading
of TAVR leaflets in an aortic root model was performed. The TAVR was first
deployed in idealised circular and eccentric orifices with the same EI of the eccentric
orifices used in Chapters 4 and 5 and those modelled by Sun et al. [22].
6.2.2.1 Idealised Aortic Root Geometries

In order to obtain idealised TAVR stent geometries, TAVR stents were
crimped and deployed into rigid cylinders to obtain the idealised circular and
eccentric stent geometries as shown in Figure 6.4 (a) and (b). Two rigid cylinders
were used with two different cross-sectional geometries. A circular cross-sectional
geometry 24 mm in diameter was used to represent the final deployment geometry of
a partially expanded circular valve stent. An eccentric cross-section geometry (EI =
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28%, Dmin = 19.6 mm & Dmax = 27.2 mm) was used to represent the final deployment
geometry of

the eccentric valve stent, which was representative of deployed

eccentric stent geometries of the CoreValve and Sapien in vivo [22, 34] and had a
similar valve perimeter compared to that of the circular valve (74 mm partially
expanded circular vs. 75 mm eccentric).
eccentric). Rigid cylinders were meshed with 4 noded
reduced
educed integration shell elements (S4R) in the FE solver Abaqus 6.1
6.13.

Figure 6.4
4: Idealised stent geometries with unloaded leaflets following expansion

into rigid cylinders forming (a) partially expanded circular and (b) eccentric stent
geometries. Leaflets are attached to the distorted stent geometry as outlined in the
section 6.2.4.
6.2.4
6.2.2.2 Patient-Specific
Patient Specific Aortic Root Geometry

MSCT images were obtained from a healthy aortic root at diastole (slice
lice dimensions = 512 x 512 and pixel spacing = 0.5 mm),
thickness = 0.625mm, sslice
see Figure 6.5
6. (a). MSCT images were imported into Mimics 14.1 Imaging Software
(Materialise, Leuven, Belgium). A 3D anatomically accurate model of the aortic root
was created by manually thresholding between Hounsfield units of -50 and 700,
which were chosen to most accurately preserve the aortic root geometry, see Figure
6.5 (b). Boolean subtraction was used to create caps at the ascending aorta and at the
LVOT thereby isolating the aortic
aortic root from the surrounding left atrium and
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ventricle, see Figure 6.5
6. (c). Coronary ostias and aortic valve leaflets were omitted to
simplify the model geometry. This geometry was imported as an STL model into
Abaqus 6.1
6.13 and discretised into a quadrilateral
quadrilateral mesh and assigned shell elements
(S4) of 22.5 mm thickness, similar to previous approaches [56
56, 258],, for use in FE
simulations (Figure 6.5
6. (c)). Dimensions of the aortic annulus was defined as the
maximum (Dmax) and minim
minimum (Dmin) diameter measurements of the basal ring
below
low the aortic valve cusps.
cusps. For the aortic root model chosen, Dmax and Dmin were
28.4 mm and 17.6 mm respectively, giving an approximated EI of 38% preintervention
intervention,, see Figure 6.5
6. (c).

view (b) automatic
Figure 6.
6.5: (a) MSCT image of aortic root in the long axis view,
segmented volume of the aortic
aortic root and left ventricle and (c) final 3D shell mesh of
the aortic root with an annulus EI of 38%.
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6.2.3 Constitutive Models

The constitutive models used in the simulations in this Chapter are briefly
described in the sections outlined below. For a more detailed description of the large
strain hyperelasticity and superelasticity, the reader is referred to Chapter 3 of this
thesis.
6.2.3.1 Transcatheter Aortic Valve Replacement Model
6.2.3.1.1 Valve Stent Material Model

The valve stent was assigned superelastic material properties using the
Abaqus 6.13 user material subroutine (VUMAT) based upon the model of Auricchio
and Taylor et al. [215, 216]. The material parameters, as shown in Table 6.1, were
derived from a previous study correlating the numerical model to an experimental
crush test of a Nitinol TAVR stent [15].
Table 6. 1: Material parameters for superelastic material model [15].
Parameter

Value

EA (Austenite elasticity)

50,000 MPa

υA (Austenite Poisson’s Ratio)

0.3

EM (Martensite Elasticity)

25,000 MPa

υM (Martensite Poisson’s Ratio)

0.3

õÈ
î

(Start of transformation loading)

380 MPa

Èõ
È

(End of transformation loading)

400 MPa

(Start of transformation unloading)

250 MPa

(End of transformation unloading)

220 MPa

õÈ
ö
Èõ
ö

Ôà (Strain Limit)

7%

t0 (Reference Temperature)

37oC

Density

6,700 kg/m3
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6.2.3.1.2 Pericardial
ericardial Leaflet Material Model

The hyperelastic isotropic Marlow model [[217] was used to represent the
mechanical
echanical behaviour of the gluta
glutaraldehyde
raldehyde fixed pericardial leaflet tissue using the
following strain energy
energy potential, as in Equation 6.1
6.1::
m = mz$! ,+̅  + m!l# ©$# 

6.1

where mz$! is the deviatoric response of the tissue derived from experimental stress
stress-

strain data in the circumferential direction obtained from biaxial testing of bovine
pericardial tissue samples from Li et al., see Figure 6.
6.6 [7].. Pericardial tissue was
assigned a density of 1140 kg/m3 and a Poisson ratio of 0.495 assuming near
incompressibility.

strain response for bovine pericardial tissue in
Figure 6.
6.6: Equi-biaxial
biaxial tensile stress
stress-strain
the stiffest direction from Li et al. [7].. Solid line represents response predicted by FE
simulations.
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6.2.3.2 Aortic Root Material Model

A hyperelastic isotropic first order Mooney-Rivlin model was used to
represent the mechanical behaviour of the aortic root wall. The model was defined
using the following strain energy density function, U, as in Equation 6.2:
U = C+W IÚ+ − 3 + CW+ IÚ − 3

6.2

where C+W and CW+ are material parameters with the dimensions of stress and I+̅ and

I̅ are the first and second invariants of the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor

C and are defined as per Equations 3.82 and 3.83. The following material constants

were adopted: C+W = 0.5516 MPa and CW+ = 0.1379 MPa with a Poisson ratio of
0.495 assuming near incompressibility [259, 260].

6.2.4 Simulation Strategy

The Abaqus/Explicit finite element solver was used in all simulation steps
defined in this section. Stent deployment, leaflet attachment and leaflet loading were
simulated using quasi-static procedures. A mass scaling strategy was chosen such
that the ratio of kinetic energy to internal energy did not exceed 5-10%, thereby
ensuring that inertial forces did not affect the solution [57]. A graphical
representation of the simulation steps is presented in Figure 6.7.
6.2.4.1 Stent Deployment

The Abaqus/Explicit FE solver was used to model the TAVR crimping and
deployment. Prior to valve stent deployment, the valve stent diameter was reduced
from 28 mm to 10 mm using a rigid cylindrical surface. Radial displacement
boundary conditions were placed on the rigid surface, reducing the surface diameter
and thus crimping the stent, see Figure 6.7 (Step 1). A local cylindrical coordinate
system was defined with two sets of nodes oriented at 180o to each other, constrained
in the tangential and axial directions see Figure 6.7 (Step 1). Penalty enforced
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surface-to-surface based contact with zero contact friction was defined between the
crimp surface and the stent outer diameter, wherein the crimp surface was assigned
as the master surface. The paravalvular skirt had a much lower stiffness than the selfexpanding TAVR stent and was not included in this step as it was deemed to have a
negligible impact on the overall mechanical behaviour of the stent during
crimping/deployment [261]. The paravalvular stent was introduced into the analysis
following stent deployment, whereby a cylindrical surface was generated that
covered the diamond cells of the deployed stent geometry. In the realistic patientspecific model, the TAVR stent was deployed such that the TAVR was positioned at
the annular level of the aortic root, with an equal distribution of the TAVR stent
above and below the annulus. Contact with the aortic root wall was simulated by
defining a penalty surface-based contact between the valve stent (master) and the
aortic root wall (slave) using a coefficient of friction of 0.25, see Figure 6.7 (Step 1).
The aortic root was constrained at the vessel ends in the longitudinal and
circumferential directions allowing radial displacements to occur only.
6.2.4.2 Leaflet Suturing and Valve Loading

The circular valve leaflets developed in section 6.2.1.2 of this Chapter were
initially arranged such that the commissures of the leaflets were aligned with the
commissures of the valve stent, see Figure 6.7 (Step 2). Displacements were applied
to the leaflet edge mapping the circular leaflets to the corresponding attachment
points on the distorted skirt/stent assembly, see Figure 6.7 (Step 2). Following
attachment, an annealing procedure was performed whereby all state variables (stress
and strain) were set to zero thereby removing any pre-stresses created within the
leaflet from the attachment procedure. The attached leaflet geometries were assumed
to be at zero transvalvular pressure and at the start of coaptation. Leaflet closure was
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simulated with a peak diastolic pressure gradient of 120 mmHg applied uniformly to
the aortic side of the leaflets [7, 22, 178] based on experimental measurements from
native and BHVs under normotensive pressure conditions [40, 44] and similar to
previous computational simulations of BHVs [7, 22, 178], see Figure 6.7 (Step 3).
Leaflet contact was simulated using the penalty contact method using three
master/slave pairs present on the ventricular surface of each leaflet and a coefficient
of friction of 0.1 [7, 22, 178]. Master/slave contact pairs were also defined between
the ventricular leaflet surface and the top edges of the opposing leaflets preventing
surface penetration during leaflet closure in distorted stent geometries. To avoid
unrealistic contact chattering at initial leaflet impact during valve closure, a mass
proportional Rayleigh damping coefficient was used [257]. Damping also simulated
the viscous force dissipation created at the leaflet surface during movement through
the blood [257]. As mass damping may lead to artificial stiffening behaviour of the
leaflet, damping was introduced to the model via an arbitrarily soft thin skin layer
(elastic modulus = 1000 Pa, Poisson’s ratio = 0.3, density = 1100 Kg/m3 and a
thickness of 0.0386 mm) on the ventricular side of each leaflet [257]. As nodes were
shared between the skin layer and the underlying leaflet mesh, no relative motion
between the two layers was possible [257]. For the purpose of these simulations,
dynamic motion of the aortic root was not incorporated, as the focus of this research
is the effect of asymmetric deployment on leaflet strain distribution at peak diastole.
As such the TAVR stent was considered static during diastolic loading of the valve.
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Figure 6.7:
6. Steps in the simulation beginning with valve stent crimping and deployment (Step 1), leaflet attachment (Step 2) and leaflet loading (Step 3)
3).
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6.2.4.3 Valve Orientation

TAVRs were orientated in the eccentric and realistic aortic annulus orifices
in multiple configurations to investigate the impact of TAVR orientation on leaflet
deformation. In the first configuration, leaflets were orientated such that one of the
lines of coaptation was aligned with the majo
majorr axis of the idealised eccentric
deployed stent (Eccentric
Eccentric-Parallel
Parallel), see Figure 6.
6.8 (b).
(b). In the second configuration,
leaflets were orientated 90o such that the line of coaptation was perpendicular to the
major axis of the eccentric geometry (Eccentric
Eccentric-Perpendicular
Perpendicular), see Figure 6.8
6.8 (c).

Figure 6.8
8: Schematic of valve orientations simulated with initial leaflet coaptation

geometries. Nominal
ominal partially expanded (a) Circular valve,
valve, idealised (b) EccentricEccentric
Perpendicular and (d) Realistic-Parallel
Parallel and (c) Eccentric
Eccentric-Perpendicular
Realistic Parallel, (e) RealisticRealistic
Commissure Aligned models.
Perpendicular and (f) Realistic-Commissure
TAVRs deployed in the realistic aortic root models did not have perfectly
eccentric geometries as described in the Eccentric-Parallel
Eccentric Parallel and EccentricEccentric
Perpendicular geometries
geometries.. Despite this, TAVRs were orientated in a similar method
to the approximated ellipse of the deployed stent geometry giving Realistic--Parallel
lve orientations, see Figure 6.8 (d) & (e). In addition
and Realistic-Perpendicular
Realistic Perpendicular valve
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to this, the TAVR was also orientated in a third configuration in the realistic aortic
root model. In this final configuration, the commissures of the TAVR were aligned
with the existing commissures of the native valve giving the Realistic-Commissure
aligned valve orientation. Simulated results for each leaflet orientation were
compared to a baseline partially expanded Circular leaflet configuration as shown in
Figure 6.8 (a). As such six TAVRs models were created, one for a partially expanded
Circular valve in an 24 mm orifice which acted as a control (see Figure 6.8 (a)), two
for eccentric stent deployment (Eccentric-Parallel and Eccentric-Perpendicular) and
a further three for realistic stent deployment (Realistic-Parallel, RealisticPerpendicular and Realistic-Commissure aligned).
6.3 Results
6.3.1 Deployed TAVR Geometries and Aortic Root Stress Distribution

Figure 6.8 (a-f) shows the initial leaflet coaptation geometries of TAVRs
deployed in idealised circular and eccentric orifices and in a realistic aortic root
model. Qualitatively it can be seen that the leaflets in the partially expanded Circular
configuration had well defined coaptation lines with each coaptation line also being
an axis of symmetry (Figure 6.8 (a)). Coaptated leaflet geometries in the eccentric
configuration were also symmetrical however had only one axis of symmetry
existing along the minor/major axis of the ellipse depending on leaflet orientation
(Figure 6.8 (b) & (c)). In the realistic TAVR deployment, the TAVR stent was
deployed such that an equal portion of the stent extended above and below the
annulus region. This resulted in the stent being more constrained by the aortic
annulus than at the proximal and distal regions of the stent protruding into the left
ventricular outflow tract (LVOT) and sinus regions respectively (see Figure 6.9).
The TAVR stent deployed in the realistic model showed an irregular asymmetric
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geometry with an approximated final deployed eccentric geometry with an EI of
24% measured at the mid
mid-section
section of the stent con
constrained
strained by the aortic annulus.
Deployment into a completely asymmetric orifice lead to highly disorganised
coaptation lines and distorted leaflets with no lines of symmetry present, as shown in
Figure 6.8
8 (d-f).
Figure 6.9 (a) shows the von Mises stress distribution in the aortic root as a
result of TAVR expansion. Highest stress concentrations (0.24 MPa) were found at
the aortic annulus level and were observed at the contact interface between the stent
strut and the aortic wall adjacent with the minor axis of the ellipse. Adjacent to the
t
major axis of the aortic annulus, no contact was observed due to the major axis being
larger than the unloaded diameter of the stent. As the self-expanding
self expanding stent provided
provide
equal radial force in all directions, orientation of the valve did not change stre
stress
distribution results. Figure 6.9 (b) shows the von Mises stress distribution in the selfself
expanding TAVR stent following deployment. Peak von Mises stress of 399 MPa
were recorded in the struts in the vicinity of cell junctions at the centre of the valve
stent.

Figure 6.9
9: (a) Von Mises stress distribution in the aortic root and (b) stent struts

following stent deployment
deployment.
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6.3.2 Leaflet Stress Distribution

The FE contour plots of maximum pprincipal
rincipal stress
tress distribution for the
idealised and realistic models under peak diastolic loading are presented in
n Figures
6.10 and 6.11
6.11. The
he peak stress in the respective contour plots iss limited to the 99th
percentile maximum principal stress with respect to the leaflet volume. 99th
percentile peak stress was computed as the largest peak stress in the valve leaflets
after exclusion of 1% of the total leaflet element volume with the highest stresses.
6.3.2.1 Leaflet Stress Distribution for Idealised Leaflet Configurations

The FE contour
contour plots of maximum pprincipal
rincipal stress
tress distribution for the
idealised partially expanded Circular and Eccentric configurations under peak
diastolic loading are shown in Figure 6.10 (a)-(c).

Figure 6.
6.10: Stress distribution in TAVR leaflets in idealised deployment

Parallel and (c) Eccentricgeometries: (a) partially expanded Circular,
Circular (b) Eccentric
Eccentric-Parallel
Perpendicular
Perpendicular.. Red boxes indicate regions of peak stress.
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In the Circular valve, a relatively homogenous distribution of leaflet
maximum principal stress was observed across the leaflet, with peak values
occurring at the leaflet commissures, see Figure 6.10 (a). Average peak stress at each
leaflet commissure was 1.52 MPa with a low standard deviation (0.025) indicating
minimal variance between peak stresses in each leaflet. Peak stresses were found to
vary in magnitude and in location in the distorted eccentric TAVR geometry. In the
Eccentric-Parallel configuration, a maximum commissural stress of 3.3 MPa was
recorded in the commissures of the leaflets with their coaptation line parallel with
the major axis of the ellipse, as shown in Figure 6.10 (b). In the EccentricPerpendicular configuration, a further increase in peak commissural stress was
recorded, with a peak maximum principal stress of 3.55 MPa recorded in the
commissures of the leaflet opposing the coaptation line parallel to the major axis of
the ellipse, as indicated in Figure 6.10 (c).
6.3.3.2 Leaflet Stress Distribution for Realistic Leaflet Configurations

TAVRs deployed in the realistic aortic root anatomy showed an increase in
peak maximum principal stresses in each respective configuration compared to the
partially expanded Circular model, see Figure 6.11 (a)-(c). In the Realistic-Parallel
configuration, a peak leaflet stress of 2.53 MPa was recorded in the leaflet opposing
the coaptation line parallel to the major axis of the approximated ellipse (Figure 6.11
(a)). Orientating the valve into the Realistic-Perpendicular configuration resulted in
an increase in peak leaflet maximum principal stress to 2.97 MPa (Figure 6.11 (b)).
In the Realistic-Commissure aligned model, whereby commissures of the TAVR are
aligned with the commissures of the native valve, peak stresses in the commissures
were the lowest of the three orientations with a peak maximum principal stress value
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F
6.11 (c). Peak maximum
maximum principal stresses recorded in each
of 2.35 MPa,, see Figure
leaflet of all valve configurations are summarised in Table 6.2.

Figure 6.
6.11: Stress distribution in TAVR leaflets in realistic deployment conditions:

Perpendicular and (c) Realistic-Commissure
(a) Realistic
Realistic-Parallel
Parallel, (b) Realistic
Realistic-Perpendicular
Realistic Commissure
Aligned
Aligned.. Red boxes indicate regions of peak stress.
Table 6. 2: Peak maximum principal stresses recorded in each leaflet under different

deployment conditions.
conditions
Leaflet 1

Leaflet 2

Leaflet 3

(MPa)

(MPa)

(MPa)

Partially Expanded Circular

1.52

1.51

1.48

0.02

Eccentric
centric-Parallel
Parallel

2.95

3.19

3.3

0.17

Eccentric
Eccentric-Perpendicular
Perpendicular

3.23

2.97

3.55

0.29

Realistic
Realistic-Parallel

1.97

2.53

2.09

0.29

Realistic
Realistic-Perpendicular
Perpendicular

2.97

2.16

1.97

0.53

2.02

2.35

2.27

0.17

Valve Configuration

Realistic
Realistic-Commissure
Commissure
Aligned
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6.3.3 Percentage Volume Leaflet Stress Distribution

As peak stress may be influenced by local edge effects caused by applied
boundary conditions, the 99th percentile results with respect to leaflet volume was
also analysed, as shown in Figure 6.12. For the idealised partially expanded Circular,
Eccentric-Parallel and Eccentric-Perpendicular configurations, a similar proportion
of the leaflets experienced stresses in the 0-0.2 MPa range (31.3%, 30.5% and 29.1%
respectively). For the Circular and Eccentric-Parallel valves, a larger proportion of
the leaflet volumes were stressed in the 0.2-0.4 MPa range (53.5% and 54%
respectively), compared to the Eccentric-Perpendicular valve (49.2%). A higher
percentage volume of the tissue leaflet was stressed in the 0.4-0.6 MPa range for the
Eccentric-Perpendicular configuration (16.4%) compared to the Circular and
Eccentric-Parallel models (10.7% and 11.6%). For all configurations, a small volume
of leaflet tissue experienced stress levels > 0.8 MPa (3.4-4.5%).
100

Circular
90

Eccentric - Parallel
Eccentric - Perpendicular

80

Realistic - Parallel

Leaflet % Volume

70

Realistic - Perpendicular
60

Realistic - Commisure Aligned

50
40
30
20
10
0
0-0.2 MPa

0.2-0.4 MPa

0.4-0.6 MPa

>0.8 MPa

Max Principal Stress (MPa)

Figure 6.12: Maximum principal stress distribution as a function of percentage

leaflet volume in idealised circular and eccentric and realistic deployed stents.
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A large proportion of the leaflet tissue volume in the realistically deployed
valves experienced stresses in the 0-0.2 MPa range (51.5-52.5%), compared to an
average of 30.3% in the idealised Circular and eccentric models. For the RealisticParallel, Perpendicular and Commissure aligned models respectively, 37.1%, 34.5%
and 37% of the tissue leaflet volumes had stress levels of 0.2-0.4 MPa, and these
were lower than those reported for the idealised valve configurations (49.1-54%). A
small volume of leaflet tissue was subjected to stress in the 0.4-0.6 MPa range for all
realistic TAVR deployment configurations (8.4-9.9%), and these were lower than the
maximum leaflet volume in the idealised models at this stress range (16.45%). For
all configurations, a small volume of leaflet tissue experienced stress levels > 0.8
MPa (2.9-3.1%).
6.4 Discussion

In this Chapter, a novel computational framework was developed to
investigate the mechanics of a self-expanding TAVR in a realistic patient-specific
aortic root model. The results of this study showed that TAVR deployment in a
realistic aortic root lead to an irregular asymmetric stent morphology (approximated
EI = 24%) and as a result the TAVR leaflets had highly irregular asymmetric leaflet
coaptation geometries, compared to those of the idealised partially expanded
Circular TAVR. The leaflets of the realistic TAVR had a more heterogeneous stress
distribution than the Circular valve, with a higher proportion of the tissue leaflet
volume experienced stresses less than 0.2 MPa. The peak stresses within the leaflets
of the TAVR deployed in the aortic root model were higher than peak stresses in
leaflets when deployed in a Circular configuration (2.97 vs. 1.52 MPa). Furthermore,
it was also shown that peak commissure stresses were dependent upon orientation of
the stent in the aortic annulus of the patient-specific aortic root model. Peak
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maximum principal leaflet stresses (2.97 MPa) were highest when the TAVR was
orientated in the perpendicular configuration with one line of leaflet coaptation
orientated perpendicular to the major axis of the annulus. While orientating the
TAVR in the parallel configuration lowered peak stresses further (2.53 MPa), it was
found that orientating the TAVR such that its commissures were aligned with
commissures of the native valve minimised average commissural peak stresses the
most in the distorted stent geometry (2.35 MPa). The findings of this Chapter show
that distorted self-expanding TAVR stent geometry can result in increases in leaflet
peak stresses. Furthermore, development of the computational framework showed
that preoperative planning of valve orientation can minimise the effect of stent
distortion on peak stresses in the leaflets which may in turn aid in maximising longterm leaflet durability in asymmetric deployed TAVRs in vivo.
The modelling of the complex mechanical environment of the in vivo aortic
root with a self-expanding TAVR including the pericardial leaflets of the prosthesis
necessitated a number of assumptions. The TAVR model used was a generic model,
not directly based on any clinically used TAVR designs, but it was representative of
the short profile self-expanding TAVR designs with scallop shaped leaflets such as
the Centera TAVR and the inflow segments of the Portico and CoreValve TAVRs
[30]. The thickness of the stent struts were lower than that of the typical thickness of
stent struts for other self-expanding valve designs (~ 0.5mm). Thinner strut thickness
will compromise the radial strength and will lower the radial strength of the stent
and exacerbate stent distortion [262]. Despite this, the final simulated deployment
geometries of the stent had a similar eccentric geometry (EI = ~ 28%) to that
observed of the CoreValve in vivo [34, 129]. Incomplete apposition of the stent to
the aortic annulus wall occurred in the vicinity of the major axis of the aortic
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annulus. This was due to the major axis of the aortic root being greater than the
unloaded diameter of the valve stent. A greater size valve diameter would rectify this
and may potentially reduce the EI of the deployed stent. The leaflet geometry used
was optimised for correct leaflet coaptation in a 24 mm partially expanded circular
valve. In reality, leaflet geometries must function over a wide range of stent
deployment diameters and as such excess leaflet compared to the area of the valve
can occur in undersized valves. This may cause leaflet pinwheeling/buckling, which
may increase the peak stresses observed in the leaflets of the partially expanded
circular valve. As a result the peak stresses simulated in the leaflets in the partially
expanded circular configuration may be underestimated. The stent in this study did
not represent the stent geometry used in Chapters 4 and 5, due to a commercially
sensitive design. As a result direct validation of the valve closure against the
experimental models could not be performed.
In reconstruction of the aortic root from CT data, the native leaflets were not
included, due to the difficulties in identification and segmentation of the thin leaflets
from the surrounding aortic root. As such these simulations do not incorporate the
interaction between the calcified leaflets and the stent during valve deployment,
which may exacerbate stent distortion and leaflet kinematics. Balloon aortic
valvuloplasty can be used prior to TAVR deployment, to increase the prevalence of
circular deployment by fracturing calcific nodules [25]. As leaflet calcifications were
not incorporated in this model, this procedure was not simulated. In addition to this,
the aortic annulus did not undergo dimensional changes in shape during the cardiac
cycle as seen in vivo [235]. However as annulus reshaping is negligible, due to loss
of tissue compliance associated with aging, calcific deposits, and the scaffolding
effect caused by valve oversizing, a static model was deemed appropriate [235, 238].
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Although anisotropic constitutive laws have been used to model aortic root
and pericardial leaflet behaviour [7, 57, 263], representing the dominant alignment of
fibres due to the natural organisation of collagen in the aortic root and the effects of
glutaraldehyde/pressure based fixation of pericardial tissue [7, 73], these simulations
implemented isotropic constitutive laws fitted to circumferential and stiffest
directions of aortic root and pericardial tissue respectively. It was deemed that the
use of isotropic hyperelastic material model was appropriate for the aortic root as the
response of the aortic root during stent deployment is dominated by the
circumferential mechanical properties and as such is expected to capture the
mechanical response of the aortic root with relative accuracy [264]. The effect of
tissue calcifications on the residual stresses in the aortic root are not yet known and
as a result were not included in the current simulations [16]. Despite this, the
introduction of residual stresses may homogenise the stresses through the thickness
of the aortic root [265], resulting in increased vessel compliancy [16] and may
increase the conformance of the artery to the stent and reduce stent eccentricity. As
the aortic wall thickness was much smaller than that of the circumferential and axial
dimensions of the aortic root model, a plane stress analysis (shell elements) was
deemed a valid assumption. In valve closure simulations the paravalvular skirt was
considered as a rigid body and thus was not allowed to deform during leaflet closure.
Introduction of a deformable valve skirt would allow for deflection of the leaflet
commissures, which may reduce peak stresses in the leaflets similar to stent-tip
deflection in previous BHV designs [178]. The peak stresses predicted by the
simulations may be exaggerated as a result of this modelling simplification. Leaflet
opening was not simulated in the study, as peak stresses occur during valve closure,
rather than at peak systole [257]. Finally, as clinical data on the effect of an
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asymmetric TAVR deployment on leaflet stresses and long term durability is not yet
available, experimental validation of these simulations is not possible. In addition to
this, the final simulated closed leaflets showed the same closure characteristics of an
asymmetric TAVR in in vitro pulse duplicator studies, whereby incomplete leaflet
apposition, regions that could allow for central leakage and buckling were also
observed [130].
Recent computational investigations of self-expanding TAVRs have
modelled stent expansion in idealised circular and realistic aortic root models [15,
266]. This study developed the first computational model of a self-expanding TAVR
deployed in a realistic patient-specific aortic annulus, and specifically modelled the
TAVR leaflets to facilitate evaluation of the impact of self-expanding TAVR stent
deployment geometry on leaflet mechanical behaviour. The results of this Chapter
showed that peak stresses arising in the commissures of leaflets deployed in the
realistic aortic root model were higher than those in a balloon-expandable Sapien
characterised through a previous computational study (2.79 MPa vs. 2.16 / 2.32 MPa
(von Mises stress)) [57]. The superior mechanical properties of the cobalt chromium
stent and balloon-expansion of the Sapien aided in forcing the asymmetric annulus to
conform to the symmetric shape of the TAVR stent producing a circular orifice for
the valve leaflets. The increased leaflet peak stresses in this model can be attributed
to the asymmetric deployment of the self-expanding TAVR stent and the distorted
leaflet geometry that was not captured in the circular Sapien. In addition to
modelling the TAVR in circular and realistic patient-specific aortic root anatomy,
models were also developed of the TAVR in idealised eccentric orifices, based on
previous computational studies [22], and to compare a single TAVR geometry under
different deployment situations. While the results of the idealised eccentric
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morphology in the current study are within the range (1.1-2.2 MPa) of those reported
previously [22], the peak stresses were higher for the eccentric deployed TAVR (EI
= 28%) compared to their model of the eccentric leaflet geometry (2.97 vs. 2.23
MPa) [22]. However, it must be noted that the previous study [22] did not include
the stent geometry, and was based on the eccentricity of the CoreValve, which in fact
has been designed to ensure that the leaflets maintain circularity irrespective of
asymmetric shape of the calcified annulus/native leaflets complex due to supra
annular positioning [34]. Thus the deployment eccentricity used in this study is
correct for this specific stent design and provides a novel insight into tissue leaflet
stresses arising in TAVRs under various deployment conditions.
Comparison of peak maximum principal stresses recorded in the leaflets of
the idealised eccentric and realistic valve models showed that stresses were higher in
the idealised eccentric models.

It must be noted however, the initial leaflet

configuration differed for the idealised eccentric and realistic valve models, due to
the leaflet attachment step. As a result the coaptation mismatch was more severe in
the idealised eccentric models (see Figure 6.13 (a) and (b)). This mismatch arises
due to contact between leaflet free edges and the belly region of the opposing leaflet
creating a dominant leaflet(s) in the tri-leaflet arrangement. Bending of the dominant
leaflets over the opposing leaflets during valve closure results in increased stress in
the commissure region of the non-dominant leaflets. It is proposed that this
phenomenon explains the increased commissural stresses in the idealised eccentric
models compared to the leaflets in the realistic deployed TAVRs. It is expected that
leaflet buckling is a result of underexpansion of the TAVR stent from its nominal
dimensions [92]. As a result, excess tissue relative to the stent orifice area caused
buckling of the valve leaflets during closure.
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Figure 6.
6.13: (a) Isometric and axial views of leaflet coaptation mismatch

(highlighted in red box) in a TAVR stent deployed in a realistic aortic root model
model,,
showing coaptation mismatch whereby dominant leaflets bend over the leaflet during
valve closure. (b) Relative position of each leaflet position to each other (dominant
uration following translation to distorted stent
leaflet in red) in the initial config
configuration
geometry in the parallel orientation of the eccentric and realisti
realisticc deployed TAVRs
respectively
respectively.
Peak stresses in the aortic root (0.24 MPa) were located adjacent to the minor
axis and were within the range experienced in previous studies (0.17-1 MPa) [16, 56,,
57, 263
263]. It must be noted that different constitutive
constitutive laws/material properties and a
16, 56, 57, 263].
263 Areas
balloon
balloon-expandable
expandable TAVR were used for those simulations [16
of stress concentrations were much lower adjacent to the major axis of the ellipse,
indicating low exertion of stent radial force on this region of the annulus. In addition
to this, incomplete stent apposition to the aortic root was found in this area which
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may be potential regions of paravalvular leak. In the TAVR stent, an asymmetric
stress distribution was observed, with higher stresses recorded in the regions of the
stent in contact with the minor axis of the ellipse compared to the direction of the
major axis.
Patient-specific computational modelling of TAVR deployment can play a
crucial role in the design, preoperative planning and prediction of postoperative
TAVR performance [57]. In conjunction with patient-specific anatomies, FE studies
can be used to select the most appropriate valve sizing, minimising the risk of valve
under/over sizing and thereby reduce trauma to native leaflets and minimising the
occurrence of paravalvular leakage. Similar to Sun et al. [22], it was found here that
TAVR orientation in idealised valves played a role in minimising peak stresses in the
distorted leaflets. In this study however, modelling deployment of the TAVR in a
realistic patient-specific aortic root allowed the orientation the stent relative to the
geometry of the aortic root. Results showed that preoperative planning of the
orientation of TAVR within the aortic root may minimise the impact of potential
stent distortion on leaflet function. Alignment of the commissures of the TAVR to
those of native aortic root, reduced peak maximum principal stresses from 2.97 MPa
in the perpendicular configuration to 2.35 MPa in the commissure aligned
configuration. In circular valve deployment, the free edge of each leaflet contact the
same region of the opposing leaflet creating organised coaptation lines. However in
asymmetric deployment, as shown here, coaptation mismatch occurs creating a
dominant leaflet(s) effect as shown in Figure 6.13 (a), thereby increasing the stresses
in the commissural region of the non-dominant leaflet(s). However it must be noted,
that this behaviour may be an artefact of the FE Method, as the pressure boundary
condition is applied normal to the leaflet surface. In vivo, flow reversal caused by
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cyclic changing pressure gradients across the valve imparts a non-uniform pressure
distribution on the valve leaflet causing closure. Therefore the altered kinematics of
the individual leaflets may be exacerbated and thus may overestimate the dominant
leaflet effect that occurs. Despite the increase in peak stresses due to stent distortion
in this realistic aortic root model, they did not exceed the ultimate tensile stress of
bovine pericardium of 12.2 ± 3.5-17.7 ± 3.0 MPa [267]. However, the increased
stresses in the less dominant leaflets may result in accelerated progression of fatigue
damage and may lead to leaflet tearing in the commissural region [178]. As a result,
increased downward movement of the leaflet free edge may occur and the dominant
leaflet effect will become more pronounced [178].
6.5 Conclusion

In this Chapter, a novel computational framework was developed to evaluate
postoperative leaflet deformation in a self-expanding TAVR stent deployed in a
realistic patient-specific aortic root model. A key feature of this developed
framework is the simulation of leaflet closure of the prosthesis in a realistic stent
geometry derived from the tissue-stent interaction during TAVR deployment, which
is the first time this has been carried out for self-expanding TAVRs. The results of
this study showed that deployment of a self-expanding TAVR into a realistic orifice
led to asymmetric stent deployment that altered leaflet distortion under diastolic
loading conditions compared to previous computational models. Furthermore,
preoperative planning of the orientation of the TAVR, such that the commissures of
the TAVR are aligned with the native valve commissures, minimised the effect of
TAVR stent distortion on peak stresses in the TAVR leaflets and thereby confirmed
the hypothesis that “A patient-specific computational framework can predict
prosthetic valve leaflet deformation in non-circular deployed Transcatheter Aortic
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Valve Replacements in vivo”. In addition to this, results obtained further the

understanding of the impact of stent distortion on leaflet closing behaviour and
emphasise the requirement for optimisation of TAVR designs to compensate for
non-circular deployment configurations in vivo.
The primary limitation of this work is the lack of aortic valve leaflets and
calcium deposits in the aortic root model. This simplification of the model was
adopted in order to forego the geometrical complexity of the model and focus
primarily of the development of a methodology. In vivo, calcium deposits are present
on the aortic valve leaflets which can vary in size, density and distribution on the
aortic valve leaflets and annulus [2, 30]. As a result, it is expected that the modelling
of the calcium deposits will further alter deployed stent geometries and leaflet
mechanics as has been observed in this study. In Chapter 7 of this thesis, the
geometric complexity of the calcium deposits and aortic valve leaflets will be
incorporated allowing for the investigation of the biomechanical interaction between
a self-expanding TAVR and a calcified aortic root and further the understanding of
the mechanics of asymmetric self-expanding stent expansion in vivo.
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Chapter 7: Simulation of Self-Expanding
Transcatheter Aortic Valve Replacement
Deployment in a Calcified Aortic Root
Model
7.1 Introduction

The studies presented thus far in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 have provided an
understanding of the changes in fluid dynamics and leaflet structural mechanics that
may arise due to non-circular deployment of TAVRs. Chapter 4 demonstrated that
eccentric valves can produce asymmetric systolic jet profiles with elevated
turbulence and shear stress downstream of the valve [40]. Chapter 5 demonstrated
that eccentric valves caused coaptation mismatch during leaflet closure leading to
deleterious bending of the leaflet, which resulted in increased peak leaflet
commissure strains over that of nominal circular deployed valves. While in vitro
testing allows for systematic and controlled parametric evaluation of the
performance of eccentric deployed TAVRs, these experimental models used
idealised aortic root and eccentric deployment geometries that may not be
representative of the in vivo environment. A realistic aortic root model may result in
more complex and asymmetric stent distortions which may further exacerbate
alterations in leaflet mechanics. In Chapter 6, a patient-specific computational
framework was developed whereby a TAVR was deployed into a realistic noncalcified aortic root model and the resulting effect of the self-expanded stent
asymmetry on leaflet deformation was observed [23]. The results of this study
demonstrated that asymmetric deployment of the TAVR stent produced increased
leaflet commissure stresses compared to that of leaflets deployed within idealised
circular geometries. Furthermore, orientation of the valve stent within the
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asymmetric non-calcified aortic annulus minimised the effect of stent distortion on
peak stresses within the valve leaflets [40]. However, in these simulations
calcifications present on the aortic valve leaflets were not modelled which may
further alter stent geometry compared to stent distortions observed in a non-calcified
model in Chapter 6. In this Chapter, the patient-specific computational framework in
Chapter 6 is further developed to incorporate a realistic calcified aortic root model
derived from a patient with severe calcific AS. The developed model is then used to
investigate the biomechanical interaction between a self-expanding stent and a
calcified aortic valve to further the understanding of the mechanics of distorted stent
expansion in vivo.
Patients with calcific AS present with calcium deposits that can vary in
location, density and distribution (e.g. one tissue leaflet more calcified that the
others) across the aortic valve leaflets and aortic annulus [2, 22, 25, 34]. Calcific
deposits can restrict the uniform radial expansion of the valve stent producing noncircular and non-cylindrical stent deployment causing stent distortion at all segments
of the valve stent compared to deployment in non-calcified aortic root anatomies [2,
34]. Previous computational models have been developed to analyse the
biomechanical interaction with the aortic root, investigating stent placement [57],
migration forces [20, 55], valve in valve interactions [56], leaflet closing mechanics
of the prosthesis [23, 57, 58] and rupture and apposition to the aortic root wall [16,
17, 58]. With the exception of Wang et al. [17], a limitation of these simulations has
been the omission or idealised representation of calcification deposits on the aortic
valve leaflets [16, 56, 58]. Idealised representation of calcification deposits use
various approaches such as weld constraints [56], assignment of different mechanical
properties to leaflet regions [16, 58] and homogenous extrusion of elements to
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discretely represent calcium present on the leaflets [58]. However such limitations
can lead to an overestimation of the degree of radial displacement of the aortic valve
leaflets and can also underestimate the degree of stent distortion. In addition,
previous simulations have all been performed to investigate the interaction of
calcification deposits with the balloon-expandable Sapien [16, 17, 56-58]. As a
result, the impact of calcific deposits on the deployment geometry of a selfexpanding TAVR stent has yet to be explored. Furthermore, the impact of a realistic
stent deployment geometry (derived from tissue-stent interaction with calcification
deposits) on the deformation of the leaflets of the TAVR prosthesis remains to be
elucidated.
In this Chapter a patient-specific model of the deployment of a TAVR within
a calcified aortic root was developed thereby testing the hypothesis (hypothesis 4)
that “Calcified aortic valve leaflets prevent uniform circular expansion of
Transcatheter Aortic Valve Replacement stents altering the deformation of the
leaflets of the prosthesis”. Specifically, the objectives of this study are to: (1)

investigate the biomechanical interaction between a self-expanding TAVR and a
calcified aortic root anatomy and (2) investigate the impact of stent distortion on the
closing mechanics of the valve leaflets.
7.2 Materials and Methods
7.2.1 Transcatheter Aortic Valve Replacement Model

The TAVR model used in this Chapter is the same as that of the TAVR used
in Chapter 6. For a detailed description of the development of the TAVR model
involving the generation of the valve stent, paravalvular skirt, planar leaflet
geometry and simulation of the leaflet suturing process to the valve stent, the reader
is referred to section 6.2 of this thesis.
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7.2.2 Calcified Aortic Root Model

MSCT angiography images were taken of a 90 year old female patient pre
preTAVI with calcified AS at University College Hospital, Galway (Galway, Ireland).
Extensive calcium deposition was observed in each leaflet as shown in Figure 7.1
(a)-(c). In the left coronary (LC) leaflet, a bulk ccalcific
alcific deposit was located at the
basal attachment of the leaflet to the aortic sinus, see Figure 7.1 (b). In the non
noncoronary (NC) leaflet, similar calcium deposition was observed and this extended
more into the leaflet commissures and into the central bbelly
elly region of the leaflet, see
Figure 7.1 (b). The right coronary (RC) leaflet was calcified the least, with deposits
present at the attachment edges in the vicinity of the leaflet commissures, see Figure
7.1 (c). In addition, annular calcification was pr
present
esent with calcific deposits located
below the non
non-coronary
coronary and left coronary leaflets respectively, see Figure 7.1 (a).

Figure 7.
7.1: MSCT images of the calcified aortic valve in (a) long axis and (b) short

annulus
axis views and (c) the measured Dmin and Dmax diameters of the annulus.
The aortic annulus was defined as a virtual ring circumscribing the basal
attachment of the leaflets to the aortic wall, which represented the inlet from the
LVOT into the aortic root. The dimensions
dimension of the aortic annulus was defined using
major and minor diameters of the approximated ellipse generating by the basal ring
as shown in Figure 7.3 (c). MSCT images were imported into Mimics 14.1 imaging
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software (Materialise, Leuven, Belgium) for 3D reconstruction
reconstruction of the calcified aortic
root model in a similar method to that used in section 6.2.2
6.2.2,, see Figure 7.2 (a)-(c).
(a)

Figure 7.2:
7. (a) Extracted geometry of the aortic root wall including (b) & (c)

leaflets
calcification deposits present on the aortic
aortic valve leaflets.
Briefly, a reconstructed geometry of the calcified aortic root was obtained by
manual thresholding of the MSCT images between Hounsfield units of -50
50 and 950.
Calcifications were segmented with a density gr
eater than 190 Hounsfield units. The
greater
segmented geometries, aortic root wall, aortic valve leaflets and leaflet and annulus
calcifications were imported into 3-Matic
3 Matic (Materialise, Leuven, Belgium) for FE
mesh generation. Initially, shell based meshes were ggenerated
enerated of the inner surface of
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the segmented aortic root wall and leaflets and an outer surface mesh of the
calcification deposits using triangular shell elements (S3). Shell meshes were offset
by 2.5 mm for the aortic root wall giving the aortic root wall
wall a homogenous
thickness as per previous patient
patient-specific
specific FE models [57, 58]. A volume
volume mesh of the
aortic root wall and calcifications w
was generated using 3D continuum elements (4(4
noded tetrahedral elements with reduced integration (C3D4R)
(C3D4R)).. Leaflet shell meshes
were assigned a shell thickness of 0.384 mm [257].. Mesh densities for each part of
the calcified aortic root geometry were as follows: aortic root wall-1033389
(C3D4R), aortic valve-14021 (S3) and calcifications-310230 (C3D4R).
Finally a non-manifold
non manifold assembly was gene
generated
rated creating matching nodal
positions on the intersecting surfaces of leaflets and calcifications and the leaflet
attachment edge to the aortic wall, see Figure 7.
7.3.. Generated meshes of the
components of the aortic root were exported into Abaqus 6.1
6.13 for FEA.. To ensure no
relative motion between different meshes of the aortic root, intersecting surfaces
(with matching nodal positions) were merged creating a seamless mesh between the
calcification deposits, the leaflet surfaces and the aortic root wall
wall.

Figure 7.
7.3: Shell and volume FE meshes of the aortic valve leaflets and calcification

deposits with intersecting edges and surfaces sharing the same nodal positions
positions.
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7.2.3 Constitutive Models

The constitutive models used in the simulations in this Chapter for the TAVR
are the same used as those in Chapter 6. Constitutive models used for the aortic valve
leaflets and calcification deposits are outlined below. For a more detailed description
of large strain hyperelasticity the reader is referred to Chapter 3 of this thesis.
7.2.3.1 Calcified Aortic Root Model

Aortic valve leaflets were modelled using an isotropic first-order Mooney
Rivlin hyperelastic material with a linear stress-strain relationship approximated
from biaxial results of aortic valve leaflets tested in the circumferential direction
with an elastic modulus of 1.6 MPa, a Poisson ratio of 0.495 and a density of 1140
kg/m3, see Figure 7.4 [16]. Calcifications on the aortic valve leaflets were assumed
to be isotropic and homogenous. In the absence of material properties of aortic valve
calcification deposits in the literature, properties of calcified atherosclerotic plaque
were used [268]. The material behaviour of the calcific deposits was modelled using
a third-order Mooney Rivlin hyperelastic constitutive equation defined as follows:
m = v+W ,+ − 3 + vW+ , − 3 + vW ,+ − 3 + v++ ,+ − 3, − 3
+ v8W ,+ − 38

7.1

where ,+ and , are first and second invariants of the Cauchy-Green tensor and v9: are
material constants. Material constants used were those derived from Pericevic et al.,

who fitted the constitutive formulation to experimental uniaxial tensile data of
calcified atherosclerotic plaque by Loree et al. [268, 269]. The following material

constants were used in the simulations presented: v+W = 0.495 MPa, vW+ = 0.51 MPa,

v++ = 1.19 MPa, vW = 3.64 MPa and v8W = 4.73 MPa [59, 269]. The uniaxial tensile

response of the atherosclerotic calcified plaque and the model fit is shown in Figure
7.4.
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Figure 7.4: Uniaxial tensile stress-strain response for calcified atherosclerotic plaque

tissue from Loree et al. [268]. Equi-biaxial tensile stress-strain response for aortic
valve leaflet tissue in the circumferential direction from Wang et al. [16]. Dashed
line represents the approximated linear stress-strain relationship used to model the
mechanical behaviour of aortic valve leaflet tissue. Solid line indicates response
from FE simulations using material constants from Pericevic et al. for calcified
plaque tissue [269].
7.2.4 Boundary Conditions and Loading

The simulation steps used in this Chapter were similar to those used in
Chapter 6 and are briefly summarised here for the purposes of understanding of the
methods applied in this Chapter. For a more detailed description of the simulation
steps the reader is referred to section 6.2.4. The Abaqus/Explicit FE solver was used
in all simulation steps defined in this section. Stent deployment, leaflet attachment
and leaflet loading were simulated using quasi-static procedures. A mass scaling
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strategy was chosen such that the ratio of kinetic energy to internal energy did not
exceed 5-10%,
10%, thereby ensuring that inertial forces did not affect the solution.
Stent deployment was carried out in a similar method to that outlined in
Chapter 6,, see Figure 7.5
7.5. The stent was crimped by applying radial displacements to
the rigid surface, thereb
thereby
y reducing the outer diameter of the stent from 28 mm to 10
mm. In this step the contact between the aortic root and the stent is deactivated. Prior
to stent enlargement, a pressure was applied to the ventricular surfaces of the aortic
leaflets to artificially
artificially open the leaflets sufficiently to allow for positioning for the
valve stent, see Figure 7.5 (a).

Figure 7.5
5: (a) Overview of the stent deployment process involving the crimping,

positioning and deployment of the self-expanding
expanding stent into
into the calcified aortic root
and (b) overview of the displacement of the leaflet attachment edge to the
corresponding attachment points on the resultant deployed stent ggeometry.
eometry.
During stent deployment, the rigid surface wass enlarged allowing the stent to
expand according to its own stored strain energy. In this step, contact between the
stent and the aortic root wa
wass activated and was simulated by defining a penalty
based contact between the valve stent (master) and inner surf
ace of the aortic
surface-based
surface
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root wall, leaflet ventricular surface and exterior surface of the calcification deposits
(slave). Contact surfaces were also specified between the exterior surfaces of the
calcification deposits (master) and the inner walls of the aortic sinus (slave) during
the stent expansion step. The TAVR stent was positioned at the annulus level of the
aortic root, with approximately equal distribution of the stent above and below the
aortic annulus plane. Leaflet suturing, see Figure 7.5 (b), and valve loading were
simulated similarly to the previous Chapter and are described in detail in section
6.2.4.
7.2.4.1 Leaflet Orientation

TAVRs were orientated in the realistic calcified aortic root in multiple
configurations to investigate the impact of TAVR orientation on leaflet deformation
mechanics. TAVR orientations were the same as those used in Chapter 6. In the first
two configurations, leaflets were orientated relative to the major and minor axis of
the asymmetric deployed stent. In the first orientation, leaflets were orientated such
that one of the lines of coaptation was aligned with the major axis of the ellipse
(Parallel), see Figure 7.6 (b). In the second configuration, leaflets were orientated 90o
such that the line of coaptation was perpendicular to the major axis of the ellipse
(Perpendicular), see Figure 7.6 (c). In the third and fourth configurations, leaflets
were orientated with respect to the features of the aortic root. In the third orientation,
the leaflets were aligned in anatomical alignment with that of the aortic valve such
that the commissures of the leaflets of the TAVR were aligned with the existing
commissures of the aortic valve creating the Commissure-aligned orientation, see
Figure 7.6 (d). An additional orientation was modelled in this Chapter that was
unable to be modelled in Chapter 6 due to lack of calcium deposits. In the final
orientation, the coaptation line of the leaflets of the TAVR were aligned
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perpendicular
perpendicular to the mid
mid-section
section of the calcified leaflets creating the Out-of
of-phase
orientation, see Figure 7.
7.6 (e). Simulated results for each leaflet orientation were
compared to a baseline partially expanded C
Circular
ircular leaflet configuration (∅ = 24 mm)
as shown in Figure 7.
7.6 (a).

Figure 7.6: Schematic of the models of leaflet closure in a (a) nominal partially

expanded Circular configuration,
configuration in (b) Parallel and (c) Perpendicular orientations
relative to the major and minor axis of the asymmetric TAVR stent and in (d)
orientations relative to the native valve
Commissure-aligned
Commissure
and (e) Out-of-phase
Out
um deposits on the aortic valve.
commissures and calci
calcium
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7.3 Results
7.3.1 Impact of Calcified Aortic Valve on Stent Geometry

Figure 7.7 shows the simulation results of the deployment of a self
selfexpanding TAVR stent in a calcified aortic valve. Results show that as the crimper
enlarges, the stent radially displaces the non-calcified
non calcified portions
ions of the aortic valve
leaflets into the aortic sinuses
sinuses,, see Figure 7.7 (a).
(a). Once the stent interacts with the
calcified regions of the leaflet, radial expansion of the stent wass inhibited. As a
result, asymmetric stent expansion with respect to the cent
centres
res of the aortic root and
non-cylindrical
cylindrical expansion with respect to the centre line of the aortic root was
observed, see Figure 7.7 (a) T = 2.0.

expanding stent at different
Figure 7.
7.7: (a) Simulation of the expansion of the self
self-expanding
eformed calcified aortic
time points
points, (b) side view of the deployed stent and the ddeformed
valve and (c) morphology of the valve stent at the distal aortic end of the stent
VOT) as
(AOR), at the mid-section
mid section (MID) and at the proximal end of the stent (L
(LVOT)
indicated by blue, red and green lines respectively.
respectively
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The degree of asymmetric expansion was evaluated by quantifying the EI of
the stent at the distal aortic end (AOR), the mid
mid-section
section (MID)
(MID and at the proximal
end coincident with the LVOT (LVOT), see Figure 7.7 (b). The LVOT end of the
stent had the greatest EI (16.9%) and this decreased at the sstent
tent mid
mid-section
section (MID) to
6.3%,, see Figure 7.7 (c). The distal end of the stent (AOR) had a largely circular
geometry with a minimal difference in major and minor dimensions of the deployed
stent at this plane resulting in an EI of 0.0005%, see Figure 7.7 (c).
7.3.2 Aortic Root Stress Distribution

Figure 7.8
8: (a) Maximum principal stress
stress distribution in the deformed aortic valve
va

leaflets following stent expansion,
distribution in the calcific
expansion (b) von Mises stress distribution
wall
deposits and (c) von Mises stress distribution in the aortic root wall.
Figure 7.8 (a) shows the maximum principal stress distribution induced by
stent expansion on the calcified aortic valve leaflets. Concentrated regions of high
stress were predicted at the interface of the calcium deposit and the leaflet, and along
sinus attachment line. Peak maximum principal stresses in the leaflets
the leaflet
let-sinus
occurred when a portion of the calcium deposit protruded through an open cell at the
distal end of the valve stent. This protrusion resulted in impingement of the leaflet on
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the stent strut and generation of a concentrated stress at the leaflet/calcium interface
(1.52 MPa). Figure 7.8 (b) shows the von Mises stress distribution in the calcium
deposits as a result of stent expansion. Peak von Mises stresses were present in the
calcifications at the basal attachment of the leaflet to aortic sinus walls, which
resisted the radial movement of the calcifications compared to regions of the
calcifications closer to the belly region of the leaflet. Figure 7.8 (c) shows the von
Mises aortic wall stresses induced by stent expansion. Stent expansion resulted in a
heterogeneous stress distribution across the aortic annulus and aortic sinus walls.
Stress concentrations were observed below the right coronary sinus at the LVOT and
also at the base of the aortic sinuses caused by radial displacement of the
calcifications into the inner wall of the aortic sinus.
7.3.3 Impact of Stent Orientation on Leaflet Deformation

The FE contour plots of maximum principal stress distribution for the
partially deployed Circular and realistic models under peak diastolic loading are
presented in Figures 7.9-7.11. The peak stress in the respective contour plots is
limited to the 99th percentile maximum principal stress with respect to the leaflet
volume. 99th percentile peak stress was computed as the largest peak stress in the
valve leaflets after exclusion of 1% of the total leaflet element volume with the
highest stresses.
7.3.3.1 Partially Expanded Circular Valve

The FE contour plots of maximum principal stress distribution in leaflets in a
nominal partially expanded Circular stent deployment configuration are shown in
Figure 7.9. In the Circular configuration, leaflet closure was symmetrical with the
free edge of each leaflet positioned identical to the position of the free edge in the
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opposing leaflets. Peak stress occurred at the commissures of each leaflet with an
average stress of 1.5 MPa ± 0.018 recorded, see Figure 7.9.

Figure 7.9:
7. Simulated m
maximum
aximum principal stress distribution in TAVR leaflets

during diastolic loading in a nominal partially expanded Circular
ircular configuration.
configuration
7.3.3.2 Asymmetric Valves

Peak maximum principal stresses were found to vary in magnitude and in
location in leaflets attached to asymmetric de
ployed stents. In the parallel
deployed
configuration, whereby one of the lines of coaptation was aligned with the major axis
of the deployed stent, coaptation mismatch of the leaflets occurred with the free
edges of two leaflets at a lower height compared to that of the free edge of the third
leaflet, see Figure 7.10 (a). For this configuration, the average
averaged peak maximum
principal stresses in each leaflet commissure was 2.46 MPa ± 0.17. Peak stress was
located in the commissure of the leaflet acting perpendicular tto
o the major axis of the
deployed stent.
In the leaflets orientated in the Perpendicular configuration (one of the lines
of coaptation aligned perpendicular to the major axis), the average commissure stress
was 2.3 MPa ± 0.16. Similar to the Parallel configuration, peak stress was recorded
in the leaflet opposite the orientated coaptation line. However, mismatch between the
leaflet free edges was exacerbated with a larger discrepancy in leaflet free edge
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height amongst the three leaflets, see Figure 7.10
7.10 (b). In the Commissure-aligned
Commissure aligned and
Out-of--phase leaflet orientations, similar coaptation mismatch of the leaflets
occurred, see Figure 7.11 (a) and (b). However the effect of coaptation mismatch
during leaflet closure on leaflet geometry and stresses w
were
ere exacerbated in the Outof-phase
phase model, see Figure 7.11 (b). In the Commissure
Commissure-aligned
aligned and Out-of-phase
Out phase
orientations average peak leaflet stresses were 2.35 MPa ± 0.2 and 2.52 MPa ± 0.08
respectively, see Figure 7.11 (a) & (b). Average peak maximum
aximum principal
cipal stress
tress for
each valve orientation is summarised in Figure 7.12.

Figure 7.
7.10: Simulated maximum principal stress distribution in TAVR leaflets

during diastolic loading in (a) Parallel and (b) Perpendicular orientations in the
asymmetric deployed stent in a calcified aortic root model.
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Figure 7.11:
7.
Simulated maximum principal stress distribution in TAVR leaflets

during diastolic loading in (a) CommissureCommissure-aligned and (b) Out-of
of-phase orientations

Peak Maximum Principal Stress (MPa)

in the asymmetric deployed stent in a calcified aortic root model.
model
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

Figure 7.12
12: Averaged peak maximum principal stresses recorded in each leaflet in

artially expanded Circular,
ircular, Parallel,
erpendicular,
each orientation simulated
simulated: partially
arallel, Perpendicular,
of-phase.
Commissure
ommissure-aligned
aligned and Out-of-
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7.3.3.3 Percentage Volume Leaflet Stress Distribution

As commissure stresses may be influenced by local edge effects caused by
the applied constraints at the leaflet attachment edge, 99th percentile maximum
principal stresses were also analysed with respect to the leaflet volume as shown in
Figure 7.13.
100

Circular
90

Parallel

Leaflet % Volume

80

Perpendicular

70

Commissure-aligned

60

Out-of-phase

50
40
30
20
10
0
<0.2

0.2-0.4

0.4-0.6

0.6-08

>0.8

Max Principal Stress (MPa)

Figure 7.13: Maximum principal stress distribution as a function of percentage

volume in each leaflet orientation.
A similar proportion of the leaflets experienced stresses in the 0-0.2 MPa
range in nominal circular and all distorted leaflet orientations (29.7%, 26.6%, 29.2%
25.4% and 30.9% for Circular, Parallel, Perpendicular, Commissure-aligned and
Out-of-phase models respectively). For the partially expanded Circular leaflet
configuration a larger proportion of the leaflet volume was stressed in the 0.2-0.4
MPa range (50.8%) compared to all leaflet orientations in the asymmetric stent
(45.5%, 45.0%, 42.8% and 44.2% for Parallel, Perpendicular, Commissure-aligned
and Out-of-phase models respectively). For the distorted leaflet geometries,
percentage leaflet volume in the 0.4-0.6 MPa stress range was nearly twice that of
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the percentage leaflet volume in the circular leaflet configuration (20.1% ± 1.7 vs.
10.2%). For all configurations a small volume of the leaflets in both the partially
expanded Circular and distorted configurations experienced stress levels in the 0.60.8 MPa and > 0.8 MPa stress ranges (5.25% ± 0.7 and 2.7% ± 1.23), see Figure
7.13.
7.4 Discussion

In this Chapter, a patient-specific FE model was developed to investigate the
biomechanical interaction between a self-expanding stent and a calcified aortic root
model and examine the effect of stent deployment asymmetry on the closing
deformation of the leaflets of the prosthesis. The results of this Chapter showed that
calcium deposits present on the aortic valve leaflets inhibited the uniform radial
expansion of the self-expanding stent resulting in asymmetric and non-cylindrical
stent deployment. Stress concentrations in the aortic valve leaflets due to stent
expansion were located at the interface with the calcium deposits as well as on
regions of the leaflet in close proximity to a calcium deposit protruding through the
open cells of the stent. Simulated valve loading showed coaptation mismatch of the
leaflet free edges during valve closure in the asymmetric deployed valves compared
to correct coaptation in leaflets in a nominal circular configuration. Leaflets in the
asymmetric valves were found to have increased peak commissure stress compared
to leaflets in the circular valve under the same simulated conditions. It was found
that deployment of the TAVR in an Out-of-phase orientation (leaflet coaptation lines
perpendicular to the calcium deposits) with respect to the aortic valve exacerbated
leaflet stresses while when orientated in the Commissure-aligned orientation the
effect of stent asymmetry on leaflet stress elevations was minimised.
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The findings of this study give an important insight into the complex
biomechanical interaction between a self-expanding stent and a calcified aortic root
model and elucidate the impact of leaflet calcification deposits on the deployment
geometry of self-expanding TAVRs. In addition, the results of this Chapter further
corroborate findings from Chapter 6 that demonstrated the effect of preoperative
planning of TAVR orientation in minimisation of stent asymmetry on leaflet closing
mechanics. These results illustrate the importance of evaluation of leaflet mechanics
in more realistic distorted stent geometries caused by the presence of leaflet
calcifications compared to that of idealised circular, eccentric and non-calcified
aortic root anatomies alone.
A number of limitations were present in this study that has previously been
described in detail in Chapter 6. Briefly, a generic stent model was used that is not
representative of a commercial valve design. The material models used for the aortic
valve, TAVR leaflets and aortic root were simplified and represented using isotropic
hyperelastic material models similar to other patient-specific FE models [56, 57].
The use of anisotropic material models representing the structural fibre direction
within the tissues would more accurately describe the mechanical behaviour of the
tissues. Furthermore in the simulations presented, the aortic root wall was considered
to have homogenous mechanical properties. Previous studies have shown a regional
variation in mechanical properties of the aortic sinus and aortic annulus under biaxial
loading conditions [16, 270]. Due to the lack of experimental data on the mechanical
properties of calcified aortic valve tissue, calcifications were modelled as a
homogenous material with properties of calcified atherosclerotic arterial tissue [16,
17, 268]. Only one TAVI clinical case was investigated in this Chapter, due to the
complexity in generating the calcified aortic root geometry. Simulation of more
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cases is required to investigate the effect of different annulus geometries,
calcification patterns and valve sizing on the results obtained. Additionally CT
imaging should be carried out post TAVI to perform a comparison between the
simulated stent geometry and actual stent deployment. An alternative to the patientspecific modelling technique used in this Chapter is a population-specific based
approach similar to that used in coronary stenting applications [59]. In this modelling
technique, a parametric investigation of changing aortic root geometries can be
carried out and as such the simulation results can be more generalised and
representative of wider ranging aortic root morphologies [59]. A more detailed
discussion on this modelling approach is presented in Chapter 8. Prior to
deployment, TAVR stent was optimally positioned such that 50% of the stent was
located above and below the basal ring of the aortic valve leaflets. Clinically,
TAVRs are implanted under fluoroscopic guidance, making the precise axial
positioning and alignment of the valve with respect the aortic valve annulus
challenging [49]. Additional studies are required to investigate the impact of high
and low implantation depths as well as implantation angles relative to the centre line
of the aortic root on stent cross-section geometry at various levels of the valve stent
[17].
Despite modelling different TAVR geometries in different non-circular
orifices, the coaptation mismatch simulated during leaflet closure in the realistic
asymmetric deployed valves in this Chapter shared similar characteristics to that of
the leaflet deformation observed in the eccentric valve in Chapter 5 and in the
asymmetric stent geometry in Chapter 6. As a result of this coaptation mismatch, the
free edges of two of the leaflets got trapped under the belly region of the opposing
leaflet creating a dominant leaflet effect. As the applied pressure increased, bending
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of the dominant leaflet over the free edges of opposing leaflets occurred thereby
increasing the deformation of the non-dominant leaflet in the axial direction. Due to
this, increased stresses were observed in the commissure regions of both the
dominant leaflet and the entrapped leaflets as was similarly observed in leaflets in
the non-calcified aortic root anatomy in Chapter 6.
Few investigations have investigated the effect of orientation of the TAVR
with respect to the calcified leaflets and sinuses of the aortic root. In a previous
study, Sun et al. investigated the impact of the orientation of a tri-leaflet assembly
relative to the major and minor axes of an elliptical orifice [22]. Their results showed
that increases in peak leaflet stresses were dependent on distorted leaflet geometry
but also on the orientation of the leaflets within that geometry. This Chapter and the
preceding Chapter, build on this work, whereby a complete TAVR model
incorporating the stent, paravalvular skirt and pericardial leaflets, are deployed in
realistic aortic root models compared to leaflet only models in prescribed idealised
eccentric geometries as carried out by Sun et al. [22]. Therefore, the patient-specific
modelling approach used here allows for orientation of the TAVR relative to aortic
valve, calcification deposits and aortic sinuses that until now has previously not been
investigated. The results presented here show that deployment of a TAVR in the
Out-of-phase orientation, whereby the commissures of the TAVR are perpendicular
to the bulk calcium deposits, exacerbated leaflet distortion and leaflet coaptation the
most in the asymmetric deployed stent. Typically TAVRs have radiopaque markers
present on the stent, which provide a fluoroscopic landmark aiding in the correct
axial positioning of the TAVR during intervention. Based on the findings presented,
incorporating radiopaque markers at each commissure of the valve could potentially
allow for correct commissure-alignment of the TAVR and the aortic valve and
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thereby minimise leaflet distortion in asymmetric deployed self-expanding TAVRs
as has been shown in different non-calcified (Chapter 6) and calcified (Chapter 7)
aortic root geometries. However it must be stated that these simulation results are for
two patient-specific cases and may not be representative of other patient anatomies.
This Chapter, in conjunction with the computational framework developed in
Chapter 6 of this thesis, provides a novel insight into the effect of calcifications
present on the aortic valve on the deployment geometry of a self-expanding TAVR
stent. Functional incomplete and non-uniform expansion of TAVR stents have been
reported in numerous clinical studies sharing similar characteristics to the stent
deployment geometries simulated in this study [25, 34, 50, 51, 271], including
greatest distortion at the inflow segment of the stent and non-cylindrical conic and
biconic stent profiles [34, 271]. The simulated non-cylindrical expansion of the selfexpanding stent was made possible by modelling the complex 3D geometry of the
calcifications present on the aortic valve leaflets. While previous studies have
developed calcified aortic root models, these simulations model the presence of
leaflet calcifications in a simplified manner by assigning stiffer mechanical
properties and homogenous thickness to shell elements on the leaflet surface [16,
58]. As a result, the constrained displacement of these calcified regions of the leaflet
by the base of the aortic sinuses were not captured and thus radial expansion of the
stent may be overestimated. In this study, in a similar method to a recent study by
Wang et al. [17], calcium deposits were discretely modelled from segmentation of
CT data and as a result the constraining effect of the sinus walls on the radial
displacement of the calcifications was captured. However, Wang et al. in addition to
previous authors, have focused on modelling of balloon-expandable valve types
where the incidence and severity of non-circular expansion is greatly decreased by
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the forceful balloon expansion of the valve stent [16, 17, 56-58]. As a result, these
simulations provide for the first time a novel insight into the complex biomechanical
interaction of the aortic sinuses, aortic valve leaflets, calcification deposits and the
radial expansion of a self-expanding TAVR. In a similar finding to Wang et al. and
Morganti et al. [16, 17, 58], stress concentrations were found at the calcium/leaflet
interface and were particularly exacerbated when calcium protrusion through the
open cells of the stent occurred as has been shown in a previous clinical study [25].
Localised stress concentrations caused by calcium protrusion can potentially lead to
failure of the aortic valve tissues and migration of calcium deposits leading to stroke
[20]. Furthermore, it can be speculated that calcium protrusion can aid in the axial
fixation of the device. Calcium protrusion through the open cell of the stent would
aid in axially locking the device in position as removal of the protrusion would
require recrimping of the valve stent in situ [25].
From the results of the simulated deployed stent geometries in this Chapter, it
is conjectured by the author that calcification distribution/pattern on the aortic valve
may potentially be a factor in non-cylindrical stent deployment. During expansion of
the stent, radial displacement of calcifications present at the basal edge of the leaflet
were constrained by the presence of the aortic sinus wall and therefore provide an
added resistance to the radial expansion of the stent. Calcifications present away
from the sinus wall, such as in the belly and free edges of the leaflet, were radially
displaced into the sinus volume and did not provide any resistance to stent
expansion. This was illustrated in the cross-sectional views of the deployed stent,
whereby the cross-sectional plane of the stent coincident with the free edge of the
leaflet (AOR) had a near circular geometry compared to that of the asymmetric
cross-sections at the mid-section (MID) of the stent. This finding is corroborated by
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clinical and computational models of aortic root rupture in balloon-expandable
valves whereby the bottom of the sinuses are more at risk of tissue rupture than distal
regions of the sinus [17, 124, 272]. Therefore, pre-intervention consideration must be
given to the location of the calcium deposits on the leaflet surface as well as the size
and geometry of the sinuses of Valsalva, with basal leaflet calcifications and flat
narrow shaped aortic sinuses more likely to induce asymmetric expansion in selfexpanding TAVRs in vivo.
7.5 Conclusion

In this Chapter, a novel patient-specific FE model was developed
investigating the impact of aortic valve calcifications on the deployment of a selfexpanding TAVR. For the first time, this study confirmed that: (1) calcification
deposits present on the aortic valve leaflets inhibited the uniform circular expansion
of the self–expanding stent; (2) calcifications present in close proximity to the leaflet
sinus attachment were more likely to induce asymmetric stent distortion in selfexpanding TAVRs and (3) orientation of the TAVR in the Out-of-phase orientation,
such that the commissures of the leaflets are perpendicular to the calcific deposits,
exacerbated leaflet coaptation and increased leaflet commissure stresses compared to
other orientations simulated. As such, the results presented in this Chapter confirm
the hypothesis that “Calcified aortic valve leaflets prevent uniform circular
expansion of Transcatheter Aortic Valve Replacement stents altering the
deformation of the leaflets of the prosthesis”.

The results presented in this Chapter, together with the preceding Chapters 4,
5, and 6, provide a novel systematic insight into the underlying mechanism of
asymmetric stent deployment (Chapter 7), impact of TAVR orientation on leaflet
deformation (Chapters 6, 7) and elucidate the effect of eccentric stent deployment on
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dynamic leaflet strains (Chapter 5) and flow environment of a TAVR (Chapter 4). As
such the results of the current and preceding Chapters confirm that non-circular stent
deployment can adversely effect the fluid dynamics and leaflet structural mechanics
of TAVRs.
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Chapter 8: Discussion and Conclusion
8.1 Introduction

This Chapter summarises the main findings of this thesis, drawing together
the insight gained from the experimental and computational approaches performed to
provide a thorough understanding of the effect of non-circular stent deployment on
TAVR performance and the patient-specific biomechanical interaction during selfexpanding stent deployment. The relationship between the individual Chapters of
this thesis and previous relevant publications is demonstrated in a graphical
representation in Figure 8.1 and discussed in detail in section 8.3. Key findings are
discussed in the context of other relevant studies, and implications of the results of
this thesis for the design of new generation TAVRs are explored. Finally,
recommendations for further work and future perspectives in the TAVI field are
discussed.
8.2 Main Findings of Thesis

The research presented in this thesis employed a combination of experimental
and computational investigations to provide a detailed characterisation of the fluid
flow environment and leaflet structural mechanics in TAVR stent geometries
representative of TAVRs deployed in calcified aortic root anatomies in vivo. In vitro
experiments were used to investigate the fluid and structural mechanics of eccentric
TAVRs. PIV experiments were conducted to investigate the altered fluid and shear
environments

downstream

of

an

eccentric

TAVR.

Dual-camera

stereophotogrammetry was used to investigate the regional dynamic strains in the
leaflet of an eccentric distorted TAVR. Patient-specific FE models of stent
deployment were then utilised to study the in vivo environment, in particular to
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characterise the biomechanical interaction between a self-expanding TAVR stent and
non-calcified/calcified aortic root anatomies and to investigate the impact of realistic
asymmetric stent geometries on the deformation mechanics of leaflets of the TAVR.
The key contributions of each hypothesis are summarised below.
8.2.1 Hypothesis 1: Eccentric stent distortion alters the velocity and shear
environments of Transcatheter Aortic Valve Replacements

Chapter 4 of this thesis provided for the first time a comprehensive
characterisation of the altered fluid flow environment downstream of an eccentric
TAVR that can be caused in vivo by restricted uniform expansion of the valve stent
due to calcium deposits present on the aortic valve and eccentricity of the aortic
annulus. Using PIV, velocity vectors, shear stresses and turbulence were analysed
downstream of circular and eccentric valves. The results of this study revealed that
eccentric deployment did not significantly alter the typical clinical hemodynamic
measurements of EOA and mean TVG. However, quantitative evaluation of the fluid
flow environment demonstrated that the eccentric valve produced an asymmetric
systolic jet that differed from the central systolic jet formation in the circular valve.
Furthermore, it was shown that distortion of the TAVR stent caused by eccentric
deployment resulted in alterations of the shear environment downstream of the valve,
with localised areas of high shear stress, elevated turbulence intensity and deviated
regions of high shear stress flow, none of which were present in the circular
deployed valve. Through quantitative evaluation of fluid flow, this Chapter provided
a novel insight into the impact of eccentric deployment on the velocity and shear
environments of TAVRs, thereby providing evidence in support of hypothesis 1 that
“Eccentric stent distortion alters the velocity and shear environments of
Transcatheter Aortic Valve Replacements”. The results of this Chapter indicate that
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eccentric deployment of TAVRs can lead to altered flow characteristics and may
potentially increase the hemolytic potential of the valve, and importantly these
changes are not captured through standard methods of evaluation of hemodynamics
(EOA, TVG) alone.
8.2.2 Hypothesis 2: Eccentric stent distortion alters the dynamic leaflet
deformation in Transcatheter Aortic Valve Replacements

The second Chapter, presented in Chapter 5, investigated the structural
mechanics

of

a

leaflet

of

a

TAVR.

In

this

Chapter,

dual-camera

stereophotogrammetry was used to investigate the effect of eccentric stent distortion
on spatial strain distribution in leaflets of TAVRs deployed in the same circular and
eccentric deployed stent geometries that were studied in Chapter 4. The results of
this Chapter demonstrated that the closing mechanics of leaflets were dependent on
TAVR stent deployment geometry. In the eccentric valve, leaflet coaptation
mismatch during valve closure caused deleterious bending of the leaflet resulting in
significantly higher peak strains in the vicinity of the commissure region of the
leaflets, compared to that of the same region in the circular deployed valve. Peak
strains in the vicinity of the commissures computed for both valves were in the range
of cyclic strain magnitudes used in previous studies that have been shown to cause
spatial rearrangement and structural changes in collagen fibre architecture, which
resulted in reduced tissue compliancy with increasing cycle number. As a result the
higher peak strains recorded in the eccentric valve may accelerate leaflet
deterioration compared to leaflets in the circular valve. Furthermore, for both valve
geometries, the results of this study showed a regional variation in strain distribution
across the coaptation region of the leaflet, with strains significantly greater in areas
in the vicinity of the commissures compared to the central region of the leaflet.
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Regional strain distribution was also observed to be associated with leaflet
coaptation. In the circular valve, pinwheeling of the leaflets at peak diastole resulted
in an asymmetric leaflet geometry about the centreline of the leaflet, which produced
a corresponding asymmetry in the leaflet spatial strain distribution with a significant
difference in strain either side of the leaflet centre line. Through quantitative
measurement of leaflet strains, this Chapter demonstrated that leaflets in eccentric
valves experience elevated peak strains in the vicinity of the commissures compared
to those of leaflets in a nominal circular configuration, thereby providing evidence in
validation of hypothesis 2 that “Eccentric stent distortion alters the dynamic leaflet
deformation in Transcatheter Aortic Valve Replacements”. The function of a TAVR

involves the coupled interaction between the fluid mechanics of blood flow past the
valve and structural mechanics of the dynamic deformation of the leaflets. Using the
experimental techniques employed in both Chapters 4 and 5, the results of these
Chapters provide an insight into the impact of eccentric stent distortion on the
coupled fluid and solid mechanics of a TAVR, demonstrating that eccentric stent
distortion alters the fluid and shear environments and leaflet structural mechanics of
the valve.
8.2.3 Hypothesis 3: A patient-specific computational framework can predict
prosthetic valve leaflet deformation in non-circular deployed Transcatheter Aortic
Valve Replacements in vivo

In Chapter 6, a novel patient-specific FE framework was developed to
evaluate postoperative leaflet deformation in a self-expanding TAVR stent deployed
in a realistic patient-specific orifice. In this Chapter, the crimping and deployment
process of a self-expanding TAVR stent was performed in idealised circular and
eccentric orifices and in a realistic patient-specific non-calcified aortic root anatomy
derived from MSCT imaging. Furthermore, diastolic loading of the TAVR leaflets
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was simulated following the virtual suturing of the leaflets to the idealised and
realistic distorted stent geometries. The results of this study revealed that a TAVR
deployed in a realistic aortic root had increased peak stresses in the commissure
region of the leaflets compared to TAVRs in an idealised circular deployed
geometry. Furthermore, it was predicted that orientation of the valve within the
asymmetric aortic annulus, such that the commissures of the TAVR were aligned
with the commissures of the native valve, could minimise the effect of stent
asymmetry on peak stresses in the valve leaflets. Therefore, these findings
demonstrate that preoperative planning of the orientation of the TAVR within the
asymmetric aortic annulus might be an effective strategy to minimise the impact of
potential stent distortion on leaflet function. However, such a conclusion would
require validation in other patient-specific anatomies. Furthermore, minimisation of
peak stresses in leaflets of the TAVRs may in turn increase long-term leaflet
durability by preventing the accelerated leaflet structural deterioration, fibrosis and
calcification that can occur in highly stresses regions of the leaflet. It is proposed by
the author that the computational methodology developed in this study could provide
a preclinical postoperative evaluation of TAVR performance thereby providing
evidence in support of hypothesis 3 that “A patient-specific computational
framework can predict prosthetic valve leaflet deformation in non-circular deployed
Transcatheter Aortic Valve Replacements in vivo”.
8.2.4 Hypothesis 4: Calcified aortic valve leaflets prevent uniform circular
expansion of Transcatheter Aortic Valve Replacement stents altering the
deformation of the leaflets of the prosthesis

In Chapter 7, the development of a novel patient-specific FE model of the
biomechanical interaction of a self-expanding TAVR stent and a calcified aortic root
model was presented. Building upon the patient-specific FE framework developed in
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Chapter 7, the results from this Chapter predicted that calcification deposits present
on the aortic valve leaflets could act to inhibit the uniform circular and cylindrical
expansion of the self-expanding stent, thereby corroborating hypothesis 4 that
“Calcified aortic valve leaflets prevent uniform circular expansion of Transcatheter
Aortic Valve Replacement stents altering the deformation of the leaflets of the
prosthesis”. Furthermore, the distribution of calcium deposits was observed to play

an important role in asymmetric stent expansion with calcium deposits present on the
basal edge of the aortic valve leaflet inducing greater regional asymmetric distortion
of the stent compared to calcium deposits at distal locations of the stent. Stress
concentrations were found to occur at the aortic valve leaflet/calcium interface.
Impinged regions of the leaflets were predicted at locations where calcium deposits
protruded through the stent struts and these indicated regions at risk for tissue
rupture and calcium embolisation. Coaptation mismatch during leaflet closure was
observed in simulations in asymmetric stent geometries which shared similar
characteristics to the leaflet closing mechanics in eccentric TAVRs under in vitro
pulsatile conditions presented in Chapter 5. Furthermore, it was found that
orientation of the TAVR leaflets, such that the leaflet commissures were
perpendicular to the bulk calcium deposits, exacerbated leaflet coaptation and
increased leaflet commissure stresses. Moreover, orientation of the valve in the
commissure-aligned position as in Chapter 7, minimised the impact of coaptation
mismatch between leaflets and thereby reduced the effect of asymmetric stent
expansion on peak leaflet commissure stresses, further corroborating the
preoperative planning conclusions drawn in Chapter 6. The results of this Chapter
provide a novel insight into the complex biomechanical interaction between a selfexpanding stent and a calcified aortic root model and thereby provide a greater
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understanding of the underlying cause of asymmetric deployment of self-expanding
TAVRs in vivo.
8.3 Insight into the Impact of Distorted Transcatheter Aortic Valve
Replacement Deployment

In this section, the findings demonstrated in hypothesis 1-4 are further
considered in the context of the current understanding of non-circular TAVR
deployment (see Figure 8.1) and the resultant effects on the fluid and leaflet
mechanics.
Hemodynamics of
TAVRs
(Kuetting et al. & Young
et al.)

Flow Fields in TAVRs
(Ducci et al, Stuhle et
al. & Saikrishnan et al.)

Chapter 4:
Hemodynamic and Flow
Characterisation of Eccentric
TAVRs

Experimental Derived
Strains in BHV Leaflets
(Sun et al.)

Chapter 5:
Regional Dynamic Strain
Characterisation of
Eccentric TAVRs

Simulations of Leaflets
in an Eccentric
Configuration
(Sun et al.)

Patient-Specific
Simulations of
Transcatheter Aortic
Valve Deployment
(Auricchio et al., Wang et
al. & Capelli et al.)

Chapter 6:
Development of a PatientSpecific Computational
Framework for SelfExpanding TAVRs

Asymmetric Stent
Deployment In Vivo
(Schultz et al., Willson et
al. & Cavero et al.)

Chapter 7:
Simulation of a SelfExpanding TAVR in a
Calcified Aortic Root Model

Impact of Distorted Stent Deployment on the
Performance of TAVRs

Figure 8.1: Graphical representation of the work conducted as part of this Ph.D

thesis in the context of previous studies.
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The findings of this thesis provide a novel insight into the impact of noncircular stent deployment on the performance of TAVRs. Since the advent of the
TAVI procedure, the presence of calcifications on the aortic valve has long been
proposed as a potential complication for the successful clinical outcome of the
patient [25, 34]. However to date, its impact on valve performance has been poorly
understood. Prior to the current studies, fluid studies on non-circular stent
deployment of TAVRs have focused on the impact of stent distortion on
hemodynamic performance of the device, see Figure 8.1 [130, 193]. These studies
have shown that non-circular stent deployment lowers EOA and increases the mean
TVG of the valve and furthermore show that stent distortion can lead to incorrect
closure of the valve leaflets resulting in increased volumes of aortic regurgitation
[130, 193]. While all of these studies have added new knowledge to the field,
shedding further light on the impact of non-circular stent expansion on TAVR
hemodynamic performance, the precise changes to the fluid flow and shear
environments of a TAVR had never before been elucidated and as a result the
hemolytic complications that may arise as a result had yet to be investigated.
Multiple patient confounders such as patient-prosthesis mismatch and
paravalvular leakage in addition to valve sizing, positioning and orientation can
complicate our fundamental understanding of TAVR fluid mechanics in vivo [40,
44]. As a result, researchers have developed in vitro experimental models of the
aortic valve, which have allowed for a systematic parametric based evaluation of
TAVR fluid mechanics using imaging modalities of greater spatial and temporal
resolution than can be applied in in vivo studies [41]. These approaches have
provided an understanding of the altered flow and shear environments of TAVRs
[40, 43, 44, 47, 79] and have investigated the impact of valve positioning [49, 200],
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flow interaction with the valve stent [44] and altered sinus flow behaviour [47, 49],
see Figure 8.1. However the impact of asymmetric stent distortion has not been
investigated until now. In addition, the clinical impact of TAVR asymmetry on
leaflet mechanics was previously unknown, albeit that numerous studies had
suggested that distortion may lead to altered leaflet coaptation and increased stresses
at the level of the leaflet commissures [25, 50, 51, 180]. Indirect evidence has
showed that accelerated tearing, fibrosis and calcification may result as a function of
leaflet distortion in animal models [148, 149, 180]. Previous studies, see Figure 8.1,
have developed experimental [54] and computational [22, 54] models to simulate
leaflet closure in circular [54] and eccentric configurations [22], however these
models did not capture the dynamic loading conditions that may exacerbate peak
stresses in the valve leaflets.
As a result the mechanics of leaflet closure in eccentric TAVR stent
geometries remains incompletely characterised to date. By evaluating both the fluid
flow environment and leaflet deformation, Chapters 4 and 5 provide a
comprehensive examination of the impact of eccentric stent deployment on the
coupled fluid and leaflet structural mechanics of the prosthesis. Eccentric TAVRs
were observed to have altered systolic jet profiles and increased fluid shear stress
and turbulence downstream of the valve, while distorted leaflets were shown to
cause increased peak strains over those in circular deployed valves.
The challenges of directly replicating realistic compliant calcified aortic root
models while at the same time ensuring optical clarity for image analysis of flow and
leaflet deformation, has led researchers to develop in silico computational models in
an attempt to overcome these experimental obstacles [41, 44, 49, 79]. Computational
modelling permits the analysis of the biomechanical interaction between the TAVR
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stent and the aortic root anatomy [15-17, 23, 56-58]. A key study in this area used
the FEM to simulate valve closure of TAVR leaflets in different orientations in
eccentric configurations, see Figure 8.1 [22]. However this study did not explicitly
model the TAVR stent or its deployment within a realistic aortic root geometry. As a
result, leaflet configurations modelled were idealised and as such were simplified
representations of leaflet configurations in asymmetric and non-cylindrical distorted
stents in vivo [22]. Therefore, despite this important study, a clear gap in the
knowledge of leaflet deformation in distorted TAVRs in vivo existed and the patientspecific computational studies in Chapters 6 and 7 sought to address this.
Patient-specific models have been developed to investigate the biomechanical
interaction of balloon-expandable TAVRs with the aortic root investigating
migration forces [20, 55], rupture and apposition to the aortic root wall [16, 17, 57,
58], axial positioning and valve in valve interactions, see Figure 8.1 [56, 57]. All of
these studies have added new knowledge to the field, shedding further light on the in
vivo interaction between TAVR stents and realistic aortic root anatomies. However,

these studies have focused on balloon-expandable TAVRs and as a result the
distortion of self-expanding TAVRs and the impact of such distortion on leaflet
mechanics has not been investigated until now, see Figure 8.1. The results of Chapter
7 demonstrated that distribution of calcium deposits on the aortic valve leaflets
played a key role in the non-circular expansion of a self-expanding stent, with
calcium deposits located at the basal edge of the aortic valve more likely to induce
non-circular expansion compared to other locations on the leaflets. Furthermore, the
results of Chapters 6 and 7 predicted that in two patient-specific anatomies, valve
orientation can play an important part in TAVR deployment whereby commissure
alignment of the TAVR with the aortic valve could minimise the effect of
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asymmetric stent on impaired leaflet coaptation and peak stress concentrations at the
leaflet commissures.
The individual studies reported in this thesis added new knowledge to the
field of TAVI, shedding further light on the current understanding of the effect of
stent distortion on the fluid mechanics and leaflet structural mechanics of TAVRs, as
shown in Figure 8.1. Furthermore when analysed together, the understanding gained
of the implications of non-circular deployment on valve performance can provide an
insight into the design of more robust TAVR designs and impact of different
deployment positions as is discussed further in the following section.
8.4 Implications for Design and Positioning of Self-Expanding Transcatheter
Aortic Valve Replacements

The new generation of TAVRs, listed in Table 8.1, predominantly use selfexpanding stents for the radial displacement of calcified aortic valve leaflets, due to
the fact that such stents can undergo greater crimping magnitudes and have a lower
profile that is favourable for catheter-based delivery [254]. Despite this, concerns
have been raised regarding the radial strength of such devices, with self-expanding
valves shown to exhibit lower radial forces than balloon-expandable valves and as a
result are more likely to become distorted following implantation in calcified aortic
valves in vivo [2, 15, 273].
The studies reported in this thesis provide for the first time a comprehensive
understanding of the flow environment, leaflet mechanics and biomechanical
interaction of self-expanding TAVRs, see Figure 8.2, and as such the results
demonstrated can provide potential insights into the design and positioning of selfexpanding TAVRs.
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Table 8.1: New generation Transcatheter Aortic Valve Replacements in

development [2, 254].
Device Name

Self-Expandable Stent

JenaValve (JenaValve Technology, Germany)

Yes

Acurate (Symetis, SA, Switzerland),

Yes

Portico (St Jude Medical, USA)

Yes

Engager (Medtronic, USA)

Yes

Direct Flow Medical

No (Polymer)

(Direct Flow Medical, USA)
CoreValve Evolut (Medtronic, USA)

Yes

Lotus Valve ( Boston Scientific, USA)

Yes

Centera (Edwards Lifesciences, USA)

Yes

Sapien 3 (Edwards Lifesciences, USA)

No (Cobalt chromium)

Helio (Edwards Lifesciences, USA)

Yes

AorTx (Hansen Medical, USA)

Yes

Paniagua

(Endiluminal

Technology

Research,

USA)

Yes

Heart Leaflet Technologies Valve (HLT, USA)

Yes

ATS 3F (ATS Medical, USA)

Yes

The CoreValve currently is the only FDA approved TAVR for calcific aortic
valve stenosis consisting of an elongated self-expanding stent allowing for the
positioning of the leaflets of the device in a supra annular position above the
calcified aortic valve [34]. However, while supra annular positioning minimises
leaflet distortion, supra annular function can impair the fluid mechanics of the
surrounding environment and can lead to minimisation of coronary artery perfusion,
development of regions of flow stagnation and thrombus formation and regions of
stent in contact with high velocity blood flow in the ascending aorta [49, 200].
Therefore supra annular positioning can lead to further complications to the TAVR
and may not be considered as a viable method to minimise the effect of stent
distortion on leaflet mechanics [49, 200]. The Portico TAVR shares similar design
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characteristics to that of the CoreValve [50]. However the position of the valvular
section containing the prosthesis leaflets is at the inflow segment of the device
instead of at the mid-section as in the CoreValve and as such is at the same level as
the calcified aortic valve. Recently, human clinical trials of this device have been
stopped due to reduced leaflet mobility occurring in patients [274]. First clinical
trials of the device in 2012 demonstrated that a high degree of stent eccentricity (EI
= 18%) caused a “frozen” leaflet dysfunction whereby one leaflet intermittently
remained locked in an open position thereby not allowing for valve closure [50].
This was conjectured to be caused by an insufficient pressure gradient between either
side of the distorted leaflet that prevented correct leaflet coaptation [50].
Furthermore, incidences of leaflet distortion following asymmetric stent expansion
have been recorded in numerous TAVRs, demonstrating that leaflet distortion caused
by stent asymmetry is not a device-specific problem [25, 51, 129, 130]. In each valve
design, distorted leaflets were observed to have one or more leaflets with increased
tautness, reduced mobility and inadequate coaptation caused by buckling along the
coaptation line and coaptation mismatch of the leaflets at valve closure [25, 51, 129,
130]. As such, a number of self-expanding TAVR designs are susceptible to
complications associated with non-circular valve deployment and the understanding
developed in this thesis can inform the impact of axial positioning on stent distortion
and future designs of TAVRs.
Clinically, TAVRs are implanted under fluoroscopic guidance with
implantation depths varying as much as 4.7 mm to 18.4 mm below the aortic annulus
[118]. A number of complications present during TAVI are caused or can be
attributed to the depth of implantation of the stent relative to the aortic annulus such
as patient-prosthesis mismatch [118], increased volumes of paravalvular leakage
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[202], interference with the mitral valve apparatus and AV node conduction system
and potential embolisation of the device [18, 117, 128]. Previous studies have shown
that deeper implantation depths can produce greater washout of the sinuses
preventing blood stagnation and reduce the risk of potential thrombus formation [49,
200]. While this positioning strategy can cause interference with the AV node, it can
also exacerbate the effect of stent distortion of the leaflets. In Chapter 7 it was shown
that calcium deposits at the base of the leaflets were more likely to induce stent
distortion. Therefore low implantation of the stent such that the top of the stent is in
the same plane as the base of the leaflets can result in exacerbated leaflet distortion
at the commissures which may further increase peak leaflet strains.
Self-Expanding
Transcatheter Aortic
Valve Intervention

Calcific Aortic Valve
Stenosis

Non-Circular Stent Expansion

Distorted Leaflet
Geometries
Leaflet Mechanics

Fluid Mechanics

Altered Fluid Flow

Altered Leaflet
Deformation

Elevated Shear Stress
and Turbulence

Increased Commissure
Stress/Strains

Non-Circular TAVR Deployment Can Adversely Effect
Valve Performance and May Lower Long-term Durability

Figure 8.2: Graphical representation of the implications of distorted self-expanding

TAVR deployment as determined by Chapters 4, 5, 6 and 7.
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In Chapters 5, 6 and 7, closure of leaflets of the TAVR in eccentric and
asymmetric deployed valves resulted in coaptation mismatch occurring between the
free edges of the leaflets. While orientation of the stent within the asymmetric orifice
was found to reduce the degree of coaptation mismatch and furthermore reduce
leaflet peak stresses, coaptation mismatch of the leaflet free edges still occurred.
Therefore in addition to supra annular positioning, valve orientation cannot
completely mitigate the impact of stent distortion. One particular design feature of
BHVs that is used to optimise long-term fatigue durability and has been translated to
TAVR designs is the use of an identical leaflet geometry for each leaflet of the
prosthesis thereby ensuring leaflet symmetry at valve closure. While such a feature is
appropriate for circular stented and stentless BHVs, this feature may not be
appropriate for use in self-expanding TAVRs which are susceptible to distorted stent
expansion. It is proposed by the author that, development of a TAVR with a nonsymmetric tri-leaflet design could improve leaflet closing characteristics in distorted
stents observed in this thesis. Specifically, a tri-leaflet configuration in which the
leaflet perpendicular to the major axis of the eccentric orifice (same leaflet as that
imaged in Chapter 5) has a shorter free edge length than that of the opposing leaflets
can ensure aligned apposition of leaflet free edges during valve closure. A smaller
free edge length can minimise the degree of leaflet “peel-back” caused and as a
result may reduce peak commissure strains observed.
Until now, the impact of leaflet distortion due to non-circular stent
deployment has remained uncharacterised. The comprehensive understanding of the
implications of a non-circular stent deployment on leaflet and valve fluid mechanics
developed in this thesis can be used to inform the development of robust TAVR
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designs that can accommodate correct leaflet function under distorted stent
expansion.
8.5 Future Recommendations

The studies described in this thesis give an insight into the effect of noncircular deployment on the performance of TAVRs, demonstrating the impact of
stent distortion on the fluid environment downstream of the valve and structural
mechanics of the leaflets during valve loading. Based on the findings of this thesis,
the following recommendations are made for future research directly related to this
area of study.
8.5.1 In Vitro Simulation of Long-Term Fatigue Damage in Leaflets of a NonCircular Transcatheter Aortic Valve Replacement

In Chapter 5 of this thesis, peak strains in the vicinity of the leaflet
commissures of an eccentric valve were predicted to be greater than those in the
same region in a circular valve. In the absence of calcification, structural
deterioration of BHV leaflets is caused by fatigue induced damage (permanent set
and stress softening), which predominantly occurs in regions of localised high
stresses such as at the commissure regions of the valve leaflets [108, 178]. As it is
widely acknowledged that reduction in peak strain concentrations can improve BHV
leaflet durability, it is the author’s opinion that the increased commissure strains
recorded in eccentric valves may lead to accelerated wear in leaflets of eccentric
valves compared to that of circular valves. However, as valves tested in Chapter 5 of
this thesis were uncycled in their respective geometries prior to strain
characterisation (i.e valves were tested at 0 cycles), the effect of non-circular
deployment on leaflet durability remains to be conclusively elucidated.
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Accelerated Wear Testing (AWT) of TAVRs allows for short term simulation
of the multiaxial loading conditions sustained by the TAVR leaflets during valve
cycling [178]. As per FDA regulatory requirements, AWT of TAVRs is used to
estimate the lifetime durability of the valve under simulated in vivo pulsatile flow
conditions up to 200 million cycles (~ 5 years in vivo) [197]. Following AWT, the
assessment of the long-term performance of TAVRs is determined by qualitative
visual inspection with visible signs of structural deterioration of the leaflets
including holes, tears, delamination, fraying and incomplete coaptation [111, 197].
Regional strain characterisation of cycled valves from AWT, using the methods
developed in Chapter 5 of this thesis, can provide a more accurate and quantitative
assessment of the effect of non-circular deployment on the long-term durability of
the valve leaflets. Specifically, this study would entail strain characterisation of
TAVR leaflets (using the dual-camera stereophotogrammetry methods outlined in
Chapter 5) at 10, 50, 100, 150 and 200 million cycles in both circular and eccentric
valves. Such studies would provide an insight into the effect of eccentric deployment
on the stress softening and permanent set effects of mechanical induced fatigue
damage on leaflet tissue.
8.5.2 Population-Specific and Probabilistic Modelling of Transcatheter Aortic
Valve Replacement Deployment

As shown by results in Chapters 6 and 7 of this thesis, patient-specific
computational models allow for virtual implantation of a TAVR into the complex
anatomical environment of an individual patient, providing a platform for patientspecific preclinical testing and pre-procedural evaluation of TAVR performance.
Despite this, a particular limitation of these Chapters, and for all other patientspecific FE studies, is that the simulation results are for one particular individual(s)
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and as a result extension of study conclusions to a wider patient cohort should be
taken with care [59]. With the current industry emphasis on extension of TAVI to
younger and/or lower risk patient cohorts [275], the development of non-subject
specific based FE models can offer a more generalised yet specific assessment of
TAVR performance in wide ranging aortic root anatomies compared to that of
individualistic simulations of patient-specific anatomies alone [59]. In this
population-specific type analysis, generalised geometries of the aortic root would be
created to allow for parametric evaluation of varying geometry of the aortic root on
stent deployment, including but not limited to: annulus size and eccentricity, aortic
valve calcification volume, distribution and symmetry (ratio of calcification of one
leaflet to another), sinus shape, volume and coronary ostia height; aswell as TAVR
sizing and axial and radial positioning of the device. Such an analysis would allow
for rigorous computational assessment of the mechanical performance of TAVRs in
geometries representative of typical TAVI patient cohorts thereby facilitating next
generation TAVR design.
An alternative method to population-specific modelling is a probabilistic
based approach that has previously been applied in studies modelling total hip
replacements [276-278]. Simulations based on this approach account for the
variability in multiple input variables enabling the analysis of multiple scenarios
simultaneously. Similar to the population-specific approach outlined above, different
sources of uncertainty (or input variables) such as aortic annulus diameter,
eccentricity, calcification location, valve sizing and implantation depth can be used
to perform a sensitivity analysis to identify the most important variable in
determining the structural integrity and performance of the device in the aortic root.
A probabilistic based approach (such as Monte Carlo based simulations) could allow
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for simulation of multiple scenarios to be modelled in a single analysis and can
thereby better reflect the multiple comorbidities and complications that may arise
during TAVI [276-278].
8.5.3 Development of a Computational Framework for Evaluation of
Transcatheter Aortic Valve Replacements using Fluid Structure Interaction

In Chapters 6 and 7 of this thesis, the FEM was used to simulate the closure
of TAVR leaflets in distorted asymmetric stent geometries. As described in Chapter
2, an inherent limitation of these models and other structural FE models of TAVRs is
the use of a uniform pressure based boundary condition to simulate valve closure
[53, 54, 107]. Furthermore FE simulations of leaflet closure were conducted under
quasi-static loading conditions, and as a result cannot capture the dynamic loading
conditions that may exacerbate peak stresses in the valve leaflets [53, 54]. In an FSI
analysis, boundary conditions applied to model leaflet closure/opening are specified
as a result of the fluid flow driven by pressure gradients [53, 107, 183]. Therefore
pressure distribution and leaflet loading can be modelled more accurately which may
be particularly important for evaluating leaflet deformation in asymmetric stent
geometries, whereby altered pressure distribution across the leaflet surface may
occur due to distorted leaflet geometries.
As demonstrated in Chapters 4-7, non-circular stent deployment can
adversely affect both the fluid and leaflet structural mechanics of a TAVR.
Development of an FSI model to overcome the associated limitations with the
experimental studies in Chapters 4 (2D analysis of fluid flow) and 5 (strain
characterisation in one leaflet only) and Chapters 6 and 7 (quasi-static pressure based
boundary conditions) will provide further understanding of distorted stent expansion
on the fluid and leaflet structural mechanics of TAVRs. Furthermore the
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experimentally derived fluid flow fields and leaflet strain distribution provided in
Chapters 4 and 5 can provide the necessary experimental validation of these
simulations.
8.5.4 Mechanical and Structural Characterisation of Calcification Deposits
Present on the Aortic Root Complex

An inherent limitation associated with all computational simulations of TAVI
procedures are the generalised assumptions made on the material properties and
composition of calcified aortic valve tissues [16, 17, 56, 58]. To date, there is a
dearth of studies detailing the stiffness of calcified aortic valve tissues, which may be
due to difficulty in obtaining and isolating calcifications from aortic leaflet tissues as
well as variability and heterogeneity of the tissue [16, 53]. Against this backdrop of a
lack of experimental data, computational simulations of TAVI procedures base the
material properties of calcified aortic leaflets on that of material stiffness of
atherosclerotic plaques (elastic modulus = 10-12.6 MPa) [17, 56, 58] and that of
hydroxyapatite crystals (elastic modulus = 60 GPa) [16]. As shown in Chapter 7 of
this thesis, calcium deposits present on the aortic valve leaflets play a key role in the
final deployment morphology of the TAVR stent. As a result, uniaxial/biaxial
mechanical characterisation and the development of an accurate constitutive
representation of calcium deposits are required in order to gain a further
understanding of the biomechanical response of calcified aortic valve tissue under
radial compressive loading during stent expansion.
As detailed in Chapter 7 of this thesis, calcific deposits present at the basal
edge of the aortic valve leaflet are subject to supra-physiological loading during
TAVR stent expansion, which can subsequently lead to excessive deformation and
fracture of calcific nodules. While fracture and subsequent weakening of calcium
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deposits can aid in more uniform expansion of the valve stent, migration of calcific
fracture debris may potentially cause an increase risk of stroke [20]. In conjunction
with ultimate tensile strength measurements, the future development of an accurate
constitutive framework combined with a plasticity model representing calcium
inelasticity, could be applied to predict calcium deposit fracture risk during TAVI
procedures and additionally provide more accurate simulated TAVR stent
deployment geometries.
8.6 Conclusion

In conclusion, this thesis has presented experimental and computational
studies performed throughout the course of the author’s Ph.D studies to investigate
the impact of non-circular stent expansion on TAVR performance. Experimental
methods were developed to provide a novel in vitro coupled fluid and structural
based analysis to investigate the altered fluid and shear environments as well as
altered leaflet structural mechanics of non-circular TAVRs. The results of these
studies demonstrated that eccentric valves are associated with altered fluid flow with
increased turbulent shear stresses compared to circular valves. Furthermore leaflets
in eccentric valves had coaptation mismatch during valve closure with increased
peak strains over those in leaflets from circular deployed valves. Novel
computational models of self-expanding TAVR deployment were developed to
investigate leaflet deformation for stent distortions that are likely to occur in vivo.
These results showed that asymmetric deployment of a TAVR stent produced
increased leaflet commissures stresses, however such stress concentrations were
dependent on valve orientation. These studies suggested that preoperative planning
of TAVR orientation could minimise the impact of stent distortion on leaflet
deformation. Finally, a novel computational model investigating the biomechanical
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interaction between self-expanding TAVRs and a calcified aortic root was
developed. This study established the role of calcium deposits in inhibiting uniform
circular and cylindrical expansion of self-expanding TAVR stents. Thus, this thesis
provides for the first time a comprehensive understanding of the fundamental
changes in fluid and structural behaviour of TAVRs following non-circular stent
deployment and as such the information elucidated from this body of work
emphasizes the requirement for the development of future more robust TAVR
designs that can function optimally in wide varying deployment geometries in vivo.
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